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The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver) took the Chair at 11.15 n.m.

The Hon. A. L. LOTON read prayers.

SENATE VACANCY
President's Announcement

THE FlE SiDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): I have to report that at a joint
sitting of the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly, John Peter Sirn was
duly elected to fill the vacancy as a sen-
ator of the Federal Parliament in the place
of Senator Victor Seddon Vincent, de-
ceased.

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIEL

Appointment of a Chaplain

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE (for The Hon.
0. Bennetts) asked the President:

Has consideration ever been given
to the appointment of a chaplain
in this House?

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver) replied:-

I am indebted to the honourable
Mr. Bennetts for giving me some
informal notice of this question.
In reply I advise the bonourable
member that as far as we can
ascertain from the records, the
House has not at any time had a
chaplain, nor has consideration
been given to such an appoint-
ment.
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It is not clear from the honour-
able member's question whether
he envisages the appointment of
a lay-chaplain from within the
House, or whether a member of
the clergy is considered desirable.
Perhaps on some future occasion
the honourable member may Care
to clarify this point. The debate
on the Appropriation Bill may be
a convenient time.

BILLS (2): RECEIPT AND FIRST
READING

1. Iron Ore (Tallering Peak) Agreement
BIll.

2. Iron Ore (The Broken Hill Pro-
prietary Company Limited) Agree-
ment Bill.

Bills received from the Assembly;
and, on motions by The Hon. A. F.
Griffith (Minister for Mines), read
a first, time.

SUPERANNUATION AND FAMILY
BENEFITS ACT AMENDMENT

BILL (No. 2)
Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 25th Novem-
ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) [11.22 a.m.]:
This Bill contains a provision to allow sen-
for members of the Civil Service to in-
crease the units of their superannuation
contributions if they so desire from the
maximum of 42, which now obtains, to a
total of 50. It contains other provisions
to remove anomalies that exist and,
indeed, to extend a measure of justice to
some employees.

All superannuation and family benefit
Acts of States have been designed to
enable, by contributions statutorily pro-
vided for and compulsorily made, members
of the Public Service to receive, on retire-
ment, a satisfactory pension or allowance
to which they have contributed, in some
cases, for decades. As honourable mem-
bers know, I am a great believer in the
Civil Service and the service its members
render to the State. As in all walks of
life, an average can be taken where the
whole are affected by the abilities, con-
scientiousness, and service given. How-
ever, in general, I think we can say we
have nothing in this State for which we
have to apologise in connection with the
ability and service given by our civil
servants,

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: On the con-
trary.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: This Bill is to
allow senior members of the service to in-
crease their contributions if they so desire.

It appears it renders to those on high
salaries an opportunity to provide an in-
come of a rather high order after retire-
ment. However, they could have done the
same thing of their own volition had they
many years ago prepared for retirement
by insuring themselves outside this legis-
lation with private assurers.

As is common with such schemes,
whether they belong to private enterprise
or to State services, the employer-in this
case the Crown-supports the contri-
butions with matching money, or a like
sum, just as outside firms in their Provi-
dent funds provide most generously, in
some cases, for the servants they employ.
I know of concerns in this city whose
profits are such that from them they are
able to give to their employees very attrac-
tive propositions in the way of retiring
allowances and so on. After all, the money
comes from the undertakings the profits
of which come from the public, and there-
fore the employees are justly entitled to
it. I think this is in a similar category.

Provision is made in the Bill for the
temporary person-the person who has
not been in permanent employment; and
I think that is something of very great
importance. The Public Service has
people in it who have been in temporary
employment for a quarter of a century.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: How does
that position come about?

The Hon. P. J. S. WISE: Partly it had
its origin during the war period when
people filled positions formerly occupied by
those overseas. it is something like the
wages man and the salaried man. The
wages man does not enjoy the emolumnent
or salary of the salaried man. Unfortun-
ately that creates a prejudice against the
wages man.

I know of cases in which attractive
propositions have been made to well-paid
qualified people in positions to induce
them to go to remote areas of the State.
They are given inducements in the way of
rentals, leave, transference of families,
and educational allowances for children.
The anomalous situation occurs when a
wages man -relieves a salaried man in such
a position. The wages man is just as
competent, whether he be working in a
power station or in an engineering work-
shop. The wages man with three or four
children does the same work, when reliev-
ing, as the salaried man, but he has to
pay for his children to be educated in the
south because the same privileges are not
extended to him as arc extended to the
salaried man.

Honocurable members in this House have
endeavoured to remove that anomaly, but
have been turned down flat. I know I am
digressing, but it is necessary in order to
answer the question of the honourable Mr.
MacKinnon. The wages man is far too
often prejudiced, although he gives the
same service as the salaried man.
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The Bill makes provision under which
the temporary employee will be recognised
as having a right as a contributor under
this scheme. other matters also are con-
tained in the Bill and these have been
amply explained by the Minister. All I
can say at this point is that I support the
measure.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Commi~ttee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bil read a third time, on motion by

The Bon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines),* and passed.

INDUSTRIAL LANDS
(MADDINGTON) AGREEMENT

BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 25th Novem-
ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. J. DOLAN (West) ( 11.33
a.m.]: As the Minister indicated In his
second reading speech this Bill seeks the
ratification by Parliament of an agree-
ment made between the Government and
a company known as Davison Estates Fty.
Ltd. The agreement relates to an area
of land in Maddlngton formerly known
as the Canning Park Racecourse. It con-
sists, I understand, of 208 acres. The Gov-
ernment purchased it in 1948 for £5,000,
and the sale price to this company, having
regard for the increased price of land in
recent years, is £30,000, which means that
for 200 acres the average price is £150 an
acre, which is most realistic. The Gov-
ernment is to be commended for making
the land available at such a cheap price in
order to encourage a company of such a
nature to set up a system of diversified
industries, particu~larly light industries.

In another place some doubt was ex-
pressed as to what these diversified in-
dustries might be, and I took the trouble
this morning to get a list of the industries
which have been established in the indus-
trial centre of O'Connor, very close to
Fremantle, because I understand that
this scheme of Davison Estates Pty. Ltd.
will be developed on similar lines to
what is taking place at O'Connor. For
the benefit of honourable members I will
mention some of the diversified industries
which have been established at O'Connor:
drum manufacture; fibro plaster works;
tyre manufacture; rubber manufacture:
paint manufacture; hot water appliances;
car body works; cleaning fluids; vehicle

assembly; soft furnishings; food packers;
window manufacture; panel beating; dry
cleaning; processors; and so on to the
number of more than sixty. The list Is
very extensive, and the industries at
O'Connor have resulted in many benefits
to the district.

I feel that the ideal state of affairs in
any manufacturing centre is to have
three types of industries established-
heavy; medium-heavy; and light. Such
industries would provide for all types of
people-for the tradesman; for the semi-
skilled worker; and for the unskilled
worker. They would also provide not
only for the men and women, but for the
boys and girls, to be absorbed into the
Industries; and I feel this is a most
desirable state of affairs in cur economy.

This land at Maddington has for the
last 17 years been non-ratable property,
and I am sure that the two shires of Oo-
nells and Canning will welcome the intro-
duction of this form of development,
because it will not only mean consider-
able development in the district and a
consequent Increase in rates, but a general
improvement in the area.

I think the Government is to be com-
mended for making an agreement in
which it stipulates that the company has
to develop its plan by degrees. in the
first stage it has to take an area of 30
acres and develop it according to the
scheme, and, until it has been completed
satisfactorily and the company has given
an indication as to the type of industry
that is to be established, and the success
or otherwise of it has been accomplished,
the Government will not allow it to pro-
ceed. Once the first stage has been estab-
lished satisfactorily the company will
continue to develop the project gradually.

This is an important area of land be-
cause it has the benefit of most services.
The railway service is handy to it, and
there are well established roads in the
vicinity. For example the Albany High-
way is convenient to it; and water sup-
plies and electricity and other things that
industries require are also available.

There is, however, one problem that
might arise, and that is in connection with
sewage disposal; and one reason for that
is because of the high-water table in that
area. The company is going to use a Ger-
man system of sewage disposal called the
Imh off system which has been used now
in 15 country districts in Western Austra-
lia, including some that are fairly close
to the area in question, because it is used
at the Kelmscott Hospital, and also at
Wundowie, After the sewage at Wundowie
has been treated the water is allowed to
run into a creek which flows through
National Park. So honourable members
will realise that all safeguards are taken
to ensure that the disposal of the sewage
will not create a health problem of any
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kind. That system seems to be the an-
swer for this area, and I trust it will be
successful.

The Government has also ensured that
in this area it will not permit the estab-
lishment of what is known under the
Health Act as noxious industries. Some
of these industries, so that honourable
members can be aware of them, are
slaughterhouses; piggeries; artificial man-
ure depots; bone mills; places for storing,
drying, or preserving bones, hides, hoofs
or skins; fat melting, fat extracting, or tal-
low melting establishments; and so on.
There is almost a complete range of
noxious industries that people living in
residential areas close by would not want
established.

The Hon. F, J1. S. Wise: It does not bar
fiourmills.

The Hon. J. DOLAN: No, it does not
class them as a noxious industry. I gather
one could be established in that area.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: What about tak-
ing the honourable Mr. Ron Thompson's
alumina works out there.

The Hon. J. DOLAN: The Bill contains
ample provision for keeping all these things
under control. With the legislation re-
cently passed in relation to clean air, I
think this will be an added safeguard for
the people who live in that district.

The Hon. Rt. P. Hutchison: I doubt it.
The Hon. J. DOLAN: I am sure it will

be.
The Hon. E. M. Heenan: It sounds like

a Utopia.
The Hon. 3. DOLAN: The Government

could keep a close watch on this matter.
The agreement conditions are such that
when the first 30 acres are established we
will probably find that the buildings will
be set back from the roads, fronted by
established lawns, and that altogether they
will be very presentable, and that the
area will be a Spot to which we could take
tourists.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: You are a
bit of an idealist.

The Hon. J. DOLAN: If one does not
set high ideals one will get nowhere.

The Hon. A. L. Loton: Hear, hear!
The Hon. A. P. Griffith: If you tell the

honourable Mrs. Hutchison that this Bill
was introduced by a private Ljabor mem-
ber she will support it.

The Hon. J. DOLAN: This particular
firm-Davison Estates Pty. Ltd-has had
considerable experience in England, and
from that point of view I am very pleased;
because it is a long while since we have
had the type of English capital we want
here. I think there has been a little bias
towards American capital, and I am
pleased to see that British industrialists
are interested, and that this is one of their
babies.

I will not delay the Passage of the Bill.
I feel the agreement is an excellent one,
and one for which the Government can
be commended. I am not so happy with
some of the other agreements that have
been made, because some of their angles
are not quite so good. But this agree-
ment is excellent, and it is worthy of the
Support of the House. My party welcomes
the Bill, and because we feel that develop-
ment of this kind of industry will do a
lot of good for the State I heartily com-
mend it to the House, and I hope it will
have a quick passage.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith; Thank you.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (The Hon.

N. , Baxter) in the Chair; The Hon. A.
F. Griffith (Minister for Mines) in charge
of the Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2 put and passed.
Schedule-

The Hon. P. 3. S. WISE: I was wonder-
ing whether under the local government
amending legislation this company is to be
forced to provide parking space equivalent
to the number of people likely to be em-
ployed, or likely to visit such an area.

If the provisions of the Bill which re-
cently passed this Chamber are to be in-
sisted upon we will have 30 acres for
buildings and 150 acres as a parking area.
That might sound a bit extravagant, but
it could happen. Since I can see no pro-
vision in the agreement, I am wondering
what is to be expected of the company in
relation to parking for the hundreds of
motorcars which will be parked adjacent
to the 30 acres.

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: All aspects
of town planning will be considered at the
time.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Do You know
if attention was drawn to the Town Plan-
ning and Development Act?

The Hon. A. F. GRUIPPITH: There is a
by-law making power In this agreement,
but no such by-laws have yet been made,
because it is too premature at the moment.
I feel certain, however, that when the time
comes consideration will be given to mat-
ters such as this.

Schedule put and Passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by

The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines), and passed.
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ROAD CLOSURE BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed, from the 25th Novem-

ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
L. A. Logan (Minister for Local Govern-
ment)-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-Leader of the Opposition) (11.48 am.]:
This Bill, kindred to many introduced into
Parliament at this time of the session, is
to approve the closing of roads which have
been dealt with by local governing bodies
throughout the year.

Such a Bill is always introduced late in
the session to enable the total number of
roads approved for closure by local govern-
ing bodies and government departments
to be dealt with. The measure, of course,
has no parent Act. It is a Bill for a par-
ticular purpose. The title to me, and I am
sure to the H-ouse. is very interesting. It
conforms to the title of all such Hills and
states that it is a Bill for an Act to provide
for the closure of certain roads and rights-
of-way and of portions of certain roads
and rights-of-way and for incidental and
other purposes.

I am rather surprised to find the words
"rights-of-way" in the title. We were as-
sured by the Minister in charge of the Bill
that rights-of -way had no legal standing
at all: that they are all Private streets:
that there is no such thing as a right-of-
way as a specific portion of laud.

Do you remember, Mr. President, the
trouble the Minister took unto himself to
endeavour to convince the House that al-
though rights-of-way may be on a title,
it does not matter: it is quite inciden-
tal? The right-of -way is something that is
inherited. I pointed out it is inherent in a
title: but this obdurate Minister would not
amend the Act to correct the mention of
a private street and call It what it is--a
right-of -way.

Now he introduces a Bill of many clauses
and all 12 of them contain the words
"rights-of-way" and "closing of rights-of-
way.,,

The Hon. A. L. Loton: Has he got the
interpretation?

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: No; but I have
in case he wants it. A right-of-way is as
old as is a title of land in this country"
and in a very pleasant mood I am sug-
gesting to the Minister that he was so
aggressive the other night; and his argu-
ment was quite fallacious, as his arguments
become, the more aggressive he gets. I
am simply drawing attention to this matter
on this very pleasant morning.

We are dealing with a Hill for the pur-
pose of closing rights-of-way, of which I
approve, but I am sure if the Minister does

what he should do, he would amend every
clause and substitute the words "private
street" for the words "right-of-way. How-
ever, I am sure he will not do that.

Most of these clauses deal with matters
that are of great local interest and im-
portance. Every clause deals with a par-
ticular area of land which, for some reason
In the workings of a municipal body, a
local authority, or a shire council, requires
some adjustment or alteration in the public
interest.' Some of them have been applied
for by Private People to render adjustments
Possible in surveys.

There is a very important clause in this
Bill-I think it is clause 11-which gives
to a big early subdivision at Attadale the
right in these days of modern and better
design of suburbs to be redesigned and
resurveyed. It was formerly owned by T.
M. Burke and I think it is now owned
by Hookers. The survey will extend from
Tanson Street to a point going back to
Canning Highway.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: It was the old
grid system.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: The owners
of the land had what appeared to be a
very satisfactory survey, but they have
now volunteered to survey all their pieces
of road in that plan for the purpose of
redesign to suit the better designs of today
where streets do not run into one another,
so that a good suburb may be designed.

I do not think there are many oppor-
tunities of this kind left; and I think the
People concerned are to be commended for
asking to close all the roads in this group
of blocks, affecting a lot of titles. This
will enable redesign and fresh titles to issue,
Not many opportunities of this kind are
left in the metropolitan area, because of
building piece by piece, with a house here
and a house there.

In general, with all my facetious atti-
tudes discounted. I think the Bill conforms
to all of the needs of the local authorities
involved and I support it.

THE HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland-
Minister for Local Government) [11.56
ai.mn.: I am pleased to know I have a
very aggressive nature. I think that is an
attribute which is necessary at times, and
I am pleased to know that I can be
branded with that sort of a nature. It
would be wrong of me to interfere with
another Minister's Bill-and this is an-
other Minister's Bill. Of course, had it
been my Bill I would have substituted
"private street" for "right-of-way." It is
just a different approach by two Ministers
to this problem.

The Hon. P. J7. S. Wise: Do not forget
that I said the more aggressive you are
the less effective you become.
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The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Not neces-
sarily so. I was one of the lads who used
to have a light at school and I have
apparently carried that aggressiveness on.
I did not always win, of course.

The Hon. R. Thompson: You are a
delinquent.

The Hon, L. A. LOGAN: I appreciate
the reference made to the closing of roads
in the old subdivisions that have not
been built on. One of the greatest mis-
takes in planning and subdividing was
the grid pattern where there was a cross-
road every time streets met. I believe that
this is the cause of many acidents. That
I6 why I made a plea the other day to local
authorities to make sure that a by-law
which has been in force for a long while
dealing with no obstructions on corners
is put into effect and policed. I think all
of us who are motorists will appreciate
that one has to almost stop at every
corner. I accept the rebuke given to me
in the manner in which it was given.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by

The Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister for Local
Government), and passed.

RESERVES BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 25th Novem-
ber. on the following motion by The Hon.
L. A. Logan (Minister for Local Govern-
ment):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

'THE HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the opposition) [12.1 p.m.]:
The Bill indicates, to some extent, trends
in land use anid the pressure ion land in-
cluding "A"-class reserves which popula-
tion expansion makes either in the
country or in the city.

Honourable members will notice that
as the years pass more and more excisions
are made from "A"-class reserves, with
this legislation and with parliamentary
sanction, to provide for specific purposes
other than those for which they were
first designated Class "A" reserves.

There is provision in this Bill for quite
a few areas to be set aside for recreation
purposes. Areas on the outskirts of towns
h-ave been set aside as caravan parks, and
this is a form development which time
brings about. It is very interesting to note
that there is provision for certain excisions
for educational purposes, and provision

for the creation of reserves both for
educational purposes and for facilities as
adjuncts to education.

This Bill, like the one previously passed,
deals with areas recommended, through
councils, local government bodies, and
government departments, for the better
use of unused land, however such land
may be held as Crown reserves.

I do not know any of the areas involved,
except the one at Attadale, which is
really an exchange of area. There gre
Provisions for drainage and sewerage for
civic centres. There is also provision in
connection with an area in dispute at
Mandurah. A referendum was held for
a loan and the alterations for which this
Bill provides were sanctioned. In that
case, also, it is an exchange from the
local government body in connection with
the reserve.

Mono urable members will find reference
in the Bill to their particular areas, but
so far as the north is concerned, we do
not get a mention. The provisions will
have been carefully scrutinised and my ex-
amination of the plan shows that there
will be no difficulty.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(The Hion. G. C. MacKinnon) in the
Chair; The Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister for
Local Government) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 19 put and passed.
Clause 20: Reclassification of Reserve

No. 9633 at Mandurah-
The Hon. F. R%. H. LAVERY: There has

been Quite a lot of dissension at Mandurah
in connection with this olause. A portion
of land is to be used for purposes other
than an "A'-class reserve, and what is
left of the land will then revert to being
an "A"-class reserve.

Ever since I made my maiden speech in
this House 13 years ago, I have been com-
pletely opposed to the use of an "A"-class
reserve for any purpose other than for the
use of the people for whom such reserves
were first planned. When a matter such
as this comes before Parliament for ratifi-
cation, I believe it is the time when I
should raise my voice in protest against
the action being taken in connection with
this particular piece of land.

In the area which I represent, together
with other honourable members, industry
is being developed and there is greater
use being made of the beaches. Little by
little and month by month and year by
year, land is gradually being filched away
from the people. I was rather surprised
yesterday when the honourable Mr. Ron
Thompson received replies to questions
regarding a beach in the area I represent.

The Hon. R.. Thompson; Untruthful
answers!
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The Hon. P. R. H. LAVERY: Last year,
I asked whether the beach at Naval Base
was an "A"-class reserve. In reply, I was
told it was not but if an application was
made it would receive sympathetic consid-
eration. However, yesterday's reply said
that there was no intention to make that
beach an 'A"-class reserve.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (The Hon.
G. C. MacKinnon): I hope the honourable
member will connect these remarks to the
clause.

The Hon. F. Rt. H. LAVERY: If the De-
puty Chairman will allow me time I will
connect my remarks to the clause, and the
time of Parliament will not be wasted.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (The Hon. 0.
C. MacKinnon): Order! In the position
I hold it is my responsibility to draw your
attention to such matters.

The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: I did not
intend to offend, and I apologise to you,
Mr. Deputy Chairman. As I was saying,
the reply to yesterday's question high-
lights what Is happening to our beaches
and river frontages today. Everywhere we
look something is happening to the water-
front; and while I agree that some big in-
dustries have to have access to waterways.
I still think that land should not be taken
away from a tourist resort for the purpose
of administrative buildings.

I think that if it is sufficiently important
to bring this matter to Parliament, it is
sufficiently important for Parliament to
have a second look at it. I would prefer
to have clause 20 deleted from the Bill,
and give the people of Mandurah another
12 months to consider the matter.

We have seen a map showing that Re-
serve 9633 at Mandural iIs to have an area
taken from it for the purpose of an admin-
istrative and civic centre. However, we
are not told the size of the area. I would
suggest that Mandurah, almost more than
any other tourist resort, belongs to the
people of Western Australia. The Tourist
Development Authority has spent a reas-
onable amount of money in that area for
the benefit of tourists, and, with all due
respect to the residents of that area, I
believe that the life of Mandurah exists
because of the tourists.

I have received a letter signed by three
residents of Mandurah, and in this letter
certain accusations were made against
the poll which was held. I am not con-
cerned about that, but there are tree
other matters with which I1 am concerned.
A section of the letter reads as follows:-

The enclosed sketch shows reserve
A9633 and the approximate site for
the proposed office buildings. The
Council claims that only one acre
will be needed for these buildings and
that this can easily be spared from
the 15-acre reserve. Although one

acre may be sufficient for the immedi-
ate need, we maintain that the pro-
posed office buildings would represent
the beginnings of a Civic or Com-
munity Centre that would ultimately
absorb so much of the reserve that
only a negligble part would remain
for unrestricted public use.

Another section reads-
In the matter of procedure, it would

seem that all the Council's actions up
to date have been in anticipation of
Parliamentary approval to changing
the reserve.

Further on the letter states-
Mandurab is developing rapidly as

a holiday and residential area and
for that reason it will need more than
the normal complement of public
open spaces as for an inland Town,
and this applies especially to areas
adjacent to the water. The maximum
area of foreshore reserves such as
A9633 should therefore be perman-
ently held for public use.

This reserve adjoins a safe beach
for children, and is the only area close
to the Town where such as an Amuse-
ment Park could be well sited,
sufficiently removed from foreshore
congestion but conveniently close to
where holiday makers congregate.

The last paragraph reads-
Reserve A9633 has been improved

by a considerable expenditure on
sand filling and the construction of
two large brick toilet blocks situated
in positions chosen by the Council as
being best suited to serve the whole
reserve for public open space and
tourism. The cost of these improve-
ments was subsidised by the State
Government through the Tourist
Development Authority, and it could
hardly be claimed that the Tourist
Development Authority envisaged
future use of the site for civic centre
buildings.

I am not concerned about the size of
the area which is proposed to be taken.
but I am opposed to the taking of
beach land in any way, at any time, for
use other than the enjoyment of the
people. I once read in the newspaper
where Mandurah had 13,000 visitors on
one particular day. Many times, I have
enjoyed myself on the reserve in question,
and for that reason I raise my voice in
protest against this clause. I happened
to be present in another Place when the
Minister for Lands agreed to progress
being reported while he went further into
this matter. I wonder if the Minister,
when replying, will be able to tell us what
te Mnister for Lands found out at that

time. I oppose the clause,
The Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: I am

going to move for the deletion of clause
20, and my reasons are the same as those
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mentioned by the Previous speaker. I
have received telephone calls from Man-
durab this morning asking mue to oppose
this clause. I1 have a personal connection
with Mandurak which has extended over
many years. My children, who are all
grown up and who are parents themselves,
have also enjoyed the amenities of
Mandurah for a long time.

I have heard the excuse before that this
land was in an untidy state and that no
reclamation work had been done. Every
piece of land is like that until it is devel-
oped, and that is no reason why it should
be taken over by the local authority for
the purpose of building a civic centre
upon it. That is what I object to. I ob-
ject to a civic centre being put anywhere
on that reserve. The civic buildings
should be erected on a site which Is most
convenient for the people. I know of an-
other local authority in another suburb
which has the same idea; namely, of
building on reserved land, but I maintain
that a reserve on a beach front is now be-
coming an extremely precious commodity.

In this State we do not have many in-
land rivers as other countries have, and
therefore all waterways are very precious
to the people residing in this big dry con-
tinent of ours, and nothing should be filch-
ed from them; because it is at these places
that they have a great deal of enjoyment.
on our seafront we have permitted the
erection of huge industries which have
taken over some of the finest beaches we
have that are close to the city. What is
more they have despoiled the waterfront.

Mandurab has always been one of the
most popular seaside resorts in Western
Australia, and one of its attractions is that
it is within easy reach of the city. It is
a. simple matter for a family to make a
visit there during a weekend. Its popu-
larity is gauged by the number of weekend
cottages that have been built at that
centre over the Years. The fishing and
swimming down there are excellent, and
it is absolutely wrong for any council or
local authority to build a civic centre on
a reserve which can be set aside for the
enjoyment of the people of the State.

A civic centre is an establishment that
can be erected on a block further back
in the town itself, because it would serve
its purpose just as well if it were erected
on such a site. 'To suggest that the civic
centre should be built on the waterfront
is criminal. The Mandurah people should
replace the existing local authority and
thus show in no uncertain way that they
object to this move.

I strongly object to this clause, not only
on my own behalf but also on behalf of
the people of Mandurah, because I have
received communications from Mandurah
residents requesting me to protest against
the passage of this Bill. I am carrying
out their wishes, as I have said, not only
for their sake, but also for mine because I

and my family have been to Mandurab
and enjoyed its facilities over the year.
This piece of land should be reserved for
picnickers and other people who want to
use it. I would certainly not give my con-
sent for any civic centre to be built upon
it. and I intend to vote against clause 20 of
the Bill.

The Hon. F. D. WIhLMOrT: I fall en-
tirely to understand the objections that
have been raised against this clause. As
one of the members who represent that
particular area, I can only say that I do
not think that those who have spoken
against it understand the intention behind
it.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: I quite under-
stand.

The Hon. F. D. WILLMOTT: I do not
think the honourable member does.

The Hon. a. F'. Hutchison: I know what
I am talking about,

The Hon. F. D. WILLMOTT: The hon-
curable member has spoken about this re-
serve being filched from the people, but
that is not proposed under the clause, if
the honourable member reads it she will
see that it is an "A"-class reserve, and
that it Is proposed to turn it into a "C"-
class reserve temporarily, so that a small
excision can be made away from the
waterfront-it is nowhere near the water-
front-for the purpose of erecting a civic
building.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: And that is
exactly what I am objecting to.

The Hon. F, D. WILLMOfl: There is
no suggestion in the clause that anything
is being filched from the people, because
when the shire buildings are erected they
still belong to the people. Having pro-
vided that, the Hill proposes that the re-
mainder of the reserve shall revert to be-
ing an "A'-class reserve. All this talk of
the area, being filched from the people is
just sheer nonsense. I think the people
who should have a say in this, in spite of
what has been said by the honiourable
Mrs. Hutchison, are the residents of Man-
durah.

The Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: On a
point of order, Mr. Deputy Chairman
(The Hon, 0. C. MacKinnon), I would
point cut that I am acting for the
people of Mandurah. Several residents
have been in touch with me and, in fact,
my telephone was ringing constantly
even this morning in regard to the sub-
ject.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (The Hon.
G. C. MacKinnon) : I can see no ground
for the point of order, so I will ask the
honourable Mr. Willmott to resume his
speech.

The Hron. F. a. WILLM07T: The
honourable Mrs. Hutchison may be speak-
ing for a small number of the Mandurah
people, but the ratepayers of Mandurah
had a referendum on the raising of a loan
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for the erection of this building. They
were fully aware of where this building
was to be erected; and it is no use trying
to tell me, as a member representing the
district, anything different.

The Hon. R. Thompson: How many of
the people supported its being built on this;
site?

The Hon, F. D. WILLMOTT: It does
not matter. A referendum was held, and
those people who failed to vote can only
be deemed to have accepted the proposal.
No other construction can be placed on
their attitude, and the majority were in
favour of the loan.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison interjected.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (The Hon.
G. C. MacKinnon): Order[ Will the
honourable Mrs. Hutchison please cease
her constant running fire of interjections?
This is the Committee stage, and imme-
diately the honourable Mr. Willmott re-
sumes his seat, the honourable memnber
can rise, and make another speech if she
so desires. Will the honourable Mr. Will-
xnott please resume?

The Hon. F. D. WILLMOIT: I am well
aware that the easiest way to deal with a
buzzing insect is to take a sharp slap
at it, but there are times, Sir, when one
regrets the limitation that has been placed
on one'a reach. It is a pity that a greater
limitation could not be placed on the
tongues of certain people.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (The Hon.
0. C. MvicKinnon): The honourable
member will please resume his speech.

The H-on. F. D. WIILLMOTT: There is
no need for me to say anything further.
I have explained the position as it exists,
and any move that is made to defeat
the clause will be completely absurd.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I would like
to clarify what took place in the poll con-
ducted at Mandurah. Limitations were
placed on it. The names of Tuckey,
Briggs, and Anderson are synonymous
with Msndurah. Those three gentlemen
sent a letter to all members of Parliament
expressing their concern at the poll
which was conducted. They say-

Voting on the loan poll on 11th
November was 742 in favour and 423
against. With 7,000 votes on the roll
this represents only a 16 per cent.
poll. To all ratepayers on the roll
the council sent a circular advocating
approval to the loan and enclosing an
application form for absentee voting.
The circular was misleading in some
respects and made no mention of the
site being on a class "A" reserve.
Permission was refused for us to en-
close with the Council's circular a
statement setting out our reasons for
opposing the proposal. From personal

observations we are definitely of the
opinion that the affirmative vote was
on the question of raising a £20,000
loan for new offices, without any
regard to the matter of the site. The
real point at issue is the site, and in
order to get any useful expression of
opinion on this it should have been
the subject of a separate poll. with-
out the confusion that arose from
combining it with the loan proposal.

Most bonourable members will agree
that a poll conducted in that manner.
when only one side of the case was put
while the other side was denied the
chance of setting out its case, is a rigged
vote.

There are hundreds of acres of vacant
land at Mandurab available for the con-
struction of shire buildings. It is not
necessary to build the offices adjacent to
the waterfront. On the contrary it would
be far better to build the offices away
from the waterfront, because even during
normal working hours many people con-
gregate in and about that "A"-class
reserve.

The Hon. P. R. H. LAVERY: I am per-
sonally opposed at all times to the taking
of land from an "A"-class reserve. I am
not concerned about the poll which was
conducted; I am only concerned with the
use of the "A"-class reserve land. We
were told that we could defeat the clause
by voting against it, but that is not the
only way. The clause can be amended.
I therefore move an amendment-

page 11, line 6-Insert after the
word "thereof" the words "not to
exceed one half of an acre of such."

The Hon. F. D. WILLMOfl: I oppose
the amendment. It is not the duty of
Parliament to interfere in this manner
and to prescribe exactly the amount of
land that may be used for the erection of
shire buildings. When the honourable Mr.
Lavery spoke about land being taken
from an "A"-class reserve he implied that
the whole area was to be taken away. I
am opposed to limiting the area to half
an acre. This is a matter for the shire
council to decide.

The Hon. F. R. H. 'LAVERY: I was
speaking about the taking away of any
portion of an "A"-class reserve. Such
land is set aside for the use of the people.
If the amendment is agreed to the area
for the erection of shire buildings will be
limited to half an acre. If the shire coun-
cil is not satisfied with half an acre It will
not use that land for the building of
offices. That will allow for a second look,
and the proposition can be submitted in
12 months' time.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: With respect
to the desire of the honourable Mr. Lavery,
I do not think I could support a proposi-
tion of this kind. This is for a site for an
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administrative and civic centre; and bear-
ing In mind the type of building which
would be erected today, half an acre, or
even an acre, would not be sufficient.

The Hon. E. M. HEENAN: I entirely
agree with the opinion just expressed by
the honourable Mr. Wise. I want to make
my position clear in this because my wife
has a little beach property at Mandurah
and!I know this area well. We were among
the ratepayers who had a say in the prop-
osition, which was a very good one. I amgoing to support the clause because I have
already supported the proposition at the
referendum.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I am sure that
some honourable members have not looked
at the map to see where the land is.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: I can assure
the Minister I have.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I did not say
the honourable Mr. Lavery had not looked
at it, because I know he has. We are not
dealing with a. piece of land on the fore-
shore, because it is well away from the
water. Many acres of land are reserved
in Mandurah for recreation and "A"-class
reserves.

On behalf of the Mandurah Shire Coun-
oil. I take exception to the remark made
by the honourable Mr. Ron Thompson that
the shire rigged the referendum. It is not
right to talk like that against the shire
council. The facts have been proved al-
ready by the honourable Mr. Heenan who
said he took part in the referendum.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Did he get the
other side of the question though?

The Hon. L1 A. LOGAN: I think that
from the amount of publicity this matter
received for quite a long time, nearly
everyone in Western Australia knew the
situation. Certainly when I was there on
the Saturday of the referendum everyone
knew the exact situation. In return for
the acre of land the shire council is re-
covering, it is granting two acres to the
Crown to be included in the "A"-class Re-
serve No. 9633. These two acres are owned
by the shire council in fee simple.

The Mon. R. Thompson: Why not put
the civic buildings on that land?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Because the
two acres are not in a suitable position for
civic buildings. They are on the water-
front, and the shire wants to get away
from the waterfront. I can imagine the
hue and cry there would be if the shire
suggested building the civic centre on the
waterfront,

Surely this proposition Is fair! I can-
not see any objection to it. 'The hion-
ourable Mr. Lavery should, if he were con-
sistent, object to every clause in this Dill
because each clause is designed to excise
land from "A"-class reserves.

The H-on. F. R. H. Lavery: Not on the
waterfront.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: This is not on
the waterfront at all.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: It is that
close to it.

The Hon. L. A, LOGAN: With regard to
the remarks the honourable member made
concerning the waterfront, as far as the
seashore Is concerned possibly some areas
have been taken away; but we must re-
member that approximately 1,000 acres
have been reclaimed for public recreational
purposes. The only opposition that has
been raised to this provision has emanated
from one or two individuals in Mandurah
who have not got their own way.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Have you
any answer from the Minister?

The Ron. L, A, LOGAN: All he was try-
Ing to do was to obtain the result of the
ref erendum. This is the information he
gave in another place-

The election was held under
properly constituted conditions. Vot-
Ing for local authority elections, of
course, is not compulsory but I under-
stand, on this occasion, the voting was
743 for the 423 against. I instructed
my department that this clause was
not to be included in the Bill unless
the referendum was favourable to
the proposal. It was favourable by
almost a 2 to 1 majority of those vot-
Ing and if we are to accept democratic
principles, we must accept the decision
of the ratepayers of Mandurah in this
regard.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted,
Third Reading

Bill read a third time, an motion by
The Hion. L. A. Logan (Minister for Local
Government), and passed.
Sitting suspended from 12.50 to 2.30 p.m.

SENATE VACANCY
Governor's Message

THE PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): I have received the following comn-
munication from His Excellency the Gov-
ernor:

Mr. President of the Legislative
Council:

I thank you far informing me that
at a joint sitting of the Houses of Par-
liament of the State of Western Aus-
tralia, held at Perth on the twenty-
sixth day of November, 1964, the
Members of such Houses sitting and
voting together, in pursuance of Sec-
tion 15 of "The Commonwealth of
Australia Constitution Act", did
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choose John Peter Sim, Farmer, of
Chittinup, via Kojonup, to hold the
place vacated by Victor Seddon Vin-
cent.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Readingv
Bill received from the Assembly; and,

on motion by The Hon. A. F. Griffith
(Minister for Mines), read a first time.

GOVERNMENT EMIPLOYEES'
HOUSING BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 25th Novem-
ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
A. IF. Griffith (Minister for Housing):

That the Bill be now read a second
time,

THE HRON. W. F. WILLESEE (North)
(2.35 p.m.]: This Bill which will be known
as the Government Employees' Housing
Act Is an endeavour to meet a situation
which has developed in quite acute propor-
tions over the last 20 years. It seems that
In the country areas in particular a variety
of governments have not been able to keep
pace with the expansion Into the various
fields of government administration and,
at the same time, provide suitable and ade-
quate houses for the people they employ
throughout the State.

Despite the allocations of loan funds it
has been evident that there have not been
sufficient to keep pace with the demand.
The demand In itself Is a, somewhat com-
plex one, in that the government em-
ployees are many and varied, and great
difficulty arises in housing them. There
are family units and single units of both
sexes to be considered.

So let me say at the outset that I am in
complete, agreement with the principle in
the Bill, because I think that the setting
up of an authority to deal definitely and
explicitly-and in the end conclusively-
with this problem will probably be the
beginning of its end. The objects of the
Bill are enumerated as the provision of
adequate and suitable housing accom-_
modation for government employees; the
improvement of existing housing condi-
tions with respect to government em-
ployees: and the estabLishment of a body
corporate constituted as provided by this
Act, having the name of the Government
Employees' Housing Authority, and having
the powers and funchous provided under
the Act.

The Bill has limited itself in its initial
stages to dealing with teacher accom-
modation, and with employees of the
Civil Service. So far as the financing of
the scheme is concerned, powers are pro-
vided for the authority to borrow: and
the introductory words of the Minister

mention the augmenting of funds by way
of loan grants. That, of course, will be
the ease for some years to come.

I did think the problem might have been
tackled on a more comprehensive basis--
not only as a State problem but also in
co-operation with the Commonwealth by
joint venture, shall we say, because It also
affects many employees of the Common-
wealth in the country areas. The Com-
monwealth too has great difficulty in
securing adequate housing for its em-
ployees.

So when we consider the field of mul-
tiple accommodation, and accommodation
for single people, it seems there is a good
opportuity to develop a common disability
factor between the Commonwealth and
the State; and we might come to a Joint
arrangement thus providing ourselves with
more funds than would be the case under
this Bill. However that Is only an opinion.
and it may even have been considered by
the people who prepared the Bill. it is
Possible, however, that certain difficulties
were apparent.

It is nevertheless true to say that at
this point of time quite equally with the
disabilities of the State there exist seri-
ous disabilities with Commonwealth em-
ployees. The position that is arising be-
tween the two sections of people that are
to be taken aver seems to be In the main
that the Civil Service Association Is not
particularly happy with the decision of the
Government In regard to rents and the
way they will be levied on Its members
in the more outback country areas. It
would seem that the Teachers' Union.
which I think would be more advanced
in this subject than the Civil Service As-
sociation, is more inclined to accept the
Bill as it is presented.

Possibly there would be some alleviation
of the worries of some of the people when
they realise that after this Bill becomes
an Act only the high salaried officers will,
in the Initial stages, be affected.
Therefore the people encompassed in the
Bill are distinctly limited. It is true that
under clause 7 of the Bill the Governor
may at any time declare by proclamation
a further extension so that such people
may come within the orbit of the measure:
and there is no doubt that if progress is
made and finance becomes available ex-
tensions will follow.

It seems to me the economic rent to
be paid by civil servants in the area north
of the 26th parallel-an area in which I
have same particular interest-might well
have been In accordance with the wishes
of the Civil Service Association; that is,
on a pro rata system of charging rentals.
That system operates In some of the other
States of the Commonwealth. Under that
system we would find that the more highly
salaried civil servants will be paying a
maximum of £5 per week-I think that
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was the figure quoted-as against the
existing maximum of £120 per annum, and
this will decrease in accordance with the
salary scale of the Civil Service.

That seems to be quite a reasonable
approach to the problem. The highly paid
civil servants with their higher
responsibilities generally live in a better
class home. To me as a layman it would
seem reasonable that they be provided
with a home costing, shall we say,
£10,000 and that the civil servant in the
lower salary range could live in a home of
substantially less value.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith;: What was the
range you mentioned?

The lion. W. F. WILLESEE: I said,
shall we say. £10,000 for the highly paid
civil servant; and this to be scaled down
proportionately in regard to the lower
range of salaried civil servants.

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: I hope this
authority is not going to construct homes
of £10,000 in value.

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: I have in
mind the type of home built for the aver-
age magistrate and resident engineer of
the Main Roads Department-

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Only at one
place.

The 'Ron. W. F WVILESEE: -and the
resident engineer of the Water Supply De-
partment. In most cases these homes
would be in the £:10,000 class.

The H-on. A. F. Griffith: In the north.
particularly.

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: I have no
desire to fool around with the figure of
£10,000. If the Minister would like me to
make it a lower figure I will do so. I am
merely illustrating that it should be the
person in the better class of home who
should pay the higher rent. Could I leave
it as simply as that?

In last week's The Sunday Times there
Is an article headed "Protests Over Rents
Bill." It reads as follows:-

Civil servants in the north-west of
W.A. are angry over a Bill at present
passing through Parliament.

They believe the Government Em-
ployees' Housing Bill will double their
rents.

Secretary of the Civil Service Asso-
ciation, Mr. B. J. Collier, said yester-
day that protest meetings had been
held all over the North-West, includ-
ing Derby, Wyndham. Carnarvon, and
Port Hledland.

Mr. Collier said there was no doubt
the Bill would increase rents, in some
cases by 100 per cent.

He said the Civil Service Associa-
tion felt the general idea of the Bill
was sound.

"We feel the maximum rental of
£120 a year paid by civil servants
should be raised," he added. "How-
ever, we feel people in the north should
be given particular privileges."

That is the point at issue in regard to
the administration of this Bill. It is inter-
esting to note that Mr. Collier remains con-
sistent with his remarks in The Sunday
Times, because he wrote to the Premier's
Department on the 16th October, and I
quote part of his letter as follows:-

When the matter was first discussed
with the Public Service Commissioner,
the association was under the clear
impression that the rentals paid by
officers stationed above the 26th
parallel would not be affected by the
establishment of the Authority. It
was with alarm that we were advised
later by the Under-Treasurer that this
was not so. Officers in the north are
already unhappy with the cost of liv-
ing in this area and it was only last
year that the Public Service Commis-
sioner increased the district allowances
by determination after our members
had advised the association not to ac-
cept these allowances by way of
agreement, You will appreciate how
these officers will regard the news that
their rentals are likely to be increased
by as much as £2 10s. per week, when
they consider that they are already
suffering considerable personal and
monetary disadvantage by serving in
the north.

I would like to add to that. A civil servant
is in a somewhat unenviable position. He
has very little opportunity to choose the
location of his employment and he
must move when required at the will
of the government of the day to wherever
he may be appointed. If he be one of a
group in a not very lucrative salary range
I cannot see how he could possibly have
the finance available to establish a home
of his own in some central metropolitan
area. So if civil servants go to these cut-
back places it is only reasonable to assume
that they should be given some compensa-
tion in the way of a financial gratuity
that will reimburse them for the disability
they suffer in comparison with their col-
leagues in the more populated areas.

We have to bear in mind that when a
person is transferred to a given area--
to an area which is difficult to live In by
virtue of climate and more expensive
necessities-there is an Implied contract
on the part of the government to say to
such people, "When you consider the situa-
tion that will apply when we transfer you
to a given point in the State, and you
examine your financial situation, there
should be no reduction of the over-all
benefits which will be obtained from that
appointment by way of Income."

Very often a, couple who have a, com-
paratively young family decide that in the
interests of their own economy it would
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pay them to live for a given period in an
outback area. They decide that with the
definite intention of accumulating suffi-
cleat funds so that In the future they can
provide for the education of their children,
or, alternatively, to invest that money for
their ultimate retirement in a home of
their own.

I know of some cases In my electorate
where quite highly salaried civil servants
send their children to school in the south.
I am sure, from conversations which I
have had with them on this matter, that
they are not in a position to have an im-
position of this nature placed upon them:.
because basically they considered their
general position when they accepted the
transfer and they budgeted accordingly.

A sum of £100 by way of district allow-
ance was granted to these people only 12
months ago, and to take that off theta in
the space of 12 months would be a very
serious situation.

The lion. A. F. Griffith:, It won't be 12
months.

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: It will be
within two years, according to the terms
of the Bill.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: But that is not
12 months.

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: There will
be two bites taken in two years; one in 12
months, and the other in the second year.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: I think the
Minister will gather that after a while.

The Ron. W. F. WILLESEE: I did intend
to move an amendment to the effect that
people north of the 26th parallel, and em-
puloyees of the civil service in remote areas,
should have the status quo unaltered and
that there be no alteration to their rental
during the period they remain there.

The Hon. Q. C. MacKinnlon: Which
clause are you referring to?

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: I said that
I intended to move an amendment; but
I do not know which clause to do it in.
I think there is a moral obligation on the
part of the government to consider this
aspect. I believe the Government intends
to do the right thing by civil service em-
ployees, as it would do by any other group
of employees. in its wisdom, it should
consider this matter. If the Minister ac-
cepts the situation, perhaps something
,worth while could be placed before
Cabinet. I do not think the amount of
money involved will be tremendous in the
light of the Bill. on the admission of the
Minister, it will not mean a thing in the
first year; so it cannot be very much over
two years. But it will give great peace of
mind, and will be a source of relief, to
those people who are budgeting at this
stage of their lives.

The Hon. 0. Bennetts: Does it cover
railway fettlers up there?

The Hon. W. P. WTILSEE: Not at the
moment. I do not intend to say much
more on this point. The matter is worthyr
of consideration and it should be dealt
with at government level. To conclude my,
theme, the issue was put very succinctly
by Mr. Collier in his letter to the depart-
ment, when he said as follows:-

The Association considers that in
fairness to those officers who trans-
ferred to the North with the know-
ledge that they would be paying a
certain amount of rent, such rent
should remain unaltered. If, however,
this would cause problems for the new
authority, then the rents could be in-
creased, but offset by a special allow-
ance or by an increase In the present
District Allowance.

An increase In the present district
allowance would be a lengthy proceeding.
This would be nothing new. In Many Cases;
in the north, State rental homes are being
used by employees and a fair economic
rent is paid to the commission, and the
difference between the economic rent and
£120 per annum is paid by the department
concerned. Therefore there are accredited
ways whereby no problem would exist Inr
order to maintain the status quo un cter
the circumstances. It is an increasing
problem, and as each transfer is made the
person concerned will assess his commit-
ments and will accept the transfer with
his eyes open.

The administration of the fund will
present some difficulty. When faced with
borrowed money, which has to be serviced
by way of interest, and when faced with
a maximum of £5 per annum for a prop-
erty which develops at a high capital
value, there will be no difficulty in admin-
istering the fund from these moneys. I
believe the Government will be called
upon to support this scheme for quite a
long period.

Another point concerns seine o f the
very much altered properties in which
People live and for which they pay small
rentals. I hope that only in some in-
stances where improvements are made
to such properties will the rents be
increased, and that there will be no in-
crease of rent where there are -no im-
provemnents made. I can see the possibility
that in lifting the lower valued properties
to a higher rental we could offset quite
sharply some of the cheaper rentals of
the better built properties.

That would be unfair to a lot of people
who over the years have lived in these
properties. They are not substandard
dwellings, but dwellings in which they
have been able to get by and dwellings
for which they have paid a nominal rent;
and because the rent has been nominal
they have been satisfied with a certain
set of circumstances. They would he
prepared to carry on as they are doing,
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I would say, but they would take um-
brage if the rentals were raised; and
many of these people have lived in their
homes for a long time because they are
permanent employees. They would be hit
badly by this Bill without reason; so
unless there is an improvement to the
property itself, I hope there will be no
increase in the rent.

Under clause 7 of the Bill the Governor
has the right to take aver departmental
houses by proclamation. I am not clear
about what clause 18 provides because
subolause (1) states-

The permanent head may in any
case where he is of opinion that
houses are required for Government
employees apply to the Authority for
the allocation to his Department of
houses owned or controlled by the
Authority.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: First of all the
permanent head has to get his depart-
ment under the authority by requesting
proclamation. When he does that he
fulfils the provisions of clause 18 by mak-
ing application for houses.

The Ron. W. F. WILLESEE: Subelause
(4) of clause 18 states-

Except In so far as the Authority is
required under this Act, or under the
terms of any agreement relating to
any house taken over by the Author-
ity under this Act, to provide a house
for any Government employee, the
Authority Is not required to provide
a house for any Government em-
ployee and may let any house to a
person other than such an employee
at such rent and upon such terms
and conditions as it thinks fit.

That provision seems to be a contradic-
tion. it appears that if there is an em-
ployee of the Government in a town, h:is
only field is within the orbit of this legis-
lation. His department could say to the
housing authority, "We have a person
here whom we want housed and in respect
of whom we have applied to you and done
everything that is necessary to be done
under the Act."

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I think It is
proposed to make the house available to
the department, and the department in
turn makes it available to the individual
employee. Provision is made, however,
for letting to private persons where
houses are no longer required for depart-
mental purposes.

The Ron. W. F. WILLESEE: I wish it
read as simply as that in the Bill. How-
ever, I am quite prepared to accept the
Minister's explanation. I think, though,
honourable members will agree with me
that we could get a view of the clause
contrary to that expressed by the
Minister.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That happens
pretty often.

The Hon. WV. F. WfL.LESEE: I do not
intend to oppose the Bill. I ask for some
consideration to be given to the problems
I have put forward. I feel sure they can
be cleared up. If they are left, quite
an amount of anxiety will be felt by the
people concerned.

The Bill contains a proposal to admini-
ster most of the housing problems through
the State Housing Commission, and I
think this is a wise move. The officers of
the commisscion have a wide knowledge
of the housing problems in Western Aus-
tralia. They are capable of dealing with
all sorts of questions, whether they con-
cern multi-storey flats or a residence for
a person on ab limited income. So I think
the move to associate this matter with
the knowledge possessed by the State
Housing Commission is a good one.

Whilst I have talked quite a bit in re-
spect of the family unit, I hope that in
the future the legislation will bring about
a situation whereby young school teachers
and, indeed, policemen, postal employees,
engineering cadets, and others, will be
-able to get adequate housing and will not
be subjected, when they go into the coun-
try for the first time, to having to live
mostly expensively-for them-and to
having most of their salary absorbed in
their living costs. I trust we will create
something whereby these people will have
somewhere to go-I have in mind hostels
-where they will be well cared for and
where they will be able to maintain some
dignity and interest in their jobs.

THE HON. D. P. DELLAR (North-East)
(3.6 p.m.]: I wish to make only one com-
ment on the Bill, and that is in regard
to the rental for houses in remote areas.
I feel somewhat as the honourable Mr.
Willesee does; namely, that people living
in remote areas should receive considera-
tion in regard to the rentals charged for
their homes. We must also realise that
the people who move into remote areas
not only are charged high rents and have
to meet increased costs of living, but they
do not receive anywhere near the benefits
and amenities that people in the metro-
politan area do.

r am In favour of the honourable Mr,
Willes-ee's suggestion that rents should be
less above the 26th parallel. However I
would like to carry the honourable Mr.
Willesee's suggestion a little further, be-
cause I think the same concession should
apply to people on the Murchison, below
the 26th parallel. Government employ-
ees who go to the Murchison suffer greater
hardships, in regard to amonities, than
people who go above the 26th parallel.

We must realise that most towns in the
Murchison rely on government employees
for the running of their schools, and so
on; and they play a big part in connection
with the amenities. including sport. in the
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towns. I hope the concession will be ap-
plied to the Murchison-a concession along
the lines of what applies to electors in
the north and the lower north.

I feel sorry for some of the people who
have been transferred into the back coun-
try and who suffer hardships that people
who live closer to the metropolitan area
do not have to contend with. I feel a con-
cession could be given to these people in
order that their rents may be kept as
low as possible in, I would say, the
north and the lower north.

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Housing) [3.10 p.m.): I
am pleased with the support given to
the Bill and I thank those honourable
members who have spoken for their re-
marks. In dealing with the two or three
matters that were raised. I would like first
of all to make the comment, in reply to
the honourable Mr. Willesee, that the Hill
represents a start towards solving a prob-
lem which did not arise yesterday or to-
day, but has been going on for quite a long
time. It is a Problem we would have
tackled last year had it been possible to
reach agreement with the people con-
cerned. But we failed; and it is regret-
table that we were unable to make a com-
mencement towards solving it until this
year.

As to the extent of the provisions of the
Bill and the People who may be affected
by it, I repeat that the measure is a start.
In reply to the comment made that we
should join with the Commonwealth, we
might even go a lot further and Join to
the extent that the Government will pro-
vide a substantial degree of housing right
throughout the State. As Minister for
Housing I do not want to see that done.
We have enough problems as it is. Un-
fortunately there is a reluctance by some
people in the community to invest money
in housing in the north and, as a result,
the Government, from loan funds, has had
to provide hundreds of thousands of pounds
for housing over a long period to provide
accommodation for those people residing
in the north.

in the last few Years I have had to
supply a considerable amount of money
from loan funds--money made available
to me, as Minister for Housinig, for this
purpose-to have houses built in an area
where costs, to say the least of it, do not in
any way compare with building costs in
the south. Nevertheless, I realise the work
has to be done in an endeavour to solve
the problem. All things have, perhaps,
small beginnings, and if it is regarded by
some people that this is a small begin-
ning, at least it is a beginning towards
solving a pressing problem as to whether
people in the north should be treated dif-
ferently from those in the south. This
was a problem which I expected might
be raised.

As the honourable Mr. Willesee said, The
Sunday Times had something to say on
the matter, and naturally it was likely that
the honourable member would draw the
attention of the House to the difficulties
of people who live in the north beyond
the 26th parallel. I covered this aspect
in my second reading speech. I stated
that the Government considers that the
concessions already given to the People in
the north are fair and reasonable, and it
is not considered that any further con-
cession should be granted; nor is it war-
ranted in respect of the unrealistic rental
of £120 per annum which is at Present
being charged. The People in the north
enjoy these benefits, which are not en-
joyed by people in the south.

When this matter was first considered
it was true that in the latter part of 1963
it was initially suggested that the north
be excluded from the takeover, if I may
use that expression. But this was linked
with the proposal for the fixing of an eco-
nomic rent, with which the W.A. Teachers'
Union would not agree, and the whole
proposal went into the melting pot. As I
said a few moments ago, if It had not been
for that a Bill would have been brought
down much sooner. Instead, the Present
reasonable formula was produced to pro-
vide a fair rent with a maximum of £5
and with a special concession to the
People in the north which Provided for
the fixation of rents based on Geraldton
building costs.

In essence, and in fact, the Peopile in
the north are receiving some considera-
tion. For the benefit of members I do not
think it is necessary to outline the vari-
ous compensations which people in the
north receive for working in that area. If
I were to do that it would in no way
detract from my own small knowledge of
the difficulties and the climatic hardships
which people in the north endure whilst
following their occupations In the various
outback centres.

It should be said, of course, that the
aim of governments from time to time is
to limit the Period of service which people
in the north spend: and it is also the aim
of governments to provide, by way of con-
cessions, cheap rent, adequate leave, sub-
sidies on Perishables, free fares for em-
ployees and their families when going on
vacation, subsidies on the removal of fur-
niture, and the many other concessions
which are granted to the people employed
north of the 26th Parallel.

So I am pleased the honourable Mr.
Willesee accepts the spirit in which the
Bill is introduced and also the provisions
contained in It. The Government is fully
aware of the Position, and all I can say is
that it will be watched in the future in
the hope of being able to give an under-
taking that conditions even better than
those contemplated under this Bill1 will be
provided.
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The Hon. D. P. Dellar: What about the This is one of the four amendments which
north-east?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I was com-
ing to the district referred to by the hon-
ourable member, but he is being a little
anxious. I know something of the Mur-
chison area. As Minister for Mines I visit
it frequently and I am aware of the diffi-
culties encountered by some people work-
ing in those places. At present the fact
remains that the Murchison area will re-
ceive the same consideration and be placed
on the same parallel as other parts of the
State. The State Housing Commission
fixes the economic rent for the Murchison
area as it does in other parts.

In the north, of course, special rental
conditions prevail, and I can make no other
comment on that note. I believe that,
from time to time, consideration has been
given, or is being given, to the question
of whether the Murchison district should
receive the same consideration, when deal-
ing with the overall problem, as the other
outback parts of the State.

So I think we come to the point where
we can allow this Bill, with the permission
of the House. to go into Committee. The
honourable Mr. Willesee referred to clause
'7 which provides that the Governor may,
from time to time, by proclamation, declare
a particular department as coming under
the scope of the authority. Clause 18, to
which the honourable member made cross
reference, provides that the departmental
head may make a request for houses to be
built to accommodate the employees of h is
department. At the bottom of clause 4 it
is provided that the authority can let a
house to a private individual who is not
a government employee, if he so desires,
but all things being equal, emphasis will
be placed on granting the house to a gov-
ernment employee.

The Hon. W. F. Willesee: Thank you.

The Hon. A. F. GRlIFFITHI: I do not
think there is any necessity for me to say
more. I will move two or three amend-
ments in Committee. These were fore-
shadowed by me during my second read-
ing speech and they appear on the notice
paper.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (The Hon.

N. E. Baxter) in the Chair; The Hon. A.
F. Griffith (Minister for Housing) in
charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 16 put and passed.

Clause 17: Transfer to Authority of land
and houses-

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I move an
amendment-

Page 9, line 1-Delete the words
"a burden," and substitute the word

were suggested by an honourable member
in another Place. The words "a burden"
are not regarded as significant, and their
deletion has been recommended.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 18: Application may be made for

houses for flepartment-
The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE: I thank the

Minister for the explanation which he gave
during the second reading. I have no
abjection if the reason for this clause is
to enable the authority to let houses to
other people when they are not required
by government departments.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It is neces-
sary to give the authority some discretion
in the letting of houses. All things being
equal, houses will be let to government
employees, but the authority wants the
right to refuse the letting of houses to un-
satisfactory tenants.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: People em-
ployed in the government service are often
transferred to the north or country dis-
tricts. When they are transferred away
from the metropolitan airea they are
denied the opportunity of establishing
homes. Often when they return to the
metropolitan area after a number of years
in the country they are unable to obtain
houses from the State Housing Commis-
sion. Would consideration be given to
such workers, based on their length of ser-
vice in the country or in the north, in the
allocation of houses by the Housing Com-
mission? Further, if a person has resided
in a house owned by the authority for a
number of years, would that be taken into
account by the State Housing Commission
when he returns to the metropolitan area?

The Ron. A. F. GRIFFITH: I could not
give any undertaking along the lines sug-
gested by the honourable member. By
giving preference to people who have re-
sided in houses owned by the authority I
would be conferring a distinct advantage
on them. Two persons might be working
in the same country town, one living in a
house rented from the authority, and the
other in a house rented from the State
Housing Commission. If priority in the
allocation of houses is given to the first
person when he returns to the metropoli-
tan area, it will be unfair.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Would it be
possible to tie the provisions in this Bill
to those in the State Housing Act? In
the main workers have no option when
they are transferred in the course of their
employment to the country. They may
serve In the country for 10 to 15 years, and
during all that time they have to meet
the higher cost of living.

By giving service in the country they
are denied the opportunity of establishing
homes in the metropolitan area. When
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they return to the metropolitan area they
may be too late in life to think about
buying homes of their own, and they may
desire to rent a home from the Housing
Commission. Through their length of
service they are very often in receipt of a
salary which is beyond the qualifying
range.

Some arrangement should be made be
tween the authority and the State Housing
Commission to meet the housing needs of
the worker who is transferred for a num-
ber of years to the country. On his re-
turn to the metropolitan area he should
be provided with a house.

The Hon. A. IF Griffith: In the light of
experience we can keep an eye on such
cases. I do not wish to give an under-
taking which I am unable to fulfil.

T'he Hon. R. THOMPSON: This could
be kept in mind.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 19: Powers of Authority-
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I move an

amendment-
Page 10, line 5--Insert immediately

after the paragraph designation "(a)"
the passage "subject to the provisions
of the Town Planning and Develop-
ment Act, 1928."

A suggestion was made that town plan-
ning and subdivision of acquired land
should be subject to the provisions of the
Town Planning and Development Act, and
whilst it was considered that this was a
matter inherent in the Bil, this amend-
ment makes the position clearer.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 20 to 24 put and Passed.
Clause 25: Annual accounts-
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH:: I move an

amendment-
Page 14, line 16--Insert after the

word "year" the passage ". which ac-
count, balance sheet and report, shall
be laid by the Minister upon the Table
of each House of Parliament as soon
ats reasonably practicable."

Amendment Put and passed,
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 26 and 27 put and passed.
Clause 28: Determination of tenancy-
The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: In view of

the fact that most government employees
receive fortnightly payments in salary,
does not the Minister feel that the 14 days
provided in this clause should be amended
to one month? This would be necessary
particularly in a country town where per-
haps the salary did not arrive on time in
the post. Of course it Is possible that I am
reading this provision wrong and that it
will be administered with tolerance.

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: I think it
is reasonable to say that if a tenant's
salary cheque did not arrive, and he was
a genuine chap and went along and told
them he could not pay his rent because
of this circumstance, he would be known
to the department in which he was em-
ployed, and he would not be treated
unreasonably.

The Hon. R. Thompson: In the main
they are deducted at the source.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is
right.

The Eon. R. Thompson: The individual
gives that right to the department,

Clause Put and Passed.
Clause 29 Put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the

report adopted.
Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by
The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for Hous-
ing), and returned to the Assembly with
amendments.

BILLS (2): RECEIPT AND FIRST
READING

1. Industrial Lands (IKwinana) Agree-
ment Hill.

2. Mine Workers' Relief Act Amend-
ment Bill.

Bills received from the Assembly:
and, on motions by The Hon. A. F.
Grimfth (Minister for Mines), read
a first time.

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS
AMENDMENT BILL

ACT

Returned

Bill returned from the Assembly with-
out amendment,

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT
(LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL)

RETIREMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 25th Novem-
ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines):-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. F, J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) [3.40 pm.]:
This Bill is to provide for honourable
members whose retirement is enforced
because of the altered Constitution and
the varied composition of this H-ouse.

'The Hon. H. K. Watson: Whose retire-
ment is enforced.
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The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Yes, whose
retirement is enforced. This Bill affects
honourable members who are displaced
persons so far as their parliamentary life
and parliamentary election are concerned.
They are honourable members who are
the victims of circumstances, whose con-
tracts have been broken, and whose taerms
of appointment have been shortened by
one year. These are honourable members
who have been approved by the people at
an election, and who have been appointed
to this Parliament until the 21st May.
1966. They have a contract which has
been broken through no fault of their
own; and I would say, at this point, that
they are not in any sense of the term
defeated men.

The debates of last year on the Bills
affecting amendments to the Constitution
Act and the Electoral Act were extensive
and exhaustive, and provided for an
examination of a very involved matter
-and it is an involved matter because
it changed the whole construction of the
Legislative Council from having three
members in each of the 10 provinces to
16 provinces with two members each. I
repeat: The Bills were most involved and
we had, during the debates upon them,
to anticipate repercussions that we could
not measure at that point. We could not
state clearly what could be the effects
of this change. We knew, and it was
stated by me and by others, that many
honourable members could expect to be
embarrassed, and some could expect to be
sacrificed In the support of the principle
of adult franchise for this Chamber.

There had to be adjustments of boun-
daries following the passage of those Bills
-boundaries which incorporated three,
four, or more seats into one province In-
stead of common boundaries to which hon.-
ourable members had been elected. With
the reallocation of seats and their designa-
tions there were more honourable memD-
bers than seats in certain parts of the
State. That applied to the metropolitan
area; and the Minister for Justice is one
person particularly who is involved, though
not of the 1966 vintage.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I face the
future with confidence.

The Hon, F. J. S. WISE: This Bill deals
with honourable members who are being
pushed out because their seats have dis-
appeared, and I repeat: We could not
anticipate or pinpoint what would hap-
pen. However, it was asserted very strongly
that some honourable members would suf-
fer and, indeed, I forecast the situation
to be that our party must suffer in the
initial stages. Those comments will be
found clearly expressed in Hansend of last
year.

I repeat: These are not defeated mem-
bers; and I was shocked by the headline
in The West Australian this morning
which reads, "Bill Provides Salary for

Defeated Politicians." Under that head-
line will be found a quotation averring
that the Premier said-

it was only fair and reasonable to
compensate such defeated members
who had lost a year of their parlia-
mentary life.

I doubt if that is correct reporting; I
doubt if the Premier referred to these
members as defeated members. Hansard
proofs will clearly show whether the Pre-
mier uttered those words and, if he did
not, the text is incorrect and, to be gener-
ous, the headline is most unfortunate and
unfair. It is unfortunate and unfair be-
cause It prompts a reaction in the public
mind not based on facts. I hope it is not
there by Intent but by carelessness some-
where along the line; and it is unfortunate
and unfair, I repeat, because it leaves in
the minds of many people a very wrong
Impression.

What does this headline connote-'Bill
provides Salary for Defeated Politicians"?
I Imagine the headline reader--and there
are thousands of such people who do not
read the text but merely read the head-
lines in the Press--will say, "These fellows,
even when they are defeated, are going
to pay themselves something." One finds
it very hard to believe that such a head-
line could be deliberate by intent, but I
stress the importance of the serious re-
percussions from it. Headline readers
will interpret it to mean something of a
very demeaning kind--something uin-
fortunate and unfair.

I would like you, Sir, to check the proof
of Hansard. This Bill does not refer to
defeated politicians; it makes no refer-
ence to members who are defeated; and if
what I am saying is a fact, and that re-
ference does not appear in the Hansard
proof, I suggest in all fairness, and with-
out any nasty castigation of any member
of the staff of The West Australian, the
headline should be corrected in the same
position in the paper and the text present
the truth.

May I give an illustration of the situ a-
tion of these men who are forced to retire
from public life by a circumstance owing
to a change of the franchise? I would
liken their position to that of the manager
of a company of substance who has a term
of appointment of six years but who, in
tbe course of his fourth or fifth year of
service, because of some composite action
within the company, such as a reconstruc-
tion or absorption by another company,
finds his position is unwanted. what
would be his position in a company of
repute? Would he not at least be paid
for the duration of his term of employ-
ment? Would he not?

The Hon. H. K. Watson: Both con-
tractually and morally.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Would he not
be compensated for an anticipated fur-
ther term? Would he not? These men
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ae in the position-if not by right, then
certainly by anticipation-of serving an-
other term. May I be personal in this
matter? Can anyone say that the two
honourable members in particular affected
by this Bill, who will not continue in Par-
liament-and I refer to the honourable
Mr. Teahan and the honourable Mr.
Mattiske-would not occupy their seats for
the rest of their lives had they elected to,
or been in the position to elect to, contest
their seats?

In this case we have men not retired
from choice; and they had entitlement, I
Suggest, of being here for further terms--
if not by entitlement at least by safe an-
ticipation. I hope I may be pardoned by
honourable members for being personal.
Let us take the case of the honourable
Mr. Mattiske. He is a gentleman who
won his seat on a 30 per cent. poll by
thousands. If his old seat could be re-
contested by him is there anyone in this
Chamber who would defeat him? Is there
anyone outside this H-ouse who could de-
feat him?

The Hon, H. K. Watson: I think not.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I think that

at his age the honourable member could
have safely anticipated another 20 years in
this Parliament; and it must not be for-
gotten that we are dealing with men of
capacity, and of Cabinet substance. It is
suggested in the headlines of the Press
that these are defeated men. It is most
unfortunate, I repeat, and most unfair.

These gentlemen have been disturbed in
their whole anticipation of service by a
Parliament deciding to alter the franchise
and the constitution of this H-ouse. I think
it is most unfortunate to talk of them as
defeated members. Immediately there
must come to the mind of everyone read-
ing the headlines that they were men de-
feated by an election. What else could
it be interpreted to mean? Might I say
that if we raise the point in the case of
the honourable Mr. Mattlske-whose name
I have used: and I hope not unfairly-
that he was not selected to go on In com-
petition with another member, it would
be a very flimsy point indeed? He is still
not a defeated member. lHe is still not a
defeated politician.

So let us be fair about this. I hope that
all I have said may be submitted to the
gentleman who is editor of The West
Australian, because I cannot let myself
believe that he realises the importance of
this, together with the very bad effect it
will have on the public mind in viewing it
in a manner which suggests it is right,
that it is a fact, that it is truthful;. because
it Is none of these things.

I hope the injury will be remedied. The
reasons for the Bill are in its preamble.
The preamble, as is not uncommon with
all Hills dealing with constitutional or
government matters, recites what may be
expected to be dealt with in the Bill. in

this case it follows that course. It is ob-
vious that I am disturbed and upset, but
there is no qualification, I suggest, to the
proposition contained in this Bill, which
every right-thinking person and honour-
able member would support.
Sitting suspended from 3.56 to 4.15 p.m.

THE HON. It. C. MATTISKE (Metro-
politan) (4.15 p.mn.): In 1956, when I first
entered this Chamber, I was fortunate-
and I say that advisedly-in being seat-
ed alongside the honourable Mr. Vise. At
that time I was completely raw to the
ways of politics and he had a vast know-
ledge and experience behind him. I was
fortunate in that during the course of the
debates the honourable Mr. Wise gave ine
considerable advice, encouragement, and
general education so far as politics are
concerned.

At the time-possibly because I was
taught to be cautious-I was extremely
cautious regarding some of the advice
given, thinking, in my inexperience, that
perhaps I might be led down the garden
path, as it were. I very quickly realised
that there was no ulterior motive; that I
was being entirely stupid: and that the
advice given was with the best intention,
in order that I might better serve the
people I represent in this Parliament.

The H-on. 0. Bennctts: I am glad you
got that experience from a Labor member.

The Hon. R. C. MATTISKE: I received
that experience not only from one Labor
member but also from The Hon. Gilbert
Fr~aser who was the Leader of the Oppo-
sition at the time and to whom I owe a
very deep debt of gratitude.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: The Liberals
have also helped you.

The H-on. R. C. MATTISKE: That is so,
of course; but regardless of political col-
our, those persons who are experienced in
politics do go out of their way to assist
others in the general interest of the State,
and not in the narrow interest of any pol-
itical party.

The Hon. 0. Bennetts: It is nice to hear
those remarks.

The Hon. R. C. MA=TSKE: This after-
noon, in the closing hours of my political
life-although only temporary, I hope-
I am again deeply grateful to the honour-
able Mr. Wise for the manner in which he
has spoken to this Bill. I think the choice
of the phrase used by the Press was un-
fortunate to say the least, and I think that
the honourable Mr. Teahan and I would
have real cause to feel hurt at the head-
line which appeared this morning. But in
politics one becomes case-hardened to a
degree, and after my Initial impulse I
pushed it aside and thought nothing
further of it,

When the honourable Mr. Wise referred
to the honourable Mr. Teahan and I, he
made apologies and hoped that we would
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forgive him. Rather than that I should
forgive him, I for one am very grateful
indeed that he raised this matter in the
way he did.

Years ago I was the captain of the
South Perth Cricket Club, and in that
capacity I had, from time to time the un-
enviable experience of telling certain
people in the team, when it was
being reorganised, that their services
could not be used at the moment and
that they would have to be relegated to
another team. Those chaps who were so
relegated took the relegation in the best
of spirits, but they became more deter-
mined to resume their place in the top
ranking team.

So it is with may Present position politic-
ally. Through no fault of my own, and
through no fault of any honourable mem-
ber in this Chamber, I have been dis-
placed from politics. But I sincerely hope
that I have sufficient character to enable
me to take this in the proper manner,
and to realise that it is entirely up to
me, if I want to try to resume my place
in this House; and, believe me, I do feel
encouraged, not only as a result of the
many messages which I have received
from those people whom I represent, but
also from the messages and the en-
couragement I have received from mem-
bers of all political colours in this House.

I sincerely hope that the time is not
far distant when I1 will be back; but with
one proviso: I do not want to come back
as a result of a by-election due to the
unfortunate death or Illness of another
sitting member.

There is no reference in this Bill
to defeated members, and I sincerely hope
that the honourable Mr. Wise is right
when he says he is sure that the
Premier in another place did not use the
phrase, "defeated members." There is no
denying that when I first entered politics
I had to restrict my professional practice
in order properly to do my job here: and
that I will now have to rehabilitate my-
self to a degree. But this fact is recog-
nised by the Government. It appreciates
that I have been elected to the 21st
May. 1966;, hence this Bill, which also is
operative until that date. This will give
me certain monetary consideration in
order to assist me in my period of re-
habilitation, and for that I am very
grateful indeed to the Government.

When the phrase, "defeated member" is
used, it can mean only one thing; namely,
that a person has appeared before the
electors who have signified that they pre-
fer to have someone else represent them;
and the person concerned is then defeated
at a poll. But in this particular instance,
neither the honourable Mr. Teahan nor
I has been defeated at a poll. We have
simply been displaced-and that is the

only word which can be used-through
constitutional changes, I have a very
clear conscience so far as my electors are
concerned, as no doubt has the honour-
able Mr. Teahan. However, as I said
earlier, I hope I may again have the
opportunity of serving them in the not
far distant future.

In the meantime, I can only thank the
Government for its consideration of the
position as it effects primarily the honour-
able Mr. Teahan and me, and possibly-
although I hope not-certain other hon-
ourable members of this Chamber. I must
also sincerely thank the honourable Mr.
Wise for drawing attention to the unfor-
tunate phrase in the way that he did.

THE HON. N. E. BAXTER (Central)
C 4.19 p.m.]: Speaking as one who at one
stage in the past was a defeated politician
-although I do not anticipate being de-
feated in the forthcoming elections,
but one can never tell-and as one
who would, if the eventuality arose, be
affected by this Bill, I must, like the hon-
ourable Mr. Wise, condemn the headline
which appeared in this morning's The West
Australian. If whoever was responsible
for the headline had read that part of the
preamble referred to by the honourable
Mr. Wise-namely paragraph (c)-he
would have read the following:-

It is deemed Just and equitable that
provision be made with respect to
the allowances and pensions of the
five members as from the twenty-first
day of May, nineteen hundred and
sixty-five and in respect of the ex-
penses thereof until the twenty-first
day of May, nineteen hundred and
sixty-five.

That alone, irrespective of what may have
been said elsewhere in connection with
this Bill, could have been enough to war-
rant an entirely different headline to that
which appeared.

This is not the first occasion that this
sort of thing has occurred in this State,
and probably in other States; but it points
to the fact that there is either careless-
ness or some desire to create headlines
which will attract the attention of the
public.

in this instance it is particularly bad. I
had occasion to mention earlier this ses-
sion-if my memory serves me correctly,
it was during the Address-in-Reply de-
bate-that Sir Mlan Westerman, who is
Secretary of the Commonwealth Depart-
ment of Trade, was misquoted In The West
Australian. The newspaper printed the
figure 400,000 in reference to farm em-
ployees when it should have been 40,000. I
wrote to Sir Alan Westerman, who re-
plied to the effect that the figure which
appeared in The West Australianz was not
correct. The information was forwarded
to that newspaper, and I received a reply
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to the effect that it had been noted In its
records. However, that newspaper made
no attempt to rectify the mistake which
it had made.

It is not good when a newspaper of good
repute prints something in error and
does not rectify that error. I do not know
whether, in this particular instance, The
West Australian will do anything regard-
ing the headline which appeared this
morning; but, like the honourable Mr.
Wise, I feel it is the duty of this news-
Paper-in view of the fact that It serves
Western Australia-to do something re-
garding this matter. It is most important
that politicians should not be placed in the
Position where people might attempt to
hold them up to ridicule. The headline
intimates to a degree that the defeated
politicians will receive a salary.

I1 was at one time a defeated politician,
but I received no salary during that period.
I received a small amount of superannua-
tion, to which I was justly entitled be-
cause I had paid my contributions to the
f und.

This Bill aff ects both myself and four
other members of this Chamber. Two hon-
ourable members are retiring, and three
will face the electors next year. I am con-
fident that the latter, including myself,
will be returned and there will be no ques-
tion of paying us a salary during the term
that we are not members.

I trust that The West Australian will see
fit to make some amends for its headline.
The sooner It does this, the better, and I
suggest that it should be done in tomor-
row's edition.

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [4.29 p.m.]: The
introduction of this Bill was not a surprise
to anyone who followed the course which
the legislation took last year. Its intro-
duction is the result of an undertaking
which I gave in this Chamber should a

stof circumstances arise; and such cir-
cumstances have arisen. The undertaking
was similar to that given by the Minister
for Industrial Development, who repre-
sents me in another place, when the legis-
lation was being dealt with in that Cham-
ber.

Politics, of course, is an occupational
hazard. To some It is a greater hazard
than it is to others. I think the manner
in which The West Australian reported
this Bill was indeed unfortunate. I would
not lie to think it was done delibecrately.
On these occasions I am always inclined
to give the benefit of the doubt and say
it was not done deliberately. I feel I can
be sure it was not done deliberately by the
reporter, whoever he may be, who listened
to the debate in the Legislative Assembly.

The Hon. F. J_ S. Wise: I would think

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I say that
because as a Minister I have got to know
these gentlemen pretty well and I have
found they are thoroughly reliable.

The Hon. 0. Bennetts: A bit or bad
judgment by the editor allowing it to go
through.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: On the rare
occasions they make mistakes-and we are
all capable of making mistakes-they do
not make them purposely. I cannot help
feeling that the error must have occurred
elsewhere. However, it is regrettable.

The term I do not like is "politician" in
any sense of the word. To me it smacks
of some undesirable character, and I am
sure none of us are undesirable characters.
Frankly, I do not like the use of the word
"Politician." I think it is more appropriate
to refer to those who give their services
to Parliament as parliamentarians. Cer-
tainly if the word "politician" is used in
any derogatory sense I do not like it; and I
feel quite sure the Premier would not use
such a word as defeated. I have confer-
red with him, and to the best of his know-
ledge lie has no recollection of using that
word in the speech he made in the Leg is-
lative Assembly.

I may not refer to his speech, but I have
taken the opportunity of checking an un-
corrected copy of the speech he made,
and I cannot find the word "defeated" any-
where in it. I certainly did not use it
in this House: and for the purposes of
accuracy I followed pretty closely the re-
marks made by the Premier when he
introduced the Bill.

The measure merely gives effect to an
undertaking that was made last year
when Parliament was asked to accept a
certain set of circumstances; where Par-
liament was asked to pas legislation
which made not only franchise changes
but constitutional changes to the State of
Western Australia.

I1 think at the time, I said that as the
father of this legislation I did not know
whether I was going to be proud of it
or not, but it seems that it has turned
out quite well. It is unfortunate, indeed,
that there is a necessity for its introduc-
tion. Nevertheless, I repeat, politics is an
occupational hazard, and we face It every
time we go to an election. On this
occasion, however, the honourable mem-
bers concerned will not be in the position
of facing an election, because two of them
at least, through force of circumstances.
will be obliged to retire; and, as the hon-
ourable Mr. Wise said, having been
elected on what might be referred to as a
contract of service until the 21st May.
1966, as the Constitution then provided, it
is only fair and reasonable, as the pre-
amble suggests, that these honourable
members should receive their base salary.
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As I explained when introducing the
Bill they will not receive the parliamen-
tary allowances that go with the elec-
torates they represent, for the plain and
simple reason that these expenses will not
be incurred by them in the course of
their duties as members of Parliament.

I propose to refer the matter to the
editor of the newspaper and I feel that
upon reflection he will see that this was,
perhaps, an unfortunate misstatement
which, regrettably, can give a wrong idea.
However, I feet that we, perhaps, should
not put ourselves in the position of critic-
ising too much; but this is one of the
things that do happen train time to time,
and when they do occur it is our function
to draw attention to them.

The Bill is very simple. It contains four
clauses; and when the Premier concluded
his remarks-and I cannot quote his ac-
tual words--he said something along these
lines: The Bill is actually here as the
result of the action of Parliament to take
arbitrarily from the honourable members
concerned one year of their parliamentary
life. Therefore I feel it is only fair and
reasonable that they should be compen-
sated in the manner the Bill proposes.
There is no necessity for me to say any
more.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(The Hon. F. ft. H, Lavery) in the Chair;
The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed.
Clause 4: Reimbursement of expenses of

retiring member-
The Hon. A. L. LOTON: Clause 4

states-
Subject to the provisions of the

Members of Parliament, Reimburse-
ment of Expenses, Act, 1953, a retir-
ing member is entitled....

To find out what "retiring member" is
we go back to clause 1 which provides-

"retiring member" means a member
of the Legislative Council who by vir-
tue of the operation of section eight
of the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act, 1899-1963, is required to vacate
his seat on the twenty-first day of
May. riinteen hundred and sixty-
five instead of on the twenty-first day
of May, nineteen hundred and sixty-
six.

That means the retiring members are
listed as five members.

The Hon. G. Bennetts: There are only
two of us.

The Hon, A. L, LOTON: No, there are
five, because the preamble says-

. . . with respect to the allowances
and pensions of the five members as
from the twenty-first day of May,
nineteen hundred and sixty-five...

If the Bill is carried into effect, the five
retiring members will cease to be entitled
to reimbursement of expenses after the
21st day of May, 1965, because five mem-
bers are listed as being retiring members.

I fail to see how, if three of them-two
of them are not going to contest an elec-
Lion as far as I know, but circumstances
could change that position-are going to
contest other seats we can say in one
breath that they are not entitled to a re-
imnbursenment of expenses, because they
are listed as being five retiring members,
yet under the Members of Parliament,
Rleimbursement of Expenses, Act they will
be entitled to expenses.

These five honourable members ave
specifically mentioned as honourable mem-
bers who have to vacate their seats prior
to the date on which they would normally
vacate them, and they are not entitled to
receive expenses beyond a certain date.

I would like the Minister to explain how
we can jump from the frying pan into the
fire. If the clause referred to honourable
members who were not re-elected, and if
it did not mention the five honourable
members, I think it would be all right.
But it almost names the five honourable
members, because one can turn to Hansard
to find out who the honourable members
are whose period in the House will be
shortened.

The Ron. A. F. GRIFFITH: We know
who the five honourable members are, be-
cause for the purposes of record I re-
quested the Chief Electoral Officer to
Issue a certificate under his name advis-
inag me, as his Minister, who the five mem-
bers were, and I laid that document on
the Table of the House; because in the
legislation of last year we did not have five
names, but a formula that would produce
five names. The formula I used in the
Bill I picked out of the Constitution Act,
and it was Placed in the Act when the
number of members in the Legislative
Council was increased back in 1920, 1
think.

Clause 3 of the Bill provides that if dur-
ing the period from the 21st May, 1985,
until the 21st May, 1966, a retiring mem-
ber ceases to be a member of Parliament,
the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b)
of that clause shall apply, Irrespective of
the political views of honourable mem-
bers, we have mentioned the namnes of cer-
tain members during the course of this
debate. It may well be that two of the
members of Parliament mentioned will
have aL change of mind or a change of op-
portunity, and will go on.

The Hon. A. L. Ioton: I mentioned that
also.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I am not
saying they will, but they may. Then the
situation may refer to one or all of the
five names mentioned.
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The Hon. A. L. Loton: That could also
apply to the-

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: Wait a min-
ute. The circumstances would be differ-
ent. A 1965 member who loses his seat as
the result of an election-

The Hon. A. L. Loton: This is dealing
with the five members.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I know: but
a Person who stands for re-election in
1965 may well be, in the terms of the news-
Paper article, a defeated politician. If he
Is, be will be entitled to the compensation
this Bill Provides.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is. if be
were originally one of the 1966 men.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes, and if
he were brought back to 1905. It is not
intended to reimburse him for the payment
of expenses, because he does not incur any
expenses in the exercise of his duties. I
cannot explain the position any plainer
than that.

The Hon. A. L. LOTON: I know perfectly
well the Intention of the Bill. But to put
the record straight, the preamble states
that live members are entitled to take their
seats, and they are brought forward. We
know at this stage that two members will
not contest the elections and we are led
to believe that three members will be con-
testing their seats, but any one of those
three could decide, between now and the
election date, not to stand for election,
and the provisions of this Bill would then
apply to one, two, three, four, or five
members, because the provisions of the
Bill relate to five members.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I am not deny-
ing that.

The Hon. A. L. LOTON: The minister
said Just now that it would apply to only
two.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: No, I did not.
The Hon. A. L. LOTON: The Minister

did, and that is why I raised the query.
This applies to anyone who does not stand
for election, or is defeated at the election.
He would then be no longer a member of
Parliament.

The Hon. E. M. Heenan: Your point Is
that a member could voluntarily retire in
the meantime.

The Hon. A. L. LOTON: Yes, and he
would be entitled to the benefits under the
Bill. I started off to say that a member
who ceases to be a member after the 21st
May, 1965, is not entitled to reimburse-
ment of expenses.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is right.
That is the intention of the Bill.

The Hon. A. L. LOTON: The Bill goes a
long way round in order to say that, and
the intention is not made clear. If those
five members are elected as members of
Parliament they are entitled to reimburse-
ment of expenses.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I would
draw the attention of honourable members
to clause 4, and point out that at the 21st
May, 1965, that would be the finish. The
election may be in the second week of Jan-
uary, and a member would still receive re-
imbursement of his expenses until the 21st
May, 1965; that is, for the period he was
elected, less one year.

Clause put and passed.
Preamble put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted.
Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by
The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines), and passed.

DOOR TO DOOR (SALES) BILL
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to
amendment No. 2 made by the Council,
and had disagreed to No. 1.

IRON ORE (THE BROKEN HILL
PROPRIETARY COMPANY

LIMITED) AGREEMENT
BILL

Second Reading

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [4.53 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This Bill seeks to ratify the agreement
entered into between the State Govern-
ment and B.H.P. The prime purpose of
the agreement Is to arrive at an arrange-
ment which will mean the development
of the major limonitic iron ore deposits in
the Deepdiale, area, 60 miles east of Onslow.

These are deposits of iron ore which
have a grade of an average below 60 per
cent. iron. In normal circumstances, the
ore is not suitable for sale for direct blast
furnace feed, and has to be processed into
pellets, sinter, or some other similar type
of blast furnace material. The company
has undertaken extensive geological,
metallurgical, and engineering research
and most of its engineering activities have
been centred on Onslow as a port, although
it is not committed to that locality.

The company's commitments are to de-
velop the necessary railway, town and port
facilities to open up, mine and transport
the Deepdale ore. Associated with these
commitments is a major expansion of
BHIP, processing commitments in Western
Australia, and the minimum expenditure
directly related to this agreement is fixed
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at £25,000,000. This is, of course, addi-
tional to any commitments the company
.already has under the 1952 and 1960 agree-
mients.

When the company's commitments are
mnet under the agreement, it will provide
for processing in Western Australia to a
total of not less than 3,000,000 tons per
annum, of which at least 1,000,000 tons
per annum are required to be in iron and
steel.

The effect of this is to increase the
commitments und er the 1960 agreement as
Jollows:

The blast furnace Provided by the
1960 agreement will still have to be
completed not later than 1968. In
fact, it will be completed by 1967.

The steel commitments provided
under the 1960 agreement of 330,000
tons of steel by 1978, and additional to
the blast furnace commitment, will
now be increased to a minimum of
500,000 tons. Likewise, the pig-iron
commitment will be increased so that
by 1978 there will be one million tons
of iron and steel produced at Kwinana.

By 1975, a pellet plant is to be
established in Western Australia with
a capacity of not less than 1,000,000
tons per annum.

By 1985 the total production of iron,
steel and pellets in Western Australia
is to be not less than 3,000,000 tons
per annum.

Although the agreement specifies that
this processing will be In Western Aus-
tralia, it is logical to assume that a size-
able part of it will actually be in the
Ashburton area because of the nature of
the ore and the advantages in pelletising
It, or in otherwise upgrading it in the area
before shipment. There has been much
written in the Press concerning exports
from Yampi. Under the 1952 agreement,
export from Yampi is not permitted.
Under the 1960 agreement, export from
Koolyanobbing is permitted with approval
of the State. I am referring to export
overseas, as distinct from export to the
Eastern States.

In considering this question it has to
be realised that there is little, if any, pros-
pect of the Deepdale ore being exportable
direct to overseas countries by B.H.P.
Processing is required to find a market as
a blast furnace feed. In this regard, the
Deepdale deposit Is different from the Pil-
bara. deposit held by companies like Mount
Newman, mount Goldsworthy and Namers-
ley nron, because with them there are very
large tonnages of high grade hemnatite ore
which lends itself to direct shipment to
blast furnaces overseas without the need
for processing.

In other words, these companies Can
undertake a major export operation-as
was originally Intended-to assist them

with the opening up of their areas, such
as the development of towns, railways, and
ports, as a preliminary to the establish-
ment of processing facilities at a later
date. It is hoped that from these activities
they will acquire additional funds which
would assist in the establishment of de-
sirable processing facilities.

In the case of B.H.P., this is not prac-
ticable from the Deepdale deposits, and it
was thought reasonable to discuss with
the company, ways in which the Yampi
deposits might be made to assist to a
limited degree. At all times the needs for
reasonable protection to other companies
in the north were acknowledged, and it
was because of this that fairly stringent
conditions were laid down.

For instance, originally under discussion
was a Proposal that no export could take
place from Yampi by B.H.P. until one
or the other of the following conditions
was compled with:-

(1) Other companies in the north had
signed contracts for the export of
iron ore overseas to a total of not
less than 35,000,000 tons and at
a rate of not less than 3,500,000
tons per year; or,

(2) The completion by B.H.P. of its
plans for its mining towns, rail-
way and port, the approval of
these plans by the Government,
the calling of tenders by B.H.P.,
the letting of contracts by B.H.P.,
and the physical commencement
of work on this project to a sub-
stantial extent and in accordance
with a programme to the satis-
faction of the Western Australian
Government.

It was expected in practice that the first
of these conditions would be the one that
would regulate whether or not B.H.P. ex-
ported from Yampi on a limited scale
pending the development of Deepdale. It
has been estimated that it would take ap-
proximately four years at least, for B..
to get into production at Deepdiale if work
was commenced immediately, and It would
take at least 18 months to two years, be-
fore the company could get to the stage
where it would be acknowledged by the
Government that a substantial start had
been made on the construction of the
project In terms of number (2) referred
to.

Subsequently, B.H.P, agreed that, in an
effort to remove any suggestion that the
limited exports from Yampi might Pre-
judice the interests of other companies
with iron ore deposits in the north, and
who are negotiating for contracts with
the Japanese, it would ask for no exports
during the period that Deepdale was be-
ing developed and ready for production.
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The lion. F. J. S. Wise: Has that been
agreed to?

The Hon, A. F. GRIFFITH: That was a
proposal in the original scheme. As pre-
viously stated, this will be a minimum
period of four years, because it is a major
engineering undertaK~ng. It is reasonable
to assume that by that time, other com-
panies will have established themselves,
having obtained the required substantial
contracts from the Japanese for export
business.

Under the terms of the B.H.P. agree-
ment, the company is obliged, regardless
of whether it sells any iron ore abroad or
not, to proceed with its programme of de-
velopment at Deepdale and expanded pro-
cessing facilities at Kwinana.

I have previously summarised the pro-
cessing timetable. The development of
lDeePdale under such timetable is to be
on the basis that a commencement is to
be made not later than 1970, and com-
pletion not later than 1975. The company
has to submit its plans for this develop-
ment to the Government not later than
1989. The only condition that is attached
to this agreement, and it is completely
unrelated to export, is the fact that B.H.P.
is given two years in which to complete
its proving so far as the metallurgy
and the economics of the Deepdale pro-
ject are concerned. The company is very
well advanced in its work, and it is most
unlikely it would need this period; but
in any case, it is not an extension of the
timetable, but, in fact, is part of it. In
other words, any time used up during the
proving stage will count as part of the
timetable and will still leave the company
committed to submit its proposals not later
than 1969, and proceed with Deepdale de-
velopment not later than 1970.

The question of export finally is in the
hands of the Commonwealth, and the
Commonwealth has, at this stage, made
it clear that it does not propose to change
its policy in respect of Yampi, Koolyan-
ebbing, and Middle Back Range deposits.
B.H.P. knows this and Is prepared to pro-
ceed with this agreement with this know-
ledge.

It could be that when it has de-
veloped Deepdale and the Commonwealth
has persisted with its policy in respect of
Yampi, Koolyanobbing, and Middle Back
Range, the provisions of our agreement,
which take the restrictions off Yampi and
Koolyanobbing, would be of no practical
advantage to BH.P. This Is a risk they
are prepared to take.

The company's commitment to go on
with large scale processing in this State
would continue, even though the Com-
monwealth persisted with its ban on the
deposits I have mentioned. It could be
that the Commonwealth will not even
agree to B.H.P. exporting pellets or other
upgraded material from Deepdale deposit.
This is most unlikely, but all companies

that enter into these agreements with this
State do so with the full knowledge that
the overriding Power in respect of export
licences rests with the Commonwealth.

So far as royalties are concerned, the
B.H.P. company would pay full export
royalties in respect of Yampi. The Deep-
dale deposits would be subject to the same
royalties for conversion to pellets in the
area, as the Cleveland-Cliffs agreement;
namely-

is. per ton for years I to 15;
is. 3d. per ton for years 16 to 25;
is. 6d. per ton thereafter.

This concession royalty only applies to
ore which is wider 60 per cent. in average
grade and which is actually processed into
pellets or similar forms of processed
material in the area. it is an induce-
ment, as in the case of Cleveland- Cliffs
agreement, to encourage the upgrading of
this low-grade ore in the area.

if this ore was, for instance, taken to
Swinana for processing into pellets it
would pay the Is. 6d. duty right from the
start and would not be subject to this
special royalty.

So far as the 2s. 6d. per ton special
charge which is Provided in other agree-
ments is concerned, on aL deferred basis,
the same period of 15 years' deferment
would apply to B.H.P. This is 30 years
in the case of Cleveland-Cliffs. The only
difference in B..P.'s case would be that
it would not apply to ore converted into
pig iron or steel within Australia. In other
words, it would only apply to exports
abroad, including pellets exported through
the port servicing their Deepdale Port.

It is desirable to refer to the Cleveland-
Cliffs agreement because the reciprocal
arrangements I mentioned in the Cleve-
land-Cliffs agreement in respect of aL
"nominated company" apply equally in
this agreement. The main difference is
that in this case Onslow is treated as
B.H.P.'s first preference at this stage,
whereas Cape Preston has been treated
as the current first preference of Cleve-
land-Cliffs.

This does not obligate either of the
companies to one of these ports, but it has
been necessary, in the interests of en-
couraging joint arrangements, to achieve
the best economic result for the area and
for the State to make these provisions
and, at the same time, give reasonable
port area security to the respective com-
panies.

The variations clause in both agree-
ments provides facilities for the Govern-
mient to negotiate a proposal which would
achieve the best result through some or
all of the activities being undertaken on
a joint basis.

I emphasise It could still be that both
companies proceed independently. Alter-
natively, they could join forces for joint
use of only one part of the facilities, such
as a port or railway. This is something
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that time alone will resolve. The im-
portant thing is to have sufficiently flex-
ible machinery to enable the governmen't
of the day to take advantage of any cur-
rent situation which develops, and which
could produce a better result for the area
and for the State.

Most of the other provisions are in
accordance with our normal understanding
of these iron ore agreements, with the ex-
ception, of course, that B.H.P. is not con-
tingent on the signing of overseas export
contracts,

There is one particular feature of the
mnining reserves and leases I want to refer
to, and that is the area known as the Roy
Hill deposit. This is an area well away
from the Deepdale area, and it is not de-
sired to incorporate the details of its
future operations in this agreement. It
is more important to concentrate the
development on Deepdale, rather than to
have dispersed activities.

However. to enable this area to be avail-
able for later development, should Bit?..
desire to put a proposition before the Gov-
ernment, provision is Made in the agree-
ment for this area to be held for a period
up to 50 years. In this regard, it should
be clearly stated that B.!!.P. has no rights
to this area, unless and until it negotiates
with the State for the use of the area on
conditions to be negotiated at the time.

With the very large areas of iron ore
known and being developed, there is no
disadvantage to the State in this area
being left on this basis, particularly as
the company has no established rights to
It. The conditions could be negotiated in
the light of circumstances at the Lime, and
it Is thought to be more advantageous to
the State to leave the negotiations to that
period, rather than try and establish, at
this stage, what should be the conditions
under which the area is made available.

By then it is reasonable to hope that
the Pilbara iron ore fields will have been
opened up in a big way and the economics
clearly established, and such an agreement
would reflect more accurately the condi-
tion of the times, rather than having to
make a calculated estimate so far ahead.

This agreement when taken in conjunc-
tion with the 1952 and 1960 agreements
will have the effect of closely Integrating
the whole of B.HXP's. operations in W.A..
and giving us a firm base, not only for our
iron ore mining transport, but also its pro-
cessing.

Above all else, it is good to remember
that B.!!.P. is an Australian company
which has made a great contribution to
the industrial and economic growth of
Australia. and it is desirable that such a
company be established in our northern
iron-ore area.

Debate adjourned until a later stage of
the sitting, on motion by The Hon. F. J. S.
Wise (Leader of the Opposition).

(Continued on page 3099)

IRON ORE (CLEVELAND-CLIFFS)
AGREEMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 24th Novem-
ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) 15.11 p~m.]: I
think a whole session of Parliament could
be devoted to the consideration of agree-
ments which have been made and which
are to be ratified. That is about the
stage we have reached in the considera-
tion of agreements of this and other kinds,
because the present session has brought
forward five or six agreements relating
to iron ore.

The study of such agreements is more
than an idle pastime, and to give a con-
sidered. and a, reasoned analysis of them
requires a lot of concentration, a lot of ex-
amination, and a lot of checking. I suggest
when we have such a number of agree-
ments to be ratified we should try to
deal with them more concisely and con-
secutively. That would be better for
Parliament and for the examination of
the agreements themselves.

As matters stand all hionourable meni-
bens-and therefore Parliament itself-
have to place great reliance upon the un-
challengeable language used In the com-
pilation of the agreements; in short, we
have to believe in the agreements when
they are presented to Parliament. it is
not our privilege, and it is barely our
right, to amiend an agreement made be-
tween a reputable concern and the Goy-
ernment-an agreement which requires
in simplicity, ratification only by Parlia-
ment.

This Bill for an Act relating to an
agreement between the State of Western
Australia and Basic Materials Pty. Ltd.-
the short title being Iron Ore (Cleveland-
Cliffs) Agreement Act-deals with a
different set of proposals -and a different
sort of iron ore as compared with the
iron ore, the agreements, and the pro-
posals relating to Mount Newman, Mount
Golds-worthy, Hamersley Iron, Koolyan-
obbing, and Koolanooka.

The agreement before us endeavours to
promote the development of iron ore de-
posits of a grade assayed at around 60
per cent. It is an agreement made with
a company which has had long experi-
ence in different parts of the world in
the treatment of iron ore, and in reducing
deposits of that grade to pellets and to
other forms of reduced ore.

I think it may not be a bad idea and it
would assist the Government and the State
if at some period -a committee of Parlia-
ment were appointed to examine and re-
port on such Bills and such agreements as
these. I do not intend that this Bill or
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any other should be hindered, but we have
unavoidably been able to give this agree-
ment only a cursory perusal, Uf such a
committee were appointed it would high-
light the different circumstances and give
to Parliament a clesje understanding
of statements made by some Ministers-
not this one-in a breathtaking fashion of:
the exciting this and that: the countless
millions of tons in this exciting stage of
our development; the promotion of the
north overnight almost! I am not referring
to this Minister; that is obvious.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Would you give
us two guesses?

The H-on. F. J. S. WISE,: I will give
the Minister one guess. We must keep
our feet on the ground in these matters,
but I say quite deliberately that Parlia-
ment is entitled to a better understanding
than it has been able to obtain from a cur-
sory examination of these proposals.

I know the circumstances and the con-
ditions applying. I know that It may
appear that this Bill has been brought in
in the closing hours of the session. But
negotiations have been in train over many
months, and it has not been possible, as
I understand the situation, to introduce
the Bill any earlier. Since the agreements
require parliamentary ratification and as
they have been signed and endorsed by
the principals of the company and the
Government, we should, if Parliament is
in session, ratify them if they are con-
sidered to be-as I think they are-in the
best interests of the State.

I think that if such a suggestion as I
have made could be considered and im-
plemented by the Government there would
be established a greater confidence as to
when and where a start may be made
in exploiting our latent wealth and in-
if I may use the term-translating plans
into achievements. We would have a
clearer understanding of the situation.

One could dilate on this Bill for a long
time to little avail. One could analyse the
Local and overseas aspects of markets for
iron ore: of the conditions in the numer-
)us countries of production; but that
would be of little avail. We do find that
he forecasts in most of the Bills of this

duid with which we have dealt have var-ied
rnormously. We have had to give in this
ession a great elasticity in the original

igreements approved because of the delay
n obtaining sales.

With the passing of this Hill and the
subsequent one, we will have tied up all the
inow deposits from the Robe River to the
[2e Grey. They are tied up for a period,
Nvhile not interminable, of very great dir-
ition. Most of them are, without qualifi-
zation, almost tied up absolutely. That is
he situation in regard to the enormous

juantlty and latent value of the Iron ore
leposits of the north-west. Parliament
ass considered justified the making of

agreements which give to firms of enor-
mouis wealth and understanding the op-
portunity to deal with, and in, such large
deposits in a world market to enable
development in production, railways,
towns, and harbours, to commence and
carry on.

This somewhat different Bill dealing
with the Cleveland -Cliffs company, and.
speclalising as it does in a different sort
of iron ore, is, I think, of particular in-
terest in regard to the prospect of earlier
activities than, maybe, those of some of
the other companies. There is a much
more immediate prospect of production
and development of towns and ports and
industry. Through the courtesy of the
Minister, of whom I requested some in-
formation, I have in my hand a very in-
teresting document, it being the 1963 an-
nual report of the Cleveland-Cliffs com-
pany. Part of the report of the president.
under date the 16th March. 1964, reads-

We made major progress in pellet
production both in new plants and
new processes. New production re-
cords were established at both our
Humboldt and Repubic mines.
Equally important, our new Empire
Mine started up in December and,
after only a few weeks of activity, was
operating at more than 15 per cent.
above rated capacity of 1.200,000 tons
per year. We feel this Is a remarkable
achievement consideiing the pioneer-
ing required in the process, the first
completely autogenious iron ore
grinding facility in the world.

The increased demand for pellets
by the steel industry has more than
justified the large capital expenditures
we have made in the last few years on
pelletising plants. Since 1956, when
we pioneered the first commercial
hematite iron ore pellet plant, we
have shipped every ton of pellets that
we have produced.

The bright prospects for pellets
must be tempered somewhat by the
dwindling sales of natural ores which
have become a real problem in the in-
dustry.

Surely very interesting comments in this.
the president's report! The last sentence
I read is very pertinent to the prospect of
this venture and the venture of B.H.P. in
developing the ore in the region of the
Robe River.

This company operating as it does,
mostly in the great lakes system in North
America, and owning its own shipping
lines, is establishing and expanding year
after year in many ventures, including the
pelletising plants with enormous capacity.

In the speech made on this Bill, refer-
ence was made to the likely joint actions
and interwoven interests in different ways
of this company and E.H.P. I think that
such a suggestion as that augers very well
for what may happen in the Ashburton
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region in the vicinity of Onslow. Onslow
is in an area which requires some impetus
that such an industry might give.

I think it is not drawing the long bow
to anticipate that if Barrow Island devel-
ops as indications suggest, it could become
an oil field or gas field. The engineers of
Wapet advised me rather confidently that
the underwater pipeline to resources of
Barrow Island could be an important part
in the industries these two agreements
may develop. If that be so, what a re-
markable turn of events in the prospective
establishment of centres of population in
the north!

.I do not want to introduce a political
note, so I wili introduce my next remark
in a local sense. H-ow thankful the Gov-
ernment must be that Onslow was not
abandoned and a mythical town establish-
ed at Nanutarra? Those of us who have
faith in the nott and who would resent
the closure of any port are very confident
that whatever may be the outcome of de-
velopment of Cleveland-Cliffs, we are
likely to see in our time not merely activ-
ity in ground work, but activity which
would be a trend towards production of
something usable within this State. within
Australia, and overseas.

But most important of all is the fact
that ore of a lower value by assay and off
a different type, which is almost use-
less while it lies undeveloped, is something
of real wealth when such companies pro-
posing to spend £30,000,000. £40,000,000, or
more millions become active in that re-
gion.

In the time that has been) available to
me I have read this agreement. I am
interested in all of the things that pre-
pare for the communities likely to be
established. There is, for example, a
clause dealing with the protection of in-
habitants. Consideration has been given
to all sorts of matters which are likely
to affect communities and their establish-
ment.

I notice that in the B.H.F. agreement, to
which I will refer in a few moments on
the passing of this one, provision is made
for the use of salt water. That strikes
one as at little unusual, but it is in the
agreement. But so far as this one is con-
cerned, I hope that Cleveland-Cliffs on
its own standing as a company, with a
prospect of it joining, as it may do. in
each of its activities, with B.H.P., wvill,
when it gets under way. be an enormous
force for good for Australia and this State.
I support the Bill.

TUE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH iSuburban
-Minister for Mines) 15.30 p.m.1: I am
conscious of the fact that the presenta-
tion of this Bill to the Legislative Coun-
cil, and for that matter to Parliament,
is late in the session. However, I think
that perhaps the honourable Mr. Wise did
not realise how near he was to the truth

whEn he said that perhaps weeks or
months had been filled by the negotiations
that would have to take Place to reach
the stage where we could produce a Bill
of this nature, with its accompanying
agireement, to Parliament.

The same goes, of course, for the Bill
I previously introduced in regard to the
B.H.P. agreement. So I apologise for the
fact that both these Bills are perhaps a
little later than wve would have liked them
to b2. but circumstances created this state
of affairs. I do not wvant it to be inter-
preted that I anm making a speech similar
to the one I hope to be making, perhaps
in another 12 or 13 hours, in reference to
the closing of the session. However, I
would like to say that this has been a very
busy session with these types of agree-
ments.

Normally an agreement of this nature,
or of the nature of the one with B.H.P..
would rot have been necessary had it re-
lated to the issue of normal mining titles.
But because of the many commitments
that the various companies that have
made agreements with the Government
are obliged to undertake, both in a mone-
tary and. a physical sense in connection
with the exploration programmes on their
deposits of iron ore, it is only natural that
these companies would like some security
of tenure in respect of the operations that
they pro~oso to undertake: and their
operat:ons can only be described as a Cal-
culated risk, at risk which companies with
the experience of this one. n-H.P., and
others with whom we have made agree-
ments cre prepared to take.

Without giving away any confidences I
would like to Say that many hours, and
indeed weeks, have gone into the nego-
tiation of this agreement. I believe, as
I said before, that the hours and weeks
that have been spent will prove to be
worth while because these agreements are
the foundations of the greater things that
we hope will come to Western Australia.
I have never been one to expound in am
extravagant way: and perhaps to some
degree I should be criticised for that inas-
much as perhaps I am not as enthusias-
tic as other people are. But I have a difm
ferent nature.

However, with a project of this nature
enthusiasm is very much needed. Th(
showing of some enthusiasm and thf
attitude adopted by some Ministers is
good thing and not a bad thing.

The H-on. F. J. S. Wise: So long9 as il
doesn't mislead.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes. sc
long as it doesn't mislead. As long as il
is not intended to mislead.

The Hion. F. J. S. Wise: That is so.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I do no'

think it is intended to mislead. It tl
intended to give to the public a genera
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idea of what the State is doing, and what
its hopes and aspirations are in respect
of some of the agreements it is making
with these private companies, which have
their part to play.

With the passing of this Bill, and the
one dealing with B.H.P.-to which I hope
honourable members will give a speedy
passage, in the same way as they have
done with this Bill-we look forward to
the next step in the successive develop-
ment of the areas concerned. I only hope
that success will be theirs in the future.
I look back to the time when the whole
of the State was thrown open to the
prospecting for iron ore; and my word a
great deal of work has been done over
the last three or four years!

Although politically we fire away at
each other now and again, and sometimes
I go away with my head bloody but un-
bowed, I feel a satisfaction in that my term
of office as Minister has been such an
interesting period. Whatever the future
may hold I will always look back upon
this period as one which I shall not
readily forget. We have been very for-
tunate in recent months in our search
for oil. The oil strikes, both at Yardarino,
and Barrow Island in the north, are
extremely interesting and very encourag-
ing indeed. I can only agree with the
honourable Mr. Wise when he suggests
that the finding of a supply of fuel in
some satisfactory form would be a
wonderful thing so far as these deposits
in the north are concerned.

As I understand it, and from what I
have been told by Mr. Donnell of the
Cleveland -Cliffs company, the amount of
power that is required for the thermal
treatment of the limonitic iron ore to the
point where it is produced into these
little marble pellets of iron ore-and they
are about as big as a marble, or perhaps
a little bigger-is enormous. The Cleve-
land-Cliffs company has been working
for a long time, and I feel sure B.H.P.
has been doing the same thing, in ex-
perimenting to find a way to produce a
satisfactory pellet from this limonitie
iron ore, and a great deal of success has
been achieved.

I was very unhappy that I had to turn
dawn an invitation I had to attend the
opening of the Cleveland-Cliffs pellet
plant in Cleveland some few weeks ago.
Because of the session I was unable to
take the seven or eight days off to enable
me to go to Cleveland to see the pellet
operation. That hurt but I felt I should
not ask for a pair to enable me to be
*away for that period of time during the
session. However, I sincerely hope that
in the future I will be privileged to see
this operation.

During his trip the Premier saw the
operation and he told me about the
immensity of the Cleveland -Cliffs project
in 'Cleveland. He gave me some idea of

what an industry of this nature could
mean to Western Australia, and what it
has meant to the company and the people
it employs. We all hope that such an
industry, or a similar type of industry.
will be established on our shores;
and this agreement is the basis upon
which a start can be made.

There is still much more to be done,
but the time schedule set down in the
agreement gives us some idea of the situa-
tion and the programme that the company
is prepared to undertake. As I indicated
when I introduced the B.H.P. Bill, its
proposal is somewhat similar to the agree-
ment contained in this Bill, but in the
BlI.P, agreement are set out certain
direct obligations which the company
must fulfil. That company always
achieves what it sets out to do, and
usually does more than it has to do.
However, more of the B.H.P. agreement
when we come to it. I am grateful to the
honourable Mr. Wise for his supporting
remarks in connection with the Bill.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee withiout

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by

The lon. A. F. Griffith I.Minister for
Mines), and passed.

IRON ORE (THE BROKEN HILL
PROPRIETARY COMPANY

LIMITED) AGREEMENT
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed, from an earlier stage

of the sitting, on the following motion by
The Hon. A. F. Giiiffith (Minister for
Mines):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

TH4E HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) 15.44 p.m.): I
think the Minister was meticulous in his
presentation of the case for this Bill. I
wvould say the sequence of proposals was
easy to follow and kept in order in one's
mind the proposals that are outlined in the
Bill itself. In spite of the very many
ungenerous, unkind, and uninformed
opinions expressed from time to time in
connection with the B.H.P. company. I
think somewhere along the line it must be
stated and affirmed that this company
has made a name for itself within Aus-
tralia; and overseas its name is almost
synonymous with Australia.

In an Australian sense this company is
one of great enormity, of great strength.
and of varied interests. It has made an
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enormous contribution to the economy of
Australia. The subsidiaries which have
been initiated and expanded from this
company have developed Into industries
diverse in character, producing comi-
modities which are in constant and daily
use in very many industries. The proposal
in the Bill gives to us In short terms and
definite dates something which we can
accept and live up to. it gives to us a
proposal with an affinity to the 1960
agreement, in which it was established
that a blast furnace would be put into
operation by this company in the State
before 1968: that is only four years hence.

In short terms I think this agreement is
one that gives to us great hope, and an
early move in development and profitable
use, both for the company and for Aus-
tralia, of deposits which now lie latent
and undeveloped in the region of the Robe
River, heading back towards the Ham-
ersley Ranges-that region of the Ash-
burton so well known to many of us as
being one of very low carrying capacity
in both animals and humans at the
moment.

As has been said more than once in this
Chamber by north-west members, indus-
tries are vitally and urgently needed in
the north-industries other than the
pastoral industry, with which a closer
settlement is not compatible. Therefore,
through mining, we hope there may come
not merely ports and harbours suitable for
shipping t-o use in order to take away the
natural wealth of the country, but ports
and harbours with towns adjacent thereto.
carrying populations, trading, using and
delivering goods for further use within
Australia and for export.

That is the sort of thing for which this
agreement provides; that is what it
envisages. I notice in it that arrange-
ments are made for varying royalties. I
am one who is inclined to think that the
amount of royalty on the varying types
of ore-whether it be direct shipping ore.
or any other ore-is not everything.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: It is not.
The Hon. F. 3. S. WISE: Provided the

State is compensated reasonably and fairly
at a per ton rate, at a percentage rate, or
at any other rate, and the development is
such that it brings an impetus in produc-
tion, settlement, and wealth, that is more
important.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Yes, but by the
same token I pursue very persistently the
revenue to which the Mines Department
is entitled.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I will not de-
tract from that statement one bit. I said
that provided it is reasonable in all the
circumstances, let the State exact its just
tribute, but it should not make a fetish
of it, to extract every Penny or eveny shil-
ling.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I quite agree.

The Non. F. 3. S. WISE: The ancillar
benefits are enormous, and when we ar
dealing with commodities which are to b
involved in local development and produc
tion we can afford to be generous. no
example, and to use a comparison. I one
recommended to the Commonwealth Gov
erment that all the unoccupied pastors
regions of the Northern Territory b
granted to anybody willing to develoj
them; that they be granted at n,
rental at all so that we could secure th
benefit of development; and I suggeste
we provide as an incentive, no rem
and little taxation. The production I roe
this source could have been as much a
500,000 head of stock per annum. Tha
is how I view propositions such as this.

I agree that the State Must exact it
toll for the use of its assets, but do no
let us insist that Lis is the only elemen
to be considered. The benefits which cai
be derived from developing our north, ani
the varied developments that can accru.
as a result of this, can be achieved in nq
other way, in my view, than through th
mining industry.

Where are our centres of population hi
the north at the moment? Those that ar
not on the seaboard, because of the port
being there, are solely associated wit)
mining, except, of course, in the case o
the Ord River project. There would cer
tainly not be a Wittenoomn if there were n,
mining. It is the only inland town of it
kind ini the north.

This is the sort of agreement we 'want
It plans for the development of the Indus
try within sight of the ocean and also o'
the seaboard. Without going through thi
Bill clause by clause, we can say thi
agreement is comparable with othe
agreements which though different in thei
import are very important indeed to th,
State and to the people of the State, parti
cularly as they relate to the developruen
of the State's assets, without which devel
opment would mean nothing.

Until there is a move for the develop
inent of the ore referred to in the agree
meat-these millions of tons of ore--ang
until the responsibility is accepted by th,
company for such development, there is ni
wealth in it at all. But when we giv-
effect to this agreement it will certaint
mean wealth to this State. It will mean
great Interest and occupation for many o
the people In the State, and, I hope.
will aiso mean success to the company in
volved.

The Bill provides for independent, amo
for conjoint, action between one compait
and another. in spite of two ports beinj
affected or involved-or the likelihood a
that happening-by common understand
ing. together with the suitability of tlv
site, we may find that one port will emergi
and be used. Whatever happens I thini
the arrangement for conjoint or indepen
dent action Is a very good proposal.
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Further north we have the unfortunate
occurrence of two companies using two
port sites-or likely to do so-An the har-
bour of Port Hedland. That may be good,
but it might be better if one could Produce
a single plan in such circumstances.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That Is what
the Government hopes for.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I have no as-
Pect at all of condemnation or criticism
of the proposals In the Bill. I hope the
anticipations in it will be realised for the
good of the State, for the good of the com-
pany, and for the good of Australia gen-
erally.

THE HON. H. C. STRICKLAND (North)
L5.56 pm.]: I do not like the way the
Minister looks at me whenever I rise to
speak on Bills dealing with Iron ore. He
usually says I Pour cold water on such
Bills. On this occasion, however, I pro-
pose to sprinkle the measure with eau de
cologne.

It certainly gives me great pleasure to
see Broken Hill Pty. Ltd. entering the iron
ore area of our north-west south of Yampi.
Since the company began development at
Koolan Island and Cockatoo Island-in
Yampi Sound-we have, of course, appre-
ciated the enormous difference it has
made to the Kcimberley area, includ-
ing the districts of Derby and Broome.

The activities of the company have been
instrumental in turning Derby from a
small village into quite a sizable town.
There have been further developments
since, but it can be said with confidence
that as a result of the activities of this
company the population of Derby has
trebled; and, of course, the through traffic
by air and ship has also proved a great
asset to the economy of that small town-
ship.

As honourable members have said, this
company is almost 100 per cent. Austra-
lian, and it has a great reputation for de-
velopment and expansion. I cannot for
the life of me agree with the various critics
who indicate through the Press that they
are not 100 per cent. behind this company
in connection with its iron ore and steel
activities.

I was rather disappointed to read that
the Commonwealth had refused to grant
a license for a certain amount of ore to
he exported from Yampi. I know that
under the agreement there is provision
that such a license should not be granted:
but when some critics oppose that type
of cxport on the ground that it would
be unfair to the other companies which
have entered into arrangements with the
Government, it seems to me that the much
vaunted policy of free enterprise must
be dead.

I was further surprised and disappointed
because of the fact that E.H.P. is a local
company, and it meant that so many Auas-
tralians who are interested directly and in-
directly in the activities of this company
were more or less fobbed off and snubbed
when the Commonwealth Government
would not co-operate in regard to the ap-
proach by the State Government and the
company for a limited export license.

When speaking on the Mount Newman
and Mount Goldsworthy agreements while
they were in this House I suggested that
the quickest way to develop our iron ore
deposits would be by direct negotiation
between the buyer, the Government, and
the producer, which could have been a
local producer. I did not know this agree-
ment was coming along, but I had in mind
B.H.P. and its activities. There are also
other companies capable of handling and
exporting iron ore.

I suggested at that time that we were
slowing up the production by dealing
through foreign agencies-that is third
parties from overseas companies-and
effecting agreements which slowed up the
process. We have, of course, a slowing-up
of the process because Bli.P, has not been
granted a license to export a quantity of
ore from Yampi to enable the company
to spend the proceeds on the development
of its Deepdale resources. That is how
the picture looked to me.

Apart from recent developments, articles
have been written over the last 12 months
by supposed authorities in connection with
this matter accusing the company of
dragging its heels and being slow in de-
veloping the steel industry in Australia.
Of course, we all know one car. only spend
as much as resources will allow: and this
company has, when one looks at the figures,
some remarkable achievements In connec-
tion with capital expenditure in relation
to the expansion of its various activities.
It does not only deal in iron ore; it builds
ships, ore carriers, and has other activities
based on steel.

In the last 10 years B.H.P. has spent
£309,000,000 on capital expansion and In
the last five years it has spent
£204,000,000. That represents an expend-
ture of £40,000,000 per year during the
last five years, and the president of the
company in his address to shareholders
said that the rate of expenditure would
not decrease In the future, but would be
lifted, if anything.

If we look at the normal expenditure
of this company throughout Australia and
compare it with the expenditure required
from the Mount Newman and Mount
Goldsworthy companies over the next 25
years-these two companies are committed
to spend around about £75,000,000-We
find that in that period B.H.P. will have
spent £1,000,000,000. One can appreciate
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the benefits to be derived from expendi-
ture such as that by a local company and
the vastness of the development.

The local Press told us on Saturday that
Western Australia owed nothing to B.H.P.
in regard to that company's development
of a steel industry in this State. However,
the fact was overlooked that this com-
pany is developing throughout Australia.
and even in the Northern Ten'itory-or
adjacent to it-so that Western Australia
has not missed out on its share.

We hear very little about it; and one
has to search the reports of the company
to obtain an appreciation of just exactly
what we do get. I know of the develop-
ment at Koolan and of the achievements
of the company there. I think something
between E4.000,000 and £5,000,000 has been
spent on the development of that island
in the last three years.

It is only three years ago that I went
there with the supervisor of the two
islands-Mr. Harrison was there at the
time-and drove over Koolan Island in a
jeep. There was, no development then.
and the bulldozers were just beginning
to bulldoze an aerodrome. Since that timne
and until now the company has been able
to keep up with its programme of devel-
opment and expenditure. I think the tar-
get for the export of ore was December of
this year, but I understand it will now be
January of next year. So one can say that
the company has kept up with its pro-
gramme.

In addition to the expenditure up there.
there has been a tremendous expenditure
at Koolyanabbing developing resources-.
and any of us can see the expenditure
at Kwinana. There has been quite aL lot
of expenditure down that way and the
company has not dragged its feet too
slowly in the establishment of its proposed
integrated steel works in that area. We
have the rolling mill and the rest is under
construction. We also know the company
has spent just as much money as those
other companies we hear about exploring
the iron ore deposits in the Pilbara and
the Ashburton areas.

So Western Australia has not missed
out in relation to this £4,000,000 a yearl
expenditure. We have received our share
and will be gettina more in future. When
critics condemn the company I say they
should have a look at the credit side also.
Anybody who has seen the company's
developments at Cockatoo Island and
Koolan Island must appreciate facts such
as these. The Government has not been
required to spend any monley at all; it
has never had to find a water supply, build
harbours. or build houses. it has never
had to spend a penny.

The company does the lot. It builds
it own roads and licenses its vehicles
with thle West Kimuberley Shire Council. It
builds its own harbours and wharf age
facilities and pays money to the Harbour

and Light Department. It erects its owr
navigation aids, such as radio beacons, ant
so on, for shipping, which our State ship!
now use: and the only expenditure oi
the whole of the development there b
the taxpayers of Australia is a contribu.
tion by way of the salaries of the police.
man and the school teachers--they arn
not required to contribute to%%ards the ex.
penditure of anything else.
Sitting suspended from 6.10 to 7.30 p.an

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Pzrio
to the tea suspension I was saying that thi
B.H.P. installations at Yampi Sound hac
cost taxpayers very little. Taxpayers wern
called upon to provide only the service
of a policeman and school teachers. Thi
housing at Cockatoo island and PKoolar
Island are comparable with houses whici
are being constructed on the mainland to
magistrates and other officials at a cost t4
the departments concerned of approxi.
snately £10,000 each. The rentals charge(
on these islands are very moderate. Thi
rental for some three-bedroom housest
less than £3 per week, which includes frei
power for electric stoves. fans, and so on
and each house is fly-wired. Each housi
is situated sufficiently far apart from thi
others to ensure there is no nuisance fron
the operation of radios, and so on.

Thle company has gone to a lot of troubi
to make its employees in that area corn
fortable and contented. Single men ar
provided with quarters. There are twi
employees to a room, and each of thi
single mien's quartets is fly-wired am(
has an electric fan, and so on. The mes,
is very good. The quantity and standan
of food is high.

I am not certain what thle cost is to
single employees, but I think it is in thi
vicinity of £3 per week. This covers thei
lodging and their mess accounts. Gener
ally speaking, the conditions up there ar
very gvood.

When the company is established in th
Ashburton area, we hope that it will go
to the same trouble in providing corn
fort and facilities; which, of course, brim
about a far better result for the cornpan:
itself. There is another goliath compan:
established at Wittenoom. It is a sub
sidiary of Colonial Sugar. The turnove
of employees is very high, because the;
are not provided with the same comfor
as the employees at Cockatoo anid Koolai
Islands. So we hope that B.H.P. will con
tinue to provide amenities and comfort ii
the Ashiburton area similar to thosc pro
vided elsewhere.

It is interesting to study the share hold
ing of B.H.P. More than 80 per cent. o
its shares are owned by Australians. Ther,
are 80,000 Australian shareholders. aithe
individuals or institutions. The institu
tions arc not of great size. Of the 80,00l
holders of shares, the average holder ha,
less than 1.300 shares: so there is a ver,
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wide distribution. The company employs
throughout Australia upwards of 45,000
employees directly; which, of course, is a
great thing for the economy. At present
the company has over 2.000 apprentices,
and already this year it has taken in same
600 apprentices to be apprenticed to vari-
ous trades such as fitting and turning, en-
gineering, and so on. When one studies
this company, one appreciates that it is
a great Australian institution,

It, is also a remarkable asset in connec-
tion with the distribution of dividends.
When dividends are distributed, close on
100,000 cheques have to be printed and
signed. These cheques are printed and
signed at the rate of 12,000 per hour. It
takes six and a half miles of continuous
stationery to provide the cheques to dis-
tribute the dividends. That is quite re-
markable. However, with the introduc-
tion of computers and other electronic
machines it would not take so long to dis-
tribute these cheques.

My remarks have been more or less
directed to the company as I have seen
it. I am very pleased indeed that this
Australian company is expanding in the
north, and I feel certain that it will be
the one which will come into production
before any of the others, provided it can
receive a little bit of assistance from the
Commonwealth Government in connec-
tion with an export license, even if the
export license is limited. It would mnean
that foreign currency would be brought
into the country to be invested in the de-
velopment of our mirthi-west. I support
the Bill.

TICE HON. G. BENNETTS iSouth-Entst
S17.42 p.m.]: I wish to say a few word.-,
in connection with this measure. I too
am very pleased to see this development
in the north. I will take honourable
members back to 1910, when I came over-
land from Marble Bar to Cue on horse-
back with a droving team. The second
man in charge spoke about the possibili-
ties of the ir~ea and said it would be-
come a valuable area to Western Australia
from thle point of view of copper and
iron ore. Today we are seeing that
develcpment taking place.

It locks as if it is an act of God. Our
gold prices are diminishing and many of
our mining districts are closing down. If
the goidmining industry falls back, we wvill
have this asset in the north-west to take
it place.

This is the atomic age, and it may not
be long before we have atomic plants in
the north-west, as a result of the develop-
rrent of our iron ore, to generate electric-
ity, and other Plants which will purify
sea water and turn it into fresh water.
In addition, we will have a large popula-
tion up there wvhich will help towards pro-
tecting this State. I am pleased to support
the Bill.

THE HON. A, F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [7.44 p.m.]; I would
like to thank honourable members for their
support of the Bill. We can rest assured
that B.H.P. will do what it has set out
to do. As I said in my second reading
speech, our experience of the company is
that it invariably exceeds what it commits
itself to do, and this has been evident in
many parts of Australia in connection with
its activities.

I have here some plans which I should
have laid upon the Table of the House
when I moved the second reading of the
Bill. I would like to take the opportunity
of doing so now. They are plans which
indicate the temporary reserve areas held
by the company in respect of its prospect-
ing rights for iron ore. Some honourable
members may be interested to look at the
p)lans.

I think there is no need for me to say
anything more. No points of criticism
were raised, and no matters requiring
answering were brought forward, because
it is obvious that the Hill has received
general support: and also the contents of
the agreement were acceptable to those
honourable members who contributed to
the debate.

Tite plavs were tabled.
Question put aind passed.
Bill read a second tinme.

In Committee. etc.
Bill passed through Committee withu

debate, reported without amrndment, andi
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Hill read a third time, on motion by

The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mlinv,;4, an~d passcd.

PARLIAMENTARY SUPERANNUA-
TION ACT AMENDMEffNT BILL

Receint and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and,
on motion by The Hon. A. F. Griffith
(Minister for Mines), read a first time.

Second Readting

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [7.49 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bil be now read a. second
time.

This Bill is designed to increase the
contributions and benefits payable under
the provisions of the Parliamentary
Superannuation Act in respect of present
members and to improve the benefits to
en-members and widows who are at
present in receipt of pensions from the
fund.

An honourable member now contributes
to the fund at the rate of £208 per aninum.
which entitles him to a weekly pension
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when he ceases to be an honourable mem-
ber. provided he has contributed to the
fund for a Period of at least '7 years.

The Pension benefit ranges from £11 10s.
per week, where the honourable member
has been contributing for a period of seven
Years. up to £20 per week for periods of
contribution of 18 years and over.

If the Period for which an honourable
member has paid contributions to the fund
is less than seven years at the time he
ceases to be an honourable member, then
he receives a refund of his contributions
together with interest at a rate determined
by the trustees.

A review of benefits paid in New South
Wales and Victoria, the so-called "stand-
ard" States, reveals that the existing
maximum benefit In New South Wales is
£30 per week for service of 15 years and
over, and that it costs honourable mem-
bers £390 per annum to obtain it.

In Victoria, honourable members con-
tribute £260 per annum and receive a
maximum benefit for service of 15 years
and over equal to the basic wage multi-
plied by one and two-thirds, which, at
present, is equal to a little more than £25
Per week.

The standard benefit after 15 years'
service, being the average of the benefits
paid in New South Wales and Victoria, is
approximately £4 10s. per week for each
£52 per annumn contributed by an honour-
able member.

Therefore, the appropriate pension pay-
able in Western Australia to an honour-
able member who has contributed to the
fund for a period of 15 years would be £18
per week at the present rate of contribu-
tion of £208 per annum. The present
benefit Is £17 10s. per week. This differ-
ence of 10s. per week forms the basis for
adjusting the existing rates of pension
payable to ex-members: and I will refer
again to this group of pensioners in a few
moments.

The present rate of contribution of £208
per annumn is below the rates payable in
New South Wales and Victoria. and it is
therefore considered appropriate to lift
this figure to £312 per annum. By apply-
ing the standard benefit of E4 10s. per,
week for each £52 per annum contributed
by an honourable member, a pension of
£27 per week is automatically determined
on the basis of an annual contribution of
£312 as the appropriate benefit for a
member who has contributed to the fund
for a period of 15 years.

Another way of determining the appro-
priate new rate of Pension is to increase
the existing rate by 10s. per week to bring
it into line with the standard and then to
increase the result by 50 per cent, to
accord with the corresponding rise in the
rate of contribution to the fund. This, in
fact, is the method which has been used
to arrive at the full scale of benefits set

out in the Bill. Increases range from £3
per week for a period of seven years'
contribution to £5 2s. 6d. per week for
periods of 18 years and over. In the case
of ex-members now in receipt of pensions,
it will be apparent from what I have
already stated that an increase in benefits
of 10s. per week is the appropriate adjust-
ment to apply as the result of the current
review and provision for this increase has
accordingly been made in the Bill.

As the widow of an honourable member
or pensioner is entitled to a benefit of
three-quarters of the rate to which the
honourable member would have been en-
titled but for his death or, as the case
may be, to which the pensioner was en-
titled immediately upon his ceasing to be
an honourable member, an increase of 7s
6d. per week in the pensions nowv being
Paid to widows is called for, and this too
has been allowed for in the Bill.

Consideration has also been given to
those pensioners whose entitlements are
restricted to a period of 20 years with the
payment of benefits dropping to half-rates
after the first 10 years. It is proposed
in these cases to provide for the rate ap-
plicable to the person concerned for the
first Period of 10 years to be paid for the
full Period of 20 years without reduction.
There are twvo ex-members who have al-
ready been Placed on half-pensions as the
result of existing requirements, and here
the Bill provides for reinstatement to full
pension with effect from the 1st January,
1984.

There is one remaining provision in the
Bill which is to allow any honourable,
member if he so wishes and has not al-
ready done so. to elect within three months
of the comning into operation of this meas-
ure, to back-pay to the fund an amount
equivalent to the contributions appropriate
for a period not exceeding the interval be-
tween the 1st day of January of the year
in which he was elected an hionourable
member and the date of his election.

This concession of allowing an honour-
able member to back-date his contribu-
tions to the fund to the beginning of the
year in which he was elected to Parliament
has been a regular feature of previous
measures when conditions of membership
of the Parliamentary Superannuation
Fund were undergoing a change, and it is
again being repeated on this occasion.

Before concluding. I would Point out
that the Treasurer, subsequent to intro-
ducing- the Bill as it originally stood. gave
further consideration to the clause repeal-
ing the spent subsection 5(c) of section 11.
That subsection made provision for the
payment of a supplementary benefit in
respect of a person in receipt of a pen-
sion Prior to 1955. and with the passing
of time its provisions had lost their force.
Having looked into that aspect, the Treas-
urer, upon further consideration, decided
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in respect of older es-members and their
widows to renew this supplementary pro-
vision in a manner which would provide
a supplementary payment of £1. per fort-
night to an es-member who went out prior
to the 1st January, 1961, and a supple-
mientary pension of £19 10s. to be applic-
able in respect of the widow of an ex-
member who had been in that category. I
commend the Bill to honourable members.

Debate adjourned until a later stage of
the sitting, on motion by The Hon. F. J.
S. 'Wise (Leader of the Opposition).

TRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendment made by the Council.

NATIVES (CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS)
ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)

Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to
amendments Not. 2 to 6 made by the Coun-
cUl, had agreed to No. 1 subject to a further
amendment, and had agreed to No. 7 sub-
ject to an alternative amendment.

M1ENTAL HEALTH ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendment made by the Council.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

THE HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland-
Minister for Local Government) 17.59

p~.:I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
It is an offence under section 92 of the

Factories aind Shops Act for a service
station to obtain parts or for a distributor
or agent to supply them on a wholesale or
retail basis outside normal trading hours.
There is provision, nevertheless, permitting
the Royal Automobile Club to supply
requisites to its members in a time of
emergency. This service may not, how-
ever. be extended beyond membership.

There is another provision in the Act
enabling persons authorised by the Min-
ister to open a shop situated in zoned
areas located more than 20 miles from the
Perth G.PO., outside the ordinary and
rostered trading hours, if requisites are
urgently and necessarily required by a
motorist In an emergency.

The Purpose of the amendment con-
tained in this Bill is to allow an extension
of this provision to the zones in the met-
ropolitan and suburban area. This will
permit motor vehicle distributors to sup-
ply, in cases of emergency, such as a
motorist breaking down outside normal
trading hours, the essential parts neces-
sary for hint to Continue his journey.

This legislation does nob affect motor
fuel and lubricants as these are catered
for by roster system. It is not intended
in introducing this legislation to provide
any means by which trading hours would
generally be extended, for a person will
not be permitted to keep a shop open
expressly for the purpose of supplying
emergent parts.

The provision will be operated under
permit so that the normal supplier of a
particular part may open his premises as
an emergency only. The terms of permits
are to be at the discretion of the Minis-
ter. Owing to the variety of vehicles and
parts, it would be quite impossible for
any one particular shop or service station
to stock a complete range which would
meet any emergency, so by careful grant-
ing of permits to various distributors, it
is hoped a satisfactory service will be pro-
vided to all concerned.

in another place the honourable mem-
ber for Balcatta (Mr. Graham) moved an
amendment which the Minister in charge
of the Bill accepted, but to save time in
having the Bill printed it was arranged
that the amendment would be moved in
this House. Accordingly, I have distri-
buted copies of one or two of the amend-
ments among honourable members of this
Chamber, and in due course I will move
those amendments in Committee.

Debate adjourned until a later stare of
the sitting, on motion by The Hon. W. F.
Wilirsee.

(Continued on page 3129)

IRON ORE (TALLERING PEAK)
AGREEMENT BILL

Second Reading
THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban

-Minister for Mines) [8.3 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This Bill affects an agreement entered
into between the Premier on behalf of the
State, and Western Mining Corporation
Limited, on the 10th August, 1961, sub-
stantial alterations of which were ap-
proved by Parliament in 1962. These
agreements were in respect of the work-
ing of the mining reserves at Tallering
Peak and Koolanooka.

Further alterations have now been nego-
tiated and it is considered most desir-
able for the three agreements to be con-
solidated with the overall agreements, as
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they now stand, anid expressed in a single
document as an aid to clarity and the
understanding of the complete and de-
tailed basis of agreement as between both
parties. An additional temporary reserve
numbered 2756H (known as Karrarsi has
been granted to the cempany by the State
for the purpose of increasing the total
reserves of iron ore available to the com-
pany for a long term project and of in-
creasing the quality of iron ore mined
within all the mining leases.

AS is known, the company has obtained
a contract with the Japanese steel mills
for the supply. ex Geraldton. of 5,100,000
tons of direct shipping ore, over a period
of eight years. shipment to commence
April, 1906.

It had earlier been thought that the
port of Qeraldton could be deepened to
allow larger ore-carrying vessels to ship
the iron ore recovered from mineral leases
at Tallering Peak and Koolanooka. As
yet no cheap practical method to deepen
the harbour has been found. Also the
economics of the sale of iron ore have
altered since the original agreement was
signed, and, as a consequence, it has been
necessary to make some concession in the
royalty rate payable by the company.

A new royalty rate of 4s. 6d. per ton, a
rebate of is. 6d. per ton, is to be levied on
the first 5.100,000 tons of iron ore in lieu
of the royalty rate of 6s. previously pro-
vided. Provision has, however, been writ-
ten into the agreement that if, for any
reason whatsoever, a cheaper freight rate
than three dollars 80 cents is obtained,
royalty will increase by one half of the
difference between th2 new freight rate
to apply and three dollars 80 cents.

Alternatively, should the freight rate be
increased, a further reduction of royalty
shall be obtained under the same formula.

I agree with the remarks made by the
honourable Mr. Wise on a previous Bill on
the imposition of a royalty. In this Hill
other benefits of a far greater nature will
apply to the Oeraldton-Morawa area.
Nevertheless, it was felt that, in all the
circumstances, an adjustment should be
made, and a rebate of Is. 6d. still provides
for a basic payment of 4s. 6d. a ton to
the Mines Department. I regard that as
quite satisfactory in the circumstances,
and it is limited to the amount of the con-
tract which the company has obtained
from the Japanese.

The earlier agreements allowed the com-
pany to export a maximum of 1,000,000
tons of iron ore per year. This agreement
has been altered to allow the eompany,
with the express consent of the Minister.
to export iron ore in excess of 1,000,000
tons per year. Provision has been made in
the agreement for the company, if it dem-
onstrates to the minister that transport is
more economical by road than by rail
from Tallering Peak to Muliewa, to up-
grade the existing road between Tallering

Peak and Mullewa in lieu of constructing
a single line railway from the mining
lease to Mullewa. This provision is in-
tended to allow the company to supple-
ment the quantity of iron ore recovered
from Koolanooka by ore from Taflering
Peak. If the company intends to exploit
Tallering Peak to its full capacity, it is
anticipated that the single railway line
will have to be constructed from Taller-
ing Peak to Mullewa.

The freight rate for rail transport as
set down in the agreement is based on
certain costs-all subject to change-
prevailing as at the 1st July. 1902. One
of these variable costs is the male basic
wage at Oeraldton. The agreement has
been amended to provide for a basic wage
increase or decrease as declared by the
Western Australian Industrial Commission
in lieu of the Industrial Arbitration Court.

In the agreement there is a formula
setting out the rail freight, and it is mny
sincere hope that I am not asked to work
out the algebraic formula which appears
in this Bill. If I remember rightly, when
the Hill was first introduced, I was asked
to give some Information on this, but.
nevertheless, it is a formula applied by the
Railways Department and acceptable to
the company.

The agreement has been extended to
allow the company to transport iron ore
recovered from the new Karrara tempor-
ary reserve by road to the ralhead at
Koolanooka. This road is to be con-
structed by the company to recognised
standards in collaboration with the local
shire councils making provision for the
protection of stock depasturing of adjacent
lands.

The lease of the old stockpiling area has
been cancelled and the company has been
granted a lease of a new stockpiling area
situated off Marine Terrace, Oeraldton,
and adjoining the proposed new No. 4
berth. This change has been made neces-
sary by the intended construction of the
No. 4 berth.

With your permission. Sir, I wvill lay
upon the Table of the House. for the in-
formation of honourable members, a plan
showing temporary reserve area 2756H,
and also a plan showing the berth area.
and the stockpiling area which will be
made available to the company in ac-
cordance with this agreement.

The plaits were tabled.
Debate adjourned until a later stage of

the sitting, on motion by The Honi. F. J. S.
Wise (Leader of the Opposition).

INDUSTRIAL LANDS (KWINANA)
AGREEMENT BILL

Second Reading
THE RON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban

-Minister for Mines) [8.13 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.
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This Hill to ratify an agreement made
between the Government, BP Refinery
(Kwinana) Pty. Ltd., and OSEP &
Farmers Ltd. is the culmination of a great
deal of purposeful effort over several years
Past. It has been recognised for a con-
siderable time that our land development
programme, including the opening up of
large-scale irrigated tropical agriculture
would lead to a heavy demand for nitro-
genous-based fertilisers.

This, together with the increasing
market for explosives when our major iron
ore deposits start developing, was con-
sidered to be sufficient to warrant the
establishment of our own industry in
Western Australia. The difficulty was to
establish an economic timetable.

The company is also to be given the
lease of the area that will become the No.
4 berth, and, likewise, the railway access
way to the stockpiling area for a period
terminating on the 1st day of March, 1966.
These leases are of a domestic nature,
being granted to the company mainly for
taxation purposes. The idea of the leases
is to allow the company to write off such
amounts as the company expends on these
areas. (On diagram F.W.D. WA41208
the areas are shown coloured red and blue.)

To facilitate general wharf develop-
ment and the handling of iron ore for the
mineral leases as soon as convenient after
the ratifying Act comes into operation, the
State undertakes to commence to con-
struct, with a view to completion before
the 31st day of December, 1965, a newv
wharf to be known as No. 4 berth in the
port of Geraldton. The new berth is to
have a length of 594 feet but, at the
request and cost of the company the State
will extend the berth up to an additional
50 feet.

The contract obtained by the company
is the first of its kind with the Japanese
steel Mills. A good start has been made,
mining arrangements are well in hand, and
housing, which the company is providing
at Morawa for its employees is also well
under way. It is felt that the company
will fulfil its obligations to the parties
concerned with considerable advantage to
the State.

Previous negotiations in Australia failed
to produce a positive Project, and earlier
this year the Minister for Industri al
Development had discussions with com-
panies in America, Western Germany,
France. and England. Several of these
showed interest. Fortunately, there was
a change of circumstances within the
company then known as Cumning Smith
and Mount Lyeil Farmers Fertilisers Ltd.
This came about through BP acquiring
a 30 per cent. interest in C.S.M.L. from
Boral. The company later changed its
name to CSBP & Farmers Ltd.

This simplified the approach to the
establishment of virtually two industries.
One of these would Produce ammonia

and associated Products on the refinery
site. This would be operated by a com-
pany known as Ewinana Nitrogen Com-
pany Pty. Ltd. (KNC), and be jointly
owned by BP and CSHP.

The other industry would produce
nitrogenous fertilisers and related pro-
ducts on an adjoining area. This venture
would be undertaken by CSEP &
Farmers Ltd. Products will include
superphosphate, triple superphosphate.
and admixtures of phosphatic and nitro-
genous fertilisers, specially formulated
for Western Australian soils and condi-
tions when established. An investment
of £5,000,000 is entailed in each industry.
It is estimated that permanent additional
employment opportunities to the extent
of 220 will result when the industry is
operating fully. During the construction
period approximately 550 men will be
workin g on the site and 80 Per cent. of
the materials to be used will come from
Australian sources. The lang-term bene-
fits from the establishment of this
industry are important. They will be a
base for further expansion into other
branches of the petrochemical industry.

CSBP & Farmers Ltd. have pre-
viously carried on operations at North
Fremantle on Crown land on a lease
which expires in the year 2008. In view
of the future town planning requirements.
the Government was not willing to allow
the expansion of production activities on
the North Fremantle site, although the
original proposal from C.S.M.L., as it
was then known, was for the production
of nitrogenous fertilisers at North Fre-
mantle.

The entry of BP into C.S.M.L. paved
the way for negotiations for the company
to transfer its activities to a site adjoin-
ing the refinery, but, in the meantime,
to continue its activities as a producer of
superphosphate on the North Fremantle
site. This was no easy decision for the
company, because of its large investment
at North Fremantle, though its activities
will continue at the present level in the
present location for many years.

The Ewinana development will be
something additional and could take care
of the growth in fertiliser requirements
of the company's clients. In fairness to
the company. wvhich has been advised by
the Government it cannot expect an
extension of the North Fremantle lease,
the agreement provides that, should there
be a change of attitude by future govern-
ments about the use of the North Fre-
mantle site, the company will have some
rights in that respect.

Clause 31 in the agreement deals with
the situation in which the company
covenants not to extend or enlarge the
manufacturing capacity of its factory or
works at North Fremantle. it also
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covenants to vacate the site and cease
manufacturing superphosphate or any
other manufacturing or industrial process
before the expiration of the lease.

In turn, the State undertakes that the
North Fremantle site will not be made
available to others for the purpose of
carrying on any heavy or light industrial
manufacturing business without first giv-
ing CSEP the opportunity of carrying
on business at the site on terms and con-
ditions not less favourable than those
proposed to be offered to any other
person.

The State also undertakes that the
area will not be made available to any
fertiliser, chemical, or petroleum industry
without the prior consent of CSBP.
The reasonableness of this provision will
be obvious. The industry further advant-
ages the State in the offsetting of Imports.

To achieve the desirable objectives of
this agreement and to permit efficient
operation, it is necessary to rearrange
the land holdings in the Swinana area.
BP will transfer to the State 100 acres
of waterfront land in exchange for 115
acres of land located away from the
waterfront.

Part of the above-mentioned 100 acres.
together with further land owned by the
States or about to be acquired, totalling
in all 128 acres, will be sold to CSBP at
a price of £750 per acre. It is considered
by the Taxation Department (Valuation
Branch) to be equivalent to market value.

After these dealings are completed, there
will remain in the State's possession ap-
proximately 40 acres of highly desirable
waterfront land. In addition, a further
75 acres of land, which was alienated to
BP uinder the original 1952 agreement,
will return to the control of the State at
the nominal cost of £750. Prior to the
signing of the agreement, efforts have been
made to acquire alienated land required
for the exchange with BP and CSBP
site. In all, nine parcels have been pur-
chased. There remain 12 lots, the owners
of which either will not negotiate or have
demanded such inflated prices that nego-
tiation is considered impracticable at
present. Therefore, it has been made
a provision of the agreement that the
State may acquire or resume any land
required to carry out its obligations under
the agreement. It is hoped to complete
acquisition by negotiation rather than re-
sumption. Every reasonable consideration
will be extended to meet the convenience
of the few land-owners involved. The
Town Planning Board has been consulted
regarding the rearrangement of the land
holdings prior to the signing of the agree-
ment and has, in fact, approved the plan
tentatively. Because of the rearrangement
of land, it is necessary to close the exist-
ing Rockingham Road from the Junction

of Mandurah Road for a distance of ap-
proximately 1* miles in a southerly direc-
tion. Pioneer Road will be constructed to
provide a diversion road with a connection
to the existing road system.

The Fremantle Harbour Trust has been
given the right to the 31st January, 1965,
to elect to build the wharf which will be
required to service this new industry. There
are doubts as to the trust's ablity to raise
the necessary finance and the economics
of such a wharf, so the possibility of this
essential item to be constructed and
financed by CSBP. if so required, is pro-
vided for. Whether it is constructed by
the Fremantle Harbour Trust or the com-
pany, third-party users will have the right
of access; and that is important.

The charges to be paid by the company
if the Fremantle Harbour Trust constructs
the wharf are set out in clause 12. These
charges will be the same as for innex
harbour cargoes, except that for the first
20 years of operation in respect of bulk
cargoes, the wharf charge will be fixed at
2s. 9d. This is at present the inner har-
bour bulk cargo rate for the type of bulk
cargoes this industry will handle. It wil:
not be subject to variation downwards but
will be subject to variation uwards one
proportionate basis if the existing general
cargo rate for the inner harbour is in-
creased above 13s. 6d. per ton. If the comn-
pany undertakes its own wharf develop-
ment and associated commitments, th(
scale of charges will be as set out in claun
17. It will be noted that these charge!
are higher than those for bulk cargoes ir
the Alcoa agreement and are on a gradu-
ated scale according to volume starting al
Is. 41d. up to 100,000 tons per year anc
graduated down to 81d. for over 500,004
tons per year.

On inwards and outwards cargoes, othe:
than bulk cargoes and manufactured goods
the rate will be 25 per cent of the appro
priate prescribed general cargo rates ap
plicable to the inner harbour cargoes, whici
are currently fixed at 13s. 6d. for inwari
cargo and 10s. for outward cargo.

On locally manufactured goods o
CSBP exported in bagged or package,
form, this will be 50 per cent. of whateve.
rate may be prescribed from time to tirm
for locally manufactured goods exportei
through the inner harbour.

Apart from this, the company is re
sponsible for the following charges:-

(a) tonnage rates from time to tim
levied by the commissioners 0:
the gross registered tonnage c
vessels; and

(b) the usual charges from time t
time prevailing in respect c
pilotage, the bunkering of vessel
and/or services rendered to, o
in respect of , any vessel by th
Fremantle Harbour Trust Corn
missioners.
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BP and fliC have the right to use
CSBP's wharf on the same terms and
conditions as made available to CSBP.

The State will provide electricity and
water to the boundary of the works site
and will ensure that the OSEP area is con-
niected to both the standard and narrow-
gauge railway system. This latter under-
taking is necessary to enable the ex-
peditious delivery of the products of the
proposed plant to the agricultural areas.

The agreement contains the usual pro-
visions to cover such things as default,
variations, delays, preservation of rights.
etc. The company has the right to dis-
charge into the waters of Cockburn Sound
up to 350 tons of gypsum per day. This
material is soluble in seawater and is not
expected to create any problems. How-
ever, as a precaution, it is laid down in the
agreement that the point of discharge of
the gypsum shall not be in water less than
eight fathoms deep and in a location ap-
proved by the Fremantle Harbour Trust.
Also, should there prove to be any con-
centration of gypsum-although not ex-
pected-the company is responsible for
dredging.

There is provision for the acquisition by
0BP of the land Coloured yellow and
purple on the plan marked "A" adjoining
the southern boundary of area "D" if at
any time the State becomes possessed of
such land in fee simple. Likewise, there
are provisions for the acquisition by BP
of land referred to in area "E' on plan
"A". It can be seen from clause 7 that
the State is fully protected in this regard
if it gives notice that this land is neces-
sary for purposes of industrial develop-
ment.

A further observation about the land
which will be apparent from a study of
plan "A" is the narrow strip in front of
the area, to be sold to OSBE. This is
a waterfront strip representing the land
between the low and high water marks.
The opportunity is being taken to adjust
the title to conform to the normal practice
of high-water mark instead of the low-
water mark which, I am advised, was in-
cluded in the title when the land was
acquired from the Commonwealth.

Construction of the total project is
expected to commence on or before the
31st December, 1965, with completion by
the 31st December, 1968. The term of the
agreement Is for a period of 50 years with
the right of an extension not exceeding 20
years if notice is given before the 1st
January, 2010.

The industry is an important one and
could play an ever-increasing role in our
agricultural and chemical industry de-
velopment. It enables several other im-
portant things to be achieved, namely, the
logical solution of the zoning problem in
respect of the C.S.M.L. North Fremantle
site. it also enables us to negotiate to
reduce the water frontage area reserved
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exclusively to BE and use part of It for
this additional important industry as well.
as make a substantial part available for
future use by the State.

Yet another advantage of the agree-
ment is the negotiations with BP for the
transfer back to the State of '75 acres of
land outside the original refinery area, but
which land was made available to BP
under the terms of the original agreement.
I have laid the plans referred to on the
Table of the House. I1 think the honour-
able Mr. Ron Thompson has already
looked at them.

The plans were tabled.

THE HON. R. THOMPSON (West) f 8.29
P.m.]: I do not want to delay the pas-
sage of this measure, so I shall proceed
with my contribution. The proposed
nitrogenous plant will definitely be bene-
ficial to Western Australia, but it will be
regarded by the people generally like a
quarry.

Nobody wants a quarry to be established
In his neighbourhood, and similarly no-
body wants a plant such as this one in his
neighbourhood. People who do not live
in the vicinity of industrial establishments,
and who are not affected by the exuding
dust and odour think everything is rosy:
but people living in close proximity to such
establishments feel the effects of the
nuisance.

Let us deal with the gypsum. The M~in-
ister pointed out that about 350 tons per
day is going to be pumped into Cockburn
Sound. if anyone was watching television
last Sunday night he would have seen the
documentary film on the rehabilitation of
the flooded areas in Holland. The dykes
had to be closed and the land reclaimed
at a later stage. As a neutraliser for the
salt they used gypsum. If gypsum will
neutralise the salt on land, I assume It will
neutralise the salt In water.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: There is
a lot of salt in the water and it is being
replenished all the time.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON; There will
be 350 tons of gypsum pumped each day
into this area, which is not awash all the
time. Let me stress that point. The only
time there is any movement in that water
in that particular vicinity is when there
is a north-westerly or a westerly, so do, not
let us think that this gypsum will be dis-
charged into the open sea, because it will
not be. It is to be discharged into some-
thing about which the honourable member
knows, because he has it in his area in
the form of an estuary. There is a very
small opening between Garden Island and
Point Peron.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: How far from
the shore?

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: I think it
said three miles.
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The Hlon. 0. C. MacKinnon: It has an
opening each end, which is unlike an
estuary.

The Hon. ft. THOMPSON: But un-
fortunately the Currents only run one way
in it. No one needs to correct me on
which way the currents run at that par-
ticular plate.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: I take
your word about the tides.

The Hon. Rt. THOMEPSON: The people
at Rockingham will, unless this gypsum
settles straight to the bottom, have the
spectacle of it being washed on to the
teaches, even with the turbulence from
the north-west winds.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Although
chemists say it is soluble in salt water,
you say it is not.

The Hon. ft. THOMPSON: Gypsum is a
plaster of paris when it is burnt. It is a
wicked waste for it to be pumped into the
water.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: You are in the
wrong business. You should be on the
chemical advisory staff of some of these
companies.

The Hon, R. THOMPSON: I think it is
a waste of good money to do this.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: Do you
think these companies would waste any-
thing like this that could be turned into
economic value?

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: Science can
do anything but stop dust and smell; and
these people have been subjected to these
nuisances since the industries were estab-
lished at Kwinana.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: But if gyp-
sum had a commercial value, they would
not waste it.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: Gypsum is
found in every Country in the world. It is
possibly the most commonly found pro-
duct, and that is why the company will
pump it out. it is too common. It is in
much the same position as the ferrous
oxide which Laporte pumps into the ocean.
That has an iron content, but it is so
common and cheap that it does not pay
the company to do anything with it.

However, let us get back to the point. I
have my fears in regard to this Bill and I
would like some better arrangements in-
cluded in the Bill. I do not want any more
pollution at Cockburn Sound than is ab-
solutely necessary, and the agreement
should contain a Provision under which if
the residents and people at Kwinana do
suffer any discomfort as a result of this
industry, there should be some redress on
the company to do something about it.

We have had previous expecrience of
this sort of thing at Naval Base. Once a
provision is included in an agreement,
that agreement sticks and the company
gets the benefit while the individuals suf-
fer the Consequences.

Let us pass from that point now and
deal with the nine people who have ac-
cepted the offers made by a land and estate
agent from Kwinana. This man has been.
negotiating for some months, and I have
personal knowledge of this because some of
those concerned have contacted me in
respect of it.

Some of those concerned have been
moved once before, when the resurnp-
tions were made in Naval Base in 1952-53.
They went outside the area which was be-
ing resumed at that time and established
themselves once again. Now we find that
the land resumption Act which was
amended in 1952 and repealed in 1953 is
to be reapplied to these people. Those
involved are all small landholders and
some have not even paid for their prop-
erties. Not one of them with whom I have
spoken has asked for an exorbitant figure.
but merely for something with which they
can re-establish themselves.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Replacement
value.

The Hon, R. THOMPSON: Yes. We have
had a lot of experience of resumptions by
the Public Works Department because we
all know what occurred in connection with
the North Fremantle railway line resump-
tions.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Most of the
land I am told has been acquired by pri-
vate negotiation.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: That is true,
but the private negotiations that have
taken place are based on taxation valua-
tion. I had a ring concerning this matter
only Monday morning.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: What do you
want better than taxation valuation?

The Hon. ft. THOMPSON: I want a bit
better than taxation value. These people
have been moved on once already and they
settled in Kwinana thinking they were
safe, but now they are to be shifted again.
All they want to do is to be able to pull
up their roots and plant them again with-
out any cost to themselves.

The Hon. F. ft. Hi. Lavery: That is fair
enough.

The I-on. Rt. THOMPSON: Yes. How-
ever, to state in an agreement that the
State may by agreement acquire or comn-
pulsorily take or resume land is wrong,
and I will not accept it: and I hope that
other honourable members will not accept
it. If their property was involved they
would not accept it.

We are dealing- with multi-millionaire
companies in a combination and why
should the remaining 12 individuals be
pushed around, which is what we are doingT
by ratifying this agreement? I am goinez
to support the Bill but I must criticise
thore points with which I disagree. Why
should 12, 20, or 100 be pushed around
to satisfy large companies? And why
should the State Government take the
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side of the companies and say that these
People must move, without making sure
they receive fair value? These people have
only asked for fair valuations.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: Who did
the resumptions?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Maxwell's
Estate Agency.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: They are not
resumptions.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: They are
Private negotiations.

The Ron. A. F. Griffith: They are pur-
chased by mutual negotiations.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: My experi-
ence of these resumptions has been that
they are very satisfactory.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: You have
not had much experience then.

The Hon, 0. C. MacKinnon: My word.
haven't 1!

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The same
thing has occurred at Naval Base, Spear-
wood, and Cockburn.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: There may
have been isolated cases, but not many.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: They are not
isolated cases. We have had hundreds.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: You amaze
me!

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I am not here
to amaze anyone. I am here to speak
facts.

The I-on. A. F. Griffith: Why don't you
start doing so?

The H-on. R. THOMPSON: I am, and
I was making the point that these indi-
viduals should not be pushed around while
the Government takes the side of the
companies by making a provision in the
Bill under which the properties can be
compulsorily acquired. They are not even
acquired. They are resumed; and there
is a lot of difference between acquiring and
resuming.

The H-on. A. F. Griffith : Can you tell
me how much of this land has been re-
sumed up to date-how much has been
resumed, not how much has been handed
over by mutual arrangement?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: None has
been resumed.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is right.
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I am admit-

ting that.
The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is right,

because the occupier has agreed on the
price.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The minister
himself said in his notes that nine out
of 21 have accepted the price and the
other 12 will not. They want something
more substantial.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I am told that
one man in particular will not sell at any
price.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: If that is the
case I do not know of it. The People I
know-

The Ron. A. F. Griffith:- I understand
that is the position.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: If that is the
position-

The Hon, A. F. Griffith: So you get a
£10,000,000 industry held tip because one
man will not sell at any price.

The Hon, R. THOMPSON: I will not
agree with that. I still stress the point
that people must be given a price in order
that they might re-establish themselves
without any extra cost to themselves.
That is only fair and reasonable. We must
realise that not everyone likes to live in a
city or large town, and that is why some
of these people are living in this area. Let
u~s take their case a little further. If they
.shift into, say, the Russell Road area which
is about half way between Fremantle and
the area under discussion, they will have
no electricity or water supply.

The Hon. F, R. H. Lavery:, Only nine
miles cut of the city!

The Hon. ft. THOMPSON: I have made
numerous requests for water and elec-
tricity. There is some electricity in the
area, but every request for water has been
knocked back because it is not economical.
Yet this company is going to spend
£5,00,000 and it will receive water and
electricity- supplies under the agreement.
But those people who have at the present
time all these amenities will be without
them for many years to come when they
move.

Therefore I come back to the point that
wvherever these people choose to live they
should be able, with the money they re-
ceive for their present property, replace
all the amenities they at present enjoy;
and the properties should not be resumed
on taxation values.

I will give one instance. A chap with
a family was offered £3,028 for his
property, and that was after some
negotiation. For him to acquire anything
like the house he has now, he would have
to pay £4,7150. This person making the
deal said he wanted to see the company
go there because he worked for them.
but that he wanted a house on the same
lines as the one in which he now lived,
and he wanted it close to his work.

So there is a discrepancy of some £1,700
in the Price offered and what that man
will have to pay to rehabilitate himself
in another area. I cannot accept that
provision in the Bill, although I agree
that one person should not be placed in
the position of being able to hold up an
entire project. But at least a more
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reasonable and sensible approach should
be made to the whole question. On the
other hand, we find that although the
agreement refers to the price of houses.
appurtenances, improvements, etc.. for
this more valuable industrial land the
price mentioned throughout the Bill is
£150 per acre.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: They should
add on to that price-

The Ron. R. THOMPSON: This
seems to me a most generous offer for
the land. I know there has been a lot of
twisting and exchanging of land, but I am.
drawing a comparison between the value
of the land per acre, or the price that
the company will be paying for this land,
and the prices that have been offered for,
and the valuations that have been put on,
properties that are to be compulsorily re-
sumed if the clause in the Bill is passed.

One good feature-and I must say there
are a lot of good features in the agree-
ment-is the shifting of the company's
boundary from low water mark to high
water mark. We have found that BF and
B.H.P. have control of the seashore for
several miles in the areas where they are
established. Although probably this pro-
vision in the Bill will not open up much
more beachf rout, at least it will have the
boundary moved back and will give the
public the right of access to that beach if
they desire to go there.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: Which
beach?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The beach
at Kwinana. Adjacent to where the works
will be established is what is looked upon
as an historical beach by the residents of
Fremantle. Rockingham, and probably
other places--I refer to the Kwinana
beach which has something of an his-
torical touch about it because of the
Kwtnana wreck. This beach is not many
chains from the boundary of the com-
pany's property, and yesterday I asked the
Minister certain questions regarding those
beaches which were designated as "A" -
class reserves. I sincerely hope that
under no circumstances will this historical
beach be taken away from the public.
With this expansion of industry our
beach fronts are being whittled away, and
we should prevent that as much as
possible.

Whether this beach will attract many
people I do not know but I think that
gypsum will finish up on the beach at
Rockingham rather than on the beach
at Kwiflafla

According to the agreement, the docu-
inents necessary to give effect to the pro-
visions of the agreement shall be exempt
from stamp duties payable under the laws
of the State. I would like the Minister
to explain that clause, which is clause 9
on page 11, when he replies to the debate.

Another provision on the same page
reads as follows:-

Subject to the laws for the time
being in force in the said State
CSBP shall at all times in relation to
such construction and establishment
and in equipping and operating the
said plant comply with acceptec:
modern Practice.

I take it that means the company will
comply with the provisions of the clean
air legislation, but it does not say so. I
think the clause should read that the com-
pany shall comply with legislation control-
ling industry in the said State, or somne-
thing like that. At the moment I think it
is as wide as the world, although I am still
of the opinion that the other legislation
to which I have just referred could be en-
forced. However. I would like the Minis-
ter to tell us a little bit more about that
when he replies.

It seems strange to me that only a few
weeks before Christmas we should have
a £5,000,000 agreement placed before us
and the Fremantle Port Authority is to
have only a limited time to say whether
or not it can build the necessary wharves.
My own opinion is that the wharves in
Cockburn Sound should be built by and
be the responsibility of the Fremantle
Harbour Trust. That authority has con-
trol of all the waters in Cockburn Sound.
including the waters around Garden Is-
land and Rottuest Island. I sincerely
hope the authority is in a position to say
that it will build the wharf. Howvever, it
seems very short notice to give to the
authority when we take into consideration
the fact that the company will not be
established until lOBS.

There is also a reference to 1l1 miles of
roads being reconstructed. I do not know
whether the Minister is in a position to
tell me, from a study of the maps, how
this reconstruction will affect the town-
ship of Swinana. There are many people
living in that small township and 80 per
cent. of the homes are occupied by perma-
nent residents while the others are used
every weekend.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I cannot tell
you about that.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I would like
to know what effect this new roadway will
have on them. This is another community,
much the same as Naval Base, which
could have come under the provisions of
the Act in regard to the development order
in 1952. The area that was gazetted at
that time took in from Spearwood to past
Rockingham, which virtually placed an
interim development order over the whole
area. But only certain land was resumed,
and the Minister for Local Govern-
ment knows only too well that on
one occasion we applied for a sub-
division in regard to a disused quarry
and the answer came back that there was
an T.D.O. over the land. That was only
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six or seven miles from Fremantle, and
so honourable members can see how far
back and how far inland this order ex-
tends; and many of these people should
have been given notice then.

New homes have gone up in this area
since, and a super works is not the best
type of industry to have in a residential
area. As regards the Cuming Smith-
Mount Lyell works at North Fremantle, I
know a previous member for Fremantle
(Mr. Sleeman) had meeting after meet-
ing about it, but I could not understand
why people would want to build alongside
an existing super works and then com-
plain about it. I could not go along with
their line of thinking. But when the
procedure is in reverse, and people have
homes already established, and factories
such as this, and Alcoa, are built, and
they drive the people out of their homes,
some consideration. and compensation
should be given to them. But nowhere
in the Bill do we find that the company
will be responsible, nor will it hare to pay
compensation. All cases will be dealt with
under common law and the companies are
protected all the way along the line.

The individual, the poor Bill Bowyang
en the other side of the fence, has no pro-
tection at all unless he resorts to common
law and, in most cases, he cannot afford
to do that. When people are disrupted,
and are subjected to nuisance, as these
people are, and as they possibly will be
when this company starts operating-
although I hope this company will not
create a nuisance-the government of the
day should provide the necessary machin-
ery to enable the people affected to take
action without incurring any costs. I think
that is, only a fair and reasonable proposi-
tion; because how can an individual fight
a big company?

I said that I did not intend to speak
at length on the Bill. Other than that
portion of the agreement on page 4 of the
Bill, to which I have already referred-
2 (1) (a)-regarding compulsory acquisi-
tion, I support the measure. I think the
Miinister would be well advised to reword
that part of the Bill in the interests of
people living in the area. Hie should adopt
a humanitarian attitude because it is
people he is dealing with and not cogs
or bottles or something that can be moved
from Place to place. These are people who
live and work In the area; they are good
citizens and they help to run the estab-
lishments that are now built nearby. 1
think the people should be treated ashuman beings and not pushed and shoved
around at the whim of a company which
can well afford to pay the compensation
to which these people are entitled. I sup-
port the measure.

THE HON. F. Rt. H. LAVERY (West)
[8.59 p.m.]: I desire to support the Bill.
As a matter of fact, if I did not support
it it would not make much difference

because it would still go through, but I
reserve the right to criticise it. I sup-
port the honourable Mr. Ron Thompson's
remarks regarding people who are buying
houses in that area, but Perhaps not for
the same reasons as he put forward. Clause
2 on page 4 reads--

The State may by agreement ac-
quire or compulsorily take or resume
as for a public work within the
meaning of the Public Works Act,
1902 . . .

I have had some experience of the vast
resumptions that took place when the
Kwinana refinery was established.

This land which is to be sold for £750
an acre was acquired by the Public Works
Department at an average price of £4 to
£4 15s. per acre. The area was resumed,
and made available to the Kwinana, re-
finery. I am not sure of the price, so
I will not mention it. But the area of
land where B.H.P. is sited was handed
over to that company at £70 per acre.
The company did not receive an area
similar to that in Newcastle of about 250
acres, It received an area in the vicinity
of 700 acres for its use.

I am not complaining about B.H.P. be-
ing given this area for its use. What I
am complaining about is that negotiations
for some of this land have been proceeding
for 12 years without being completed. As
the honourable Mr. Ron Thompson said, a
number of these people built a second time
in the area, because of the advice they re-
ceived from people who ought to have
known that the complex of this area was
going to be tied up with BF Ewinana.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: When was this?
The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: In about

1953. Together with Mr. Evan Davies I
tried to convince the people there not to
accept the promises that were made. They
were told it would be quite all right for
them to stay there. Now we have this vast
complex that is proposed. Nobody wants
to stop it being established; but we did tell
the people that the land on the western
side of Rockinghiam Road would be com-
pulsorily or privately acquired at some time
or another for industrial development-.
When the new road was built--that is
the new main road east of the closed por-
tion of the Rockingham Road, near
the Alcoa Refinery Crossing-the people
who had businesses there were told that
this new road was included in the indus-
trial area. So people living in that area
can expect to be asked to leave within the
next 15 years or so.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: Are you
talking about the Rockingham Road?

The Hon. P. H.. H. LAVERY: I am
speaking about the area in which the
Kwirtana, refinery, B.H.P. and Alcoa are
established. The Commissioner of Town
Planning (Mr. Lloyd) went down there, and,
when the people asked him how long they
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would be able to occupy their homes, hie Thompson has said, we have had to move
told them that they would probably have
to move out within the next 10 years.

We are concerned enough about the
people having to move out, but we are
more concerned about the type of com-
pensation that will be paid to these people.
We hope it will be commensurate with the
replacement cost of their homes. Let me
say that where the Medina golf links are
there used to be a dairy. The Public
Works Department offered the owner of
the dairy £1,273.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: What year was
this?

The Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: I think it
was in 1953-54.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: How much
land was there?

The Hon. P. R. H. LAVERY: About 36
acres, and the owner was offered £1,273.
I went down to the Land Resumption
Office and pointed out that the man con-
cerned had four children and that be wvas
born on this farmlet, and the officer in
the department said that the house was
only worth £200. I pointed out that it
might not even be worth £30, but that the
man concerned had to be moved at a time
when it was not possible to obtain a house
from the Housing Commission for less than
£2,000 or £3,000. Eventually we made our'
point, and because it was a dairy, the de-
partment offered him 80 per cent. of the
money necessary for a new dairy. He ob-
tained £4,700; and this after being offered
£1,273 in the first place.

If the People who are to be affected
have to trove out of these areas they
should be compensated to the extent of
the values they leave. We are not asking
that they be permitted to make fortunes.
We do know however, that land has been
bought in that area by land agents after
resumption for £36 an acre, and has been
sold for £300 an acre. The people living
in that area are most concerned at the
small amounts of compensation they are
being offered by the Public Works De-
partment.

In the next 20 years any person who
is living west of the main highway-of
the new road that is prolposed-will have
to move out. When they do so we ask
that they be given reasonable compensa-
tion to enable them to re-establish them-
selves on another site. We do not ask
that a person living in a four-room cot-
tage valued at £2,70)0 be given a home in
Peppermint Grove. We would like them
to be given the right to purchase a home
in Hilton Park or Medina-a home of the
same value.

I would now like to draw the attention
of the House to the fact that the mem-
bers of my district are considering making
an approach to the Department of Indus-
trial Development, with a view to secur-
ing some payment to the Electricity
Commission. As the honourable Mr. Ron

people Into areas where there is no elec-
tricity and no water supply. The road in
question, and to which I wish to refer, is
Hope Valley Road. The previous Minister
for Electricity (Mr. Watts) made a grant
of money available so that electricity could
be taken two and half miles along Hope
Valley Road. The grant was for £2,800.
and the people in the area were to pay
£20 a year to secure their electricity.

The Department of Industrial Develop-
ment. however, has resumed a fair sized
area of land which has now made it im-
possible for three quarters of a mile of
this land to be used economically by the
State Electricity Commission, because it
must be kept as it is until some industrial
development takes place. This means that
the 19 people who were going to get this
electricity will have to pay about three
times as much to secure it. The Depart-
ment of Industrial Development resumed
the land. It had already been sub divided
and some blocks had been sold through
Maxwell & Co. That land is reserved for
Alcoa for the next 25 years.

Although we welcome this complex of
companies, we do believe that some fur-
ther consideration will have to be given
to the citizens of the community, so that
they may be provided with water supplies
and electricity, and also be given reasonable
compensation. I have no doubt that the
industry which is to be established in
that area will create some nuisance.
Every industry creates a nuisance. I am
zure however that the members of the
area concerned will have to make
strenuous representations to help solve
the problems before the venture is
completed.

THE 110N. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [9.12 p.m.): I shall
be very pleased indeed the day I am able
to introduce a Hill of this nature which the
honourable Mr. Ron Thompson will unre-
servedly support. He appears to be very
critical of this type of thing. I realise that
he offers his criticism in the interests of
the people of the district he represents;
but the Kwinana industrial complex com-
menced in 1952, and in those days the gov-
ernment of the day told the Parliament of
Western Australia, and the people of
Western Australia, that the time would
come when there would be a huge indus-
trial complex at Swinana.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I was not one
of them.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: From
memory I do not think the honourable
member was in Parliament in those days.
But there were sceptics; those who said.
'This would not be: this could not be:

this may not be." The fact remains, that
it is.

The Hon. P. Rt. H. Lavery: It was not
Fred Lavery that said it.
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The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is
good. It did have a slowing down process,
but recently there has been another f or-
ward move in respect of Kwinana: and,
at the risk of repeating myself, I say
again that Kwlnana is destined to be a
great industrial complex.

The Hon. R. P. Hutchison: Nobody
denies that. We are worried about what
you are doing- with the people.

The Hon, A. F. GRIFFITH: We cannot
have the best of both worlds. We cannot
have or cake and eat it.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Who has asked
for that?

The Honl. A. F. GRIFFITH: I cut it up
for the honourable member, ready to give
it to him. I realise that in a venture like
this some people are likely to be ineon-
vienced, but I do not think it is of much
value to talk about the price of land 12
or 14 years ago and compare it with the
price today.

I well remember when one could buy a
block of land at Belmont for 50s. because
somebody had not paid the rates on it.
Today that same land is costing hundreds
of pounds per acre. The owners are
getting that figure because of the growth
of the State. The demand for land in
Western Australia has always been on the
increase, and this is going to be the
position for many years to come.

The Hon. R. Thompson: The values
are dropping in that area.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The values
of industrial land at Kwinana?

The Hon. R. Thompson: No, in regard
to the people who have houses established
there and cannot sell them.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I sent a
note down to my colleague, the minister
for Industrial Development, because it was
within my memory that we had a dis-
cussion about the acquisition of land in
the Kwinana area for the purposes of this
agreement. The honourable Mr. Ron
Thompson was most helpful to me when I
interjected and asked if any resumptions
had been made, because he replied that no
resumptions had been made. He was quite
right. No resumptions have been made.
The land has been acquired by negotiation
between the owners.

The Hon. F. Rt. H. Lavery: And the
land agent.

The Hon. H. K. Watson: So far.
The Hon. R. Thompson: I admitted

that.
The Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: And the

land agent: and even the local People.
The powers of resumption under the
Public Works Act have not been used.
The Prices paid have been agreed between
the parties, so I cannot possibly listen to
a story which says that these people have
not been paid what they are entitled to
receive.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I did not say
that at all.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: If my hear-
ing is not defective, the honour'able
member said that one man resided at a
property worth £3,028 and it would cost
him £4,750 to replace it. However, if a
person accepts a price after negotiation,
surely the price he accepts is satisfactory!

The Hon. R. Thompson: Absolutely. I
did not say anything about that what-
soever,

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: For that
person to change his home to another
place it would cost him £4,750.

The Hon. R. Thompson: That is the
voint I am making.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I admit
there are some eight or nine people who
wvill not sell', and 1 am advised there is
one man who has said that he will not
sell at any price. What does this mean?

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: He is looking
for a resumption order finally.

The Hon, R. Thompson: That happened
with the Cockburn Cement Company and
it did not deter them.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: When a
inan takes this attitude he is looking for
something more than what might be re-
garded as a reasonable p rice. Is it
reasonable to think that one man
with a small area of land in the middle
of an area or in a position where it inter-
feres with progress should continue to
stay there? There must be a point of time
when the government must be able to say,
"We have offered you a reasonable price.
'You cannot hold up an industry; you
cannot hold up a bridge; you cannot hold
iip a railway; you cannot hold up the pro-
gfress of the State to ransom.'

The Hon. R. Thompson: I accepted that.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: This man

will not be paid a price that is exorbitant
and beyond the realms of a reasonable
offer.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I did not defend
linat man at all.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is the
purpose of clause 4 in this Bill: and the
power contained in this clause will not be
used so long as this process of negotiation
ean be satisfactorily pursued and a con-
clusion can be reached. But the honour-
able Mr. Ron Thompson obviously agrees
that at some point of time someone has
to have authority over this one man or
these two people so the progress of the
State will be achieved,

Point oI Order
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I think the

Minister is misconstruing what I said.
Trhe point I made was that people who
have to replace their houses should be
paid a replacement value. That is the
point I made.
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The PRESIDENT (The Ron. L. C.
Diver): The point is taken. The Minister
may continue.

Debate (on motion) Resumedi
The Hon. A. F. GRIF71TH: Whilst I

appreciate that in the interests of progress
some people are at times inconvenienced,
I am not going to suggest for one moment
that they should pay the price of some-
body else's progress. However, as You
know, Mr. President, this industry is going
to be of great importance to Western
Australia: but this is not an excuse for
anybody to be sacriflced. I appreciate
that.

The Hon. R. Thompson: That is all I
san concerned about.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFITH: I want to
assure the honourable member again that
this land has been acquired up to this
point of time, and the minister has said
that negotiations will continue and clause
4 will only be used where owners refuse
to negotiate at all.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: I am pre-
pared to accept that.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: That is the
minister's word on the matter. A couple
of other matters were raised by the hon-
ourable Mr. Ron Thompson. Re asked me
to tell him something about clause 9 of
the agreement in relation to stamp duty.
This clause exempts the agreement from
stamp duties, but it is the usual type
of exemption that is given in agreements
of this nature. A lot of agreements have
passed through this House providing the
same type of exemption.

In respect of the effluent problem, the
honourable Mr. Ron Thompson appeared
to make a lot of this. He said that the
discharge of the gypsum into Cockburn
Sound would be a Problem. I would like
to tell him that the company is obligated
to discharge into water not less than eight
fathoms deep, which is 48 feet of water;
and it must not exceed 350 tons in any
one day. I asked the Minister how far
out to sea it would go and he said he
thought three miles. I did not know at
the time, but no distance is mentioned in
the agreement.

The Hon. R. Thompson: It has to go out
that far to get the depth of water.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFF1TH: The dis-
charge will be through Pipes laid and
maintained by C.S.B.P. at its expense in
all things, but in positions directed or ap-
proved by the commissioners.

The Hon. RE. Thompson: I read that in
the Bill.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I did not
know.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I read every-
thing In it.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH : I think the
question of effluent is overdone. I am as-
sured that gypsum is soluble in salt water
and that no difficulties are expected. How-
ever, if there are any difficulties, the clause
provides that it will be the responsibility
of C.S.B.P. to relieve the Position by aL
process of dredging. The agreement
states-

The Commissioners may when and
as often as in its opinion it becomes
desirable that the said dredging be
carried out notify C.S.B.P. in writ-
ing that it is required to dredge

and it has to do it.
The Hon. R. Thompson: What would

be the position if I asked a question in
several years' time and Rockingham was
polluted?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: How tong
after the company was in operation?

The Hon. R, Thompson: I would get the
same type of answer as I got yesterday.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH:. Finally, it
must be remembered that if we are going
to progress in this State and have indus-
tries of this kind-they are there to
benefit the people of Western Australia
-we cannot have them without some dis-
abilities. I would suggest to the honour-
able Mr. Ron. Thompson that if he and
I are members in this H-owse in 10 years'
time and we go through these debates, he
may be able to say. "I told you so," but
I feel that I will be able to say. "I told
you what could be expected."

The Hon. F. J1. S, Wise: You are like a
pair of women over a back fence,

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFTH: I hope we
are not like that in 10 years' time. I feel
that in another 10 years' time Kwinana.
will be an enormous industrial complex.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (The H-on.

N. E. Baxter) in the Chair; The Hon. A.
F. Griffith (Minister for Mines) in charge
of the Bill.

Clause 1:- Short title-
The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I1

listened with some interest to the debate
and the points submitted by the two hon-
ourable members who represent the area
in this Chamber and I gathered their
point was that landowners who are to be
dispossessed eventually only require a just
settlement. The Minister often raised
that question when he was sitting on this
side. I can remember when I was Minis-
ter for Railways and the land where the
Welshpool marshalling yards and adjacent
railways are to be situated was under dis-
cussion, the present Minister was con-
cerned very much that people must be
displaced to make way for improvements
and industry. We all are. None of us
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object to that. He was certainly very
definite on the point that people should
be paid the full value for their land-that
they should be paid a just value.

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: That is right.
The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I think

we all agree on that, and we should not
be sidetracked. The important thing is
that when land is resumed the people are
paid fair value, and fair value as far as
Parliament is concerned is considered to
be the current value of the land at the
time it is purchased. That is a general
argument submitted by all members of
Parliament and it is accepted; but I was
always of the opinion that when the Public
Works Act was amended in 1955 and 1956
to provide for acquisitions and resumptions.
the function of the department handling
the Public Works Act was to arrive at a
fair valuation in order to save a lot of
worry, trouble, and discontent among
those people who were being asked to
part with their properties. But the de-
partment does not do that. Land resump-
tion officers do not do that; they submit
what they term is a formal offer.

One honourable member told us he was
offered something like £1,200 for his
property, and he finished up with some-
thing like £4,000. Surely that is not the
way to approach these things. The way
to get around the difficulty is for Parlia-
ment to give sincere consideration to the
establishment of a court to deal with
valuations thoroughly, because there will
be some thousands of properties acquired
or resumed within the metropolitan area
in the next decade.

Whichever government is in office, it
will always be accused of trying to acquire
property at very low valuation. Members
should spend some time between the end
of this session and the commencement
of next session to see whether some
authority could be set up in the shape
of an Independent court to consider
valuations and to keep in step with
valuations.

it is remarkable that we have many
sworn valuers with long years of ex-
perience, Yet they arrive at very widely
conflicting valuations. They cannot all
be right. Months of haggling go on.
People say they will not part with their
properties. If an independent court were
established to keep in step with modern
valuations, it would save the government
and the departments concerned a good
deal of worry and cost. A lot of unneces-
sary time, worry, and cost fails on the
government and land-owners in connec-
tion with acquisitions, and therefore
honourable members should give serious
thought to my suggestion between now
and next session.

The Hon. R. F. HrUTCISON: I sup-
port what the honourable Mr. Strickland
has said. It is about time something like

this was done by any government. I
know how much women suffer in connec-
tion with this matter. There is nothing
more dreadful than having to pull up
one's roots and move against one's will
from a place where one has chosen to
settle.

People have to move for the convenience
of big business and governments. They
have a right to be compensated, and they
should be compensated in a fair way.
They should be given something above
the mean value of their houses for the
inconvenience and unhappiness involved
in having to move. People settle in semni-
rural districts because they like to settle
there; and surely everyone has the right
to choose where he likes to live. It isn't
a matter of a poor man wanting some-
thing from another poor man. The corn-
Panics involved deal with millions of
pounds.

It horrifies me to think that there are
places out of Fremantle which have
neither water nor light. The Government
should see that this does not happen.
Water and electricity is a necessity for
any family. Food has to be refrigerated
in order to keep it suitable for consump-
tion.

I know what it is for a family to be
uprooted; and the establishment of a
court would be a fair way of dealing with
this matter. It could assess all aspects.
There would not be any argument or
worry, and a husband or wife would not
be running from one department to
another. I hope Mr. Strickland's sugges-
tion will be considered from the Point of
view of justice.

The Ron. H. K. WATSON: D2o I underr-
stand that the number of Properties or
Persons involved is approximately 20. of
whom nine have negotiated-

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: There are
approximately 20 or 21. Twelve have
negotiated and agreed between themselves
as to Prices; and there are eight or nine
remaining.

The Hon. ft. Thompson: To put the
Minister right, there are 21; nine have
agreed and 12 have not agreed. That is
what You said.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: Are the
other Properties residential properties?

The Hon. Rt. Thompson: Some are
houses and some are not.

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: Is not one a
Poultry farm?

The Hon. H . K. WATSON: In the case
of apoultry farm, or of a person who
is using his lot as a residence, there is
much in what the honourable Mr. Ron
Thompson has said. Resumptions have

alwas ben asore Point and always will
be, and over the years I have raised my
voice on behalf of John Citizen. When
resumpitions take Place, we have the
bright boy who wants £10,000 for a £1,000
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block. On the other hand, there is the
person who may own a property, and a
civil servant, sitting down with paper and
pencil, cold-bloodedly makes a calcula-
tion and says that the property is worth
£2,000; yet he knows full well that to
replace that property with another, which
has no better standard of comfort or
convenience, would cost £4,000.

It seems to me that in those circum-
stances the figure should be £4,000, even if
the resuming officer purchases other land
in order to make quite sure that what
occurs is nothing better than a fair ex-
change. For example, there are quite a
lot of exchange provisions in the Bill. It
is not just a question of cash passing. if
a person is being dislodged from his home,
all he wants is another home. If the home
which he owns is unencumbered, be should
not have to finish up in another spot with
a home which is no better than the first
one but which has a mortgage on it of
£1,000 or £2,000.

All these things require a very under -standing approach by the resuming officer.
I am informed that approximately half of
the people who are affected by this
Bill have negotiated, apparently at prices
satisfactory to them, for the sale of their
properties. It is true, as the Minister said,
that it is hoped that future acquisitions
will be made by negotiation rather than by
resumption.

If this legislation is passed, it is con-
ceivable that the agent for the purchaser
will say to the owner whose land he is
seeking, "I have come to negotiate with
you, and I offer you X pounds which I
think is a fair price; but if you do not
negotiate, have a look at clause 5 of this
agreement and you will see what will hap-
pen to you." We do not want a circum-
stance like that to arise.

In view of the fact that there are not
many people involved in this, I subscribe
to the view that those people who are dis-
placed should be treated generously. If it
were a question of a company dealing dir-
ect, then I am inclined to think that it
would deal generously. As the honour-
able Mrs. Hutchison said, to the individual
his property represents his all. To the
individual, £500 or £1,000 is the lot and
it is a matter of great moment.

I have not had time to read the agree-
ment, let alone study it, but I understand
that there is some £10,000,000 involved.
This is a company of some magnitude. An
extra £5,000. £10,000, or £20,000, is not
much in the scheme of things when we
look at the overall cost. I am inclined to
think that will be the approach of the
company concerned; at least, I certainly
hope it will be.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: At this
stage of the proceedings I do not know
whether it is right or wrong for me to
continue the debate. I was surprised at
the prices paid in respect of one set of

resumptions. I knew the area well and r
knew the market values. I Saw the officer
and he told me the basis on which the
values had been arrived at. He said that
the houses were old but they were the
homes of the people living in them. He
said to me. 'Regard one of these houses
as being yours. If you had to get out
would You build a house just the same?"
I said, "No; I would have one or two im-
provements." He said, "Yes, and you
would finish up in debt." He said the
values weire market values plus 10 per cent.

The committee of one organisation that
is involved is quite happy. In order for
that organisation to replace its present
set-up it will probably finish up £10,000
0o' £11,000 in debt, but it will have a much
more elaborate establishment.

I have known of people being extremely
dissatisfied, much the same as those
mentioned by the honourable Mr. Ron
Thompson. I think it fair to say that
these people have been treated fairly. Odd
ones wvill try to take advantage of the situ-
ation. The resumption officers are ordin-
ary people doing a job to the best of their
ability and with a deep realisation of the
human problem involved. As I have said.
the basis that these officers use is market
value plus 10 per cent., and they give con-
sideration to the aspect raised by the hon-
ourable Mr. Watson.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I am not
saying the honourable Mr. MacKinnon is
wrong, but I do not think the basis is
market value. I have nothing against the
resumption officers; I find them very de-
cent People. I think the honourable Mr.
MacKinnon will find that the figure
offered is the taxation valuation plus 10
Per cent. for disturbance. That has been
my experience.

In John Street and De Lisle Street in
North Flremantle there were 40-odd re-
sumptions of very old houses. Some people
had lived in them for 30 or 40 years. Those
houses would have brought at a sale be-
tween £500 and £800. The people were
offered from £1,100 to £1,300. But that
is not the point at issue. The people who
owned those houses were prepared to live
in them for the rest of their lives. If a
house is worth £750 and the owner is given
£1,500, there would be nowhere in Fre-
mantle or elsewhere in the metropolitan
area where he could buy a house for that
amount because there are no houses offer-
ed for sale at that price.

In Alma Street a terrace of about 30
houses was resumed when the school was
moved to what is called the Alma Street
reserve. The people were offered fair
valuations, but they could not replace their
houses with the amounts offered them.
Most of the people were pensioners. To
carry my example to Its conclusion, they
then applied to the State Housing Com-
mission because they could not afford to
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go into houses costing between £2,000 and
£3,000. Instead of taking a house and be-
bng exempted from rates, the only charges
raised against them were for electricity
and excess water, if they used it. But be-
cause they had over £200 in the bank they
did not get a house at a rental of 27s.
or 28s. a week but had to Pay the full
economic rent.

The Point is that these People are be-
ing displaced and their money is gradu-
ally going down the drain. They have to
spend it before they can start living on
the Pension again. I think that is com-
pletely wrong.

The Hon. G. C. Maci~innon: I agree.
The Ron. R. THOMPSON: Never at

any stage when I was speaking to the
second reading of the Bill did I say I
was an advocate for the person who was
asking an exorbitant sum for his land.
or the one who would not move in any
circumstances. I said that all I wanted
for the people who were being displaced
was for them to be given something of a
like nature in a like area: and that is
all I want. If the Minister will give an
assurance that that will be done, I will not
have any further argument with the Bill.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I am not able
to categorically give such an assurance.

The Ron. R. THOMPSON: No: no more
than wve can categorically take the Min-
ister's word, because this is written into
an. agreement.

The lion. A. F. Griffith: What is writ-
ten into an agreement?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: It says that
the State may acquire or compulsorily take
or resume. etc. That is in a signed and
sealed agreement, and it is the law. The
fellow I mentioned was offered £:3,028 for
his house.

The Ron. A. F. Griffith: I told you I
received a note to the effect that the pro-
cess of trying to reach agreement by way
of negotiation would be continued. You
want me to go further and give a cate-
gorical assurance about something over
which I have no control.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Somebody
in the Government could give us this
assurance tonight. I want to be sure that
people will not be turned out of their
homes and have to find alternative accom-
modation and possibly finish up thousands
of Pounds in debt as a result. It is only
common decency and justice that Individ-
uals who are disrupted and have to make
way for this company should be treated
as I have suggested.

The Minister in closing the debate said
he would be happy if one day I got up
and supported industry. I do not repre-
sent smokestacks, but the people who live
and work in industry. They are the people

who put me here, and this is the place
for me to air my views on behalf of those
people.

The Hon. A. P. GRIMFTH: The land
to be acquired involves ownership by 21
people. Of that number nine have mutu-
ally agreed to the price for their land.
Twelve have not so far reached that point.
I am told that one has said that whatever
he is offered--or words to that effect-he
will not vacate his property. The honour-
able Mr. Ron Thompson has no sympathy
for him, so he told us. The process of
negotiation will still continue so that a
price can be agreed on. If an agreed Price
is not arrived at. it will be necessary to
put into effect the resumption powers in
the legislation. I cannot say any more
than that.

The negotiations for the acquisition of
this land will go on in the manner I have
stated.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: In respect
of the Cockburn Cement Company, one
individual would not sell at any cost, so
the company built around him. The dust,
noise, fumes, and so on from the works
drove him stark, raving mad, and very
soon he was prepared to sell at a figure
less than was originally offered to him.
If there are any pig-headed people in this
case who will not move in any circum-
stances, the same tactics can be applied.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 2 put and passed.
Schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted.
Third Reading

THE HON. A. F'. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [10.1 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a third
time.

THE HON. R. THOMPSON (West) [10.2
p.m.1: I wanted to ask the Minister one
question. Am I to understand, from a
reading of subclause (2) of clause 11 on
page 11 of the Bill that this company will
be controlled and come under what we
know as the clean air legislation?

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: As far as I
know, yes.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We need a
little more assurance than that. We find
that other industries in that area are not
controlled, but I think we need more as-
surance than the Minister merely saying,
"As far as I know, yes." He should say
Yes or No.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I cannot
the honourable member a categorical
or No. What would you like me to
Tell you Yes, or tell you No?

give
Yes
do?
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The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: Recently the
Government went to a great deal of trouble
to bring before Parliament legislation to
regulate the activities of industry and air
pollution resulting therefrom and to make
certain recommendations which this House
accepted unanimously. That Bill has been
passed through both Houses and is prob-
ably law by now.

Are we to agree to an agreement here
this evening that will exclude this com-
pany from the provisions of that legis-
lation? I think we are entitled to know
the answer to that question. it is not
good enough for the Minister to say," "What
answer do you want? I do not know at
this stage." There are many provisions in
the agreement which the Government re-
quires the company to observe, and yet
we find that the answer to this question
is not known. It is not good enough.

THE HON1. A. F. GRIFFITH 'Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [10.6 p.in.1: I think
the honourable member's approach to this
matter is pure humbug. If the honour-
able member reads the clause he will find
that it says, in effect, that subject to the
laws for the time being in force in the
State, C.S.B.P. shall, at all times, do such
and such. Therefore, a law in force in
the State from time to time could be the
clean air legislation.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I asked you that
question twice and you replied, "What can
I tell you?"

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I said, "As
far as I know." I then asked the honour-
able member if he wanted mae to say Yes.'categorically, or No, categorically. I gave
the honourable member an honest answer
and said, "That is as far as I know," and
that is the position.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I said that I
only wanted to know.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTrH: And I tell
the honourable member that I cannot tell
him anything further. If I say, Yes, how
much further does that get the honour-
able member in regard to the point he
has raised? This is an agreement between
the State and the company.

The Hon. Rt. Thompson: That means
that the Government does not know.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I ask the
honourable member not to be so silly.
That represents an absolutely ridiculous
approach.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Tell me Yes or
No; that is all I asked in the first place.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It is very
difficult to satisfy the honourable mem-
ber at the best of times, but on this occa-
sion I am finding it harder than usual. All
1 suggest is that the honourable member
should read the clause again, because be-
yond what is stated there, I cannot cate-
gorically say to the honourable member
either Yes or No.

The Hon. R. Thompson:. That is all. I
asked you.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am going,
to sit down, Mr. President.

The Hon. R. Thompson: 1 think you
had better!

Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time and Passed.

Sitting suspended from 10.12 to 11,25 p.mn.

MINE WORKERS' RELIEF ACT

AMENDMENT BILL

Sccond Reading

THlE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH 'Suburban
Minister for Mines) 111.25 p.m.1: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

The provisions in this Bill may be re-
garded as complementary to the amend-
ments to the Workers' Compensation Act
passed during this session as they will
bring the provisions in the parent Act into
line with that Act, in respect of workers'
entitlement to workers' compensation by
ieason of suffering from tuberculosis with
silicosis or from silicosis in the advanced
stage.

Up to the present, these provisions have
been covered by sections 47 and 52 of the
parent Act and they should have become
redund ant with the coming into operation
of th e Work ers' Compensation Ac t AM end -
ment Act of 1964. An omission in this re-
gard has been covered by this Act and, con-
sequently, sections 47 and 52 are to be
repealed.

In addition to the new provisionsi
which are strictly complementary to
the other Act, opportunity is being taken
to place before the House some amend-
ments to the parent Act, which have been
either agreed to as between the Govern-
ment and the Mine Workers' Relief Board
or, additionally, are considered necessary
to bring the Act up to date, particularly
in regard to some medical terms. There
are amendments, also, directed at remov-
ing doubt as to interpretation of some
sections.

Firstly, we introduce an interpretation
of medical officer appointed from time to
time under section 7. The title will be
"Mines Medical Officer." This also is the
title used in that connection in the
Workers' Compensation Act and it will re-
place throughout the parent Act the ex-
pression "any medical officer, medical
practitioner or the laboratory."

Some doubts have arisen in respect of
section 13 and this is to be amended to
ensure that the benefits arising out of
that section are extended to the depen-
dants of a deceased mine worker.
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The word "tubercular" will be replaced
throughout the Act by the word "tuber-
culous" -the present-day medical term.

Provisions regarding curative treatment
are to be amended to continue entitle-
ment to re-examination after a prohibited
mnineworker has been notified that his
tuberculosis condition has been arrested,
and for further curative treatment and
entitlement to fund benefits in the event
of a recurrence of his tuberculous con-
dition. This will clarify existing provi-
sions,

The Bill removes an obligation on mine-
wxorkers suffering from early silicosis who
have left the industry and who are regis-
tered under section 30 to apply annually
for renewal of their registration. A pro-
-vision is also included for the contribu-
tions by such ex-mineworkers to be made
from the date they left the industry rather
than from the date of registration under
section 50 as up to the present.

Section 56A benefits are to be extended
to persons in receipt of a service pensionI
-under the Repatriation Act of 1920, and
any payments made by the board in that
regard prior to the coming into operation
of this amending Bill are being validated.
Section 56A benefits are to be extended
to the dependants of a registered person
-who is In all respects entitled to benefits
under the section, except for the reason
only that he is drawing workers' com-
pensation and dies while he is drawing-
compensation.

The amendment proposed to sec-
tion 57 will bring the Act into con-
formity with procedure which has been
in operation for some years.

The report of the Pneumoconiosis Comn-
inittee included a recommendation that
sections 47 and 52 of the Mine Workersz'
Relief Act be deleted, and that in lieu a
provision should be made in the Workers'
Compensation Act that a worker suffering
from both tuberculosis with silicosis. and
asbestosis. shall be deemed to be totally
incapacitated for such time as the tuber-
culosis is active, and he is unfit for w~ork:
and thereafter during the rehabilitation
period of three months or until the worker
resumes work. whichever shall be the
sooner.

Instructions were given to include
alternative Provisions in the Workers'
Compensation Act, but although included
in the first draft of the Workers' Com-
pensation Act Amendment Bill they were
too closely tied to the Mine Workers'
Relief Act and were deleted. As a result
of a misunderstanding, alternative pro-
posals were not included. An attempt has
been made to remedy this omission in
another place, but as it now appears that
amendment is still too closely related to
the Mine Workers' Relief Act, and does
not fully carry out the recommendations
of the committee, it is proposed to divorce
them.

I refer particularly to the reference in
the new subsection inserted by the
schedule to a mineworker prohibited from
employment under the Mine Workers' Re-
lie! Act. in fact, as will be seen from
the recommendation of the Pnieuznoconiasis
Committee to which I referred, it was in-
tended that no limitations shall be placed
on the entitlement to compensation, other
than those which are imposed by the
Workers' Compensation Act.

The committee established that miners
with silicosis and tuberculosis were best off
in receipt of payments under the tuber-
culosis. scheme, provided that they at the
same time had this supplemented by the
mnaximumi payments allowable under the
scheme. As a complete safeguard, if there
is no entitlement under the tuberculosis
scheme-although this is not material-
a worker is deemed totally incapacitated
by pfleumoconiosls. and accordingly is
entitled to maximum Payments under the
Workers' Comrpensation Act.

The miner who is notified of advanced
silicosis is already covered adequately by
the Workers' Compensation Act, although
the term "advanced" has now fallen out
of use: and the diagnosis and certification
of silicosis has been replaced by Inter-
national Labour Organisation standards.

In order to bring the schedule inserted
in another place more in conformity with
the recommendations of the committee,
I intend moving ak further amendment
. hich I hope will clarify the position. The

simple explanation is that in one clause
in the Bill-as it was reprinted in another
place-the term "prohibited" is used. This
has a technical meaning which does not
include all types of miners. General words
are used in the alternative provisions to
bring- everybody in. it will be appreciated
at this point of time this amendment is
not on the notice paper. I am having
some copies made which I shall circulate.
I hope the amendment will be accepted.

Last night I happened to be in another
place and heard much condemnation of
certain parts of this Bill. I imagine it
was in respect of this particular matter.

However on re-examination of the
drafting it was determined something was
wrong with it and during the course of
the evening I have had one of the drafts-
men here who has submitted this amend-
ment which I will move at the appropriate
time.

THE HON. R. H. C. STUBBS (South-
East) (11.35 p.mn.]: This Bill is comple-
mentary to the compensation Bills which
have been passed recently in this House
and it contains certain advantages.

If I trace the history of this Act, hon-
oursable members will have some idea of
it. it had its birth in 1932. Before then
there was a voluntary fund In existence
which was formed in the early days after
the rehabilitation of mining occurred and
the price of gold rose and capital came
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into the industry to provide the employ-
ment mnen needed. At that particular
Crne a lot Of silicotie miners were about
and the voluntary fund was formed to help
them anid, later, their widows, because at
that period the miner had a pretty rugged
time.

The ventilation and equipment at that
time were bad. The equipment for boring
was mostly of the dry type and of course
the incidence of silicosis, and later tuber-
culosis, was very high. Therefore in the
1920 to 1930 period mining was in the
doldrums.

When the Lake View and Star mine was
taken over at that period, the rebirth of
mining commenced because the improved
methods, techniques, fans, exhaust venti-
lation, and all that type of thing which
reduces the hazard, were introduced. Dust
counts were taken and recorded in rela-
tion to various sections of the mines and
the various methods that were adopted
to -sweep away the dust.

As the industry progressed, the volun-
tary fund was taken over by the Mine
Workers' Relief Fund which was recog-
nised legally. This fund took over the
assets and liabilities of the voluntary fund,
but I understand that even today a few
people are drawing small amounts from
the original fund.

In 1940 1 think there were 16,000 men
working in the mines contributing to the
fund and during that period a huge
amount was accumulated; and this was
just as well because in later years more
was being paid out than was being re-
ceived into this fund. However that posi-
tion has now been rectified.

At present the miners pay 3s. Gd. a fort-
night. The companies contribute also, as
does the government: and a man can re-
ceive £2 a week, his wife can receive £2.
and a child 10s., the maximum being £4
105.

11 a miner vihsilicosis is entitled to)
an old-a.e or invalid pension, he Is
encouraged to accept it and then the dif-
ference is mrde up out of the fund. The
allowable differee for a married couplo
would be £3 JOS. a week. If a husband
dies the wife receives the benefits under
the fund. If both the parents die, the
child is entitled to receive the benefits
under certain circumstances.

The Act required a miner who con-
tracted silicosis to submit hiimself t o medi-
cal treatment, and that in itself was a
good thing. Fortunately, as I said before,
the incidence of silicosis is not as high
as iU was at the commencement of the
scheme. owing to better mining techniques,
i'cntiiat'on mining know-how, and im-
proved maichines to allay the dust. Fre-
quent dust counts in various parts of the
mine -rc taken and frequent air measure-
ments are made. The manager of a mine
knows at a :Alance at a graph how many

cubic feet of air are going through cer-
tain parts of the mine, what the velocity
is, and all that type of thing. He also
knows if the dust count rises above a cer-
tain point; and if it does, something is
done -about ii,.

Modern techniques have reduced the
dust hazard to a degree. Men in the in-
dustry today are in it for a lifetime, but
many Years ago under the old conditions a
miner did not live very long. As a matter of
fact there was a saying which referred to
the machine in the mines as a wvidow-
maker. But that is not so now.

There is one disturbing feature on the
goldfields now and that is while silicosis
is being arrested, tuberculosis is still very
prevalent. If my memory serves me cor-
redtly there were 13 or 14 cases last year.
and that is the number reported every
year. I suppose it is because the resist-
ance of a silicotic is lowered and he is
therefore vulnerable to the T.B. germ. It
is peculiar that wvhile the incidence of
T.B. is dropping in the State there is a
pocket of it on the goldfields all the time.

At Wittenoom Gorge, asbestosis is preva-
lent and this is a frightful complaint and
very disabling. The men with the disease
seem to go to pieces much quicker. Of
course, when it is coupled with silicosis
they do not have much hope.

Sufferers of asbestosis have a bad
record in connection with cancer of the
lung;-. Whether asbiestosis causes it-, I do
not know, but a lot of those suffering from
the disease do get lung cancer.

Previously a miner was informed when)
he contracted early silicosis and was told
That it was not good for him to work in
the mines. However, because he felt all
right, lie continued working. But when
he has advanced silicosis he has to get out.
A gentleman's agreement exists and has
been recognised by successive Ministers
that when a miner is diagnosed as having
65 per cent. silicosis he is paid full com-
pensation.

That is logical enough, because if the
Minister waited until the miner was dia--
nosed as having 100 per cent. silicosis he
would receive no benefit at all because lie
would be dead. That is the gentle-
man's agreement which has been hon-
oured hy everyone over thc years. Of
course, when they get T.B. they are turned
down and they have to leave the mnines,
which is fair enough, too.

This Bill comprises 24 clauses, but 19
of the ameinments, are simply to insert
the words 'Mines medical officer" in lieu
of "a mnedical officer or medical practi-
tioner appointed under this Act Or to the
laboratory." Therefore most of the clauses
are consequential. Some sections of the
prinicipal Act are to be repealed and in
some cases new sections arc to be re-
enacted. There is a new definition of
'tuberculosis". In the parent Act. it
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used to be called, "tubercular"; and a
definition of "Mines Medical Officer' is also
to be inserted.

Part 11, section 8. of the principal Act,
requires that a mineworker shall submit
himself for examination by the mines
medical officer, and I would like the Min-
ister to answer a question in this regard,
I know that under section 7 the Minister
has the power to appoint a mines medical
officer, but I was wondering what would
happen in the case of miners at Witte-
noom Gorge or Marble Ear, or prospectors
who are prospecting around the country.
Under the old scheme the laboratory used
to travel around. I assume it will still
do so, and the miners' plates will
be submitted to the mines medical officer.
If he sees something on the plates, and
hie wants to see the mineworkers, I pre-
sume the men will have to go to Kal-
toorlie.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: No. There was
a great fuss about this in another place
but that is not the intention.

The Hon, R. H. C. STUBBS: I am glad
of that. I was certainly doubtful about
it.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: The reference
to a mines medical officer does not indi-
cate a single person.

The Hon. R. Hr. C. STUBBS: I am glad
I asked the Minister the question. Section
7 gives the Minister power to appoint who-
ever he wants, and I think that is the
correct procedure.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I am glad You
asked the question.

The Hon. R. H. C. STUBES: And I
am glad I asked you. I am happy about
it now. I was worried that there would
be only one officer in Kalgoorlie and, as
there is a penalty of £50 involved if a
inineworker does not attend when required.
men would be losing a good deal in wages
in travelling backwards and forwards to
Kalgoorlie. I am pleased to know that
that is not the intention.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I understand
the department pays the fares where
necessary, too.

The Hon. R. H. C. STUBBS: Yes. I
think so, but what the figure is I do not
know.

The Hion. D). P. Dellar: The man loses
£10O a shift.

The Hon. Rt. H. C. STUBBS: The men
do not go from small towns like Norse-
men except when they are actually called,
but they do get a small sum to recoup
them for fares and sustenance. However.
f could not quote what the figure is. There
is not much more I want to say about the
Bill. 'I have looked through it and I
cannot see anything frightfully terrible
in its contents. There is one interesting
point. in section 56 (a)-

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Are you refer-
ring to clause 21 of the Bill?

The Hon. H. H. C. STUBBS: Yes. This
will allow -service pensions to be included
whereas only old age and invalid pensions
can be included at the moment.

The Hon. E. M. Heenan: I think it is
an improvement.

The Hon. H. H. C. STUBBS: Yes, it
will allow the serv ice pension as well as
the old age and invalid pensions to be
taken into account, and, of course, those
pensions will augmented. That is all I
wish to say on the second reading.

THE HON. J1. G. ITJSLOP (Metropoli-
tan) [11.50 pm.]: This Bill naturally fol-
lows in train the findings of the special
committee which inquired into pneumno-
coniosis and, as the honourable Mr.
Stubbs has said, 19 of the clauses deal
with the appointment of a mines medical
officer. However, I think I am correct in
stating- that there is the reference to "a"
mines medical officer but more frequently
I notice in the Bill reference to "the" mines
medical officer.

There is no doubt that, the work of the
Public Health Department* has expanded so
greatly that it is becoming necessary to
appoint certaiff individuals to hold certain
offices, and one of them is the mines med-
ical officer. We are also told about occu-
pational diseases being controlled by one
medical officer who bears the namne of the
occupational diseases medical officer.
When the Minister says that there are to
bie more than one of these medical officers,
I wonder what he means.

The H-on. A. F. Griffith: To be wore
correct, it will not be limited to one.

The Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: The mines
medical officer must be a man who has
had experience in the clinical examination
of a chest, and in the diagnosis of a
radiological film. These men are not go-
ing to be easy to find and this idea of
having mines medical officers is not as
easy to put into practice as it sounds on
paper. There are very few men who have
specialised in the diagnosis of silicosis, and
who have developed a knowledge in the
examination of the pulmonary efficiency
of an individual, and also who have an
expert knowledge of a radiological film.

These people have to be highly paid
medical officers because it is a limited field
of medicine, and it is one which would
probably be found partially in the chest
hospital and partially in the tuberculosis
branch of the chest clinic organisation, It
would be very difficult to find a number of
these individuals, and so long as it is pos-
sible for one highly trained man in this
occupation to carry on. that, principle
should be maintained.

In addition to this question of appoint-
ing the mines medical officer there are a
number of other factors which must be
taken into consideration. As has already
been murmured in this House. it will be
extremely difficult for a man in the mines
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to report at frequent intervals, or even
at infrequent intervals for a chest exam-
ination, because, as the honourable Mr.
Dellar said they lose a certain amount in
shift payments, It obviously means,
therefore, that the mines medical officer
has to visit these various mines and exam-
ine the men and their own situations.
Ths will mean that one man will do it.
and continue to do it, which will take this
mines medical officer out of the field of
being one of the members of the comtpen-
sation board, because he cannot do the
lot.

He cannot be a member of the compen-
sation board and do all this other work as
well; and I can visualise that within the
next year there will be 100 men to exam-
ine-men who have left the mines and
still feel they have a claim for compensa-
tion, Then if there are large numbers of
men to re-examine from time to time there
will need to be more than one mines med-
ical officer, and the qualifications required
ought to be specifically stated.

These medical examinations to which I
referred previously will need to be clinical
and radiological examinations of the in-
dividual in view of the change in the
Workers' Compensation Act relating to
bronchitis and silicosis. There will be some
difficulties in this in the same way as I
foresaw difficulties with the mental dis-
eases legislation. There will need to be a
period of trial and error before it is worked
out to something like a reasonable degree.

I have derived a certain amount of
amusement from the introduction of this
Bill. I have always said int this House that
if anyone ever brings something forward
which looks as though it would be a startl-
ing change, or could be questionable, it
takes about five years or more before it
is decided Upon. Then the department
concerned places the suggestion in a Bill
and it is accepted by everybody. I have
been preaching here for years that the
word "tubercular" had nothing whatever
to do with the disease of tuberculosis, but
nobody would agree with me, Not one of
the departments would agree and when I
first suggested it I was looked upon as a
person who did not know.

Tubercular is a lump with spines, and
tuberculosis is the disease. when One iS
referring to the adjective it is tuber-
culous. Now we find, after all these years,
and after I have given up fighting, some-
body lies suddenly decided that what I
said must have been right and the word
"tubercular," which had nothing to do
with the Act, is to be replaced.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Another One
of your achievements.

The Hon. J. G. HISLOP: I think it is
more than five years since I first started
to draw attention to it and somebody
has woken up at last. It is one of
those earth-shaking discoveries.

In the time at our disposal I do not
know that I can wander completely
through the effects of the Bill, but in
regard to the question of compensation,
the age and invalid pension, and the ser-
vice pension, are to be taken into account
as well as the pensions from the Mline
Workers' Relief Fund. One has to realise
that under this Bill an individual can
receive nothing whatever from the mines
welfare fund until such time as he has
used up the total amount of compensation
to which he is entitled under the Workers'
Compensation Act. Alter that has been
used up he receives a certain amount
from the mines welfare fund.

1 do not think any part of the Bill
would be necessary If we could get back
to the pension fund. These miners pay
3s. Gd. a fortnight into the fund and for
that they get practically nothing. They
average about £2 a week from the mines
welfare fund.

The Hon. D. P. Dellar: it is £2 10s.

The Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: And they get
that only after they have used up the
money that is due to them from workers'
compensation: and, in addition, they will
be able to apply for an invalid, old age.
or service pension to eke out a living.

The Hon. R, F. Hutchison:, You never
voted to help them.

The Hon. J. G. HISLOP: We do hear
some ludricrous things in this world! If
the pension scheme were adjusted, as I
have suggested. there would be a differ-
ent picture to this. For example a miner
who has been afflicted to the extent of
total incapacity, and who is living with
his wife, is still able to receive the full
£:3,000 awarded by the State Government
Insurance office, and if his wife is un-
able to assist him in any way, between
them they can have either their payments
under the invalid pension Act, and their
Payment of £3,00 at about £342 a year,
or leave the £3,000 in the bank and use
it as capital, without any lessening of
the invalid pensions.

Yet I have discovered men in this city
who have been receiving pensions for
silicosis, and who have been advised not
to apply to the State Government Insur-
ance Office, because it would influence
their invalid pension. it does not seem
to have entered anybody's mind yet as to
the extent to which these people get
relief. I have just seen probably one of
the worst cases of silicosis, mixed up with
asbestosis, and with a chronic abscess in
the left lung. The man's heart is pulled out
of its proper position, and he is gasping for
breath. This man is existing on an in-
valid Pension, because he has been advised
that he should take what he could get
from workers' compensation.
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This is not at all funny for these men.
They are suffering greatly, and we must
do something to adjust their compensa-
tion Properly. The only way to help these
People is to adjust the whole question of
workers' compensation and silicosis pro-
blems and provide a pensions fund. I
know what the position is, because not only
do I see the men but I see their wives
as well. Their wives would certainly be
Willing to contribute to any pension fund
that might ensure them a comfortable
life after their husbands have been
afflicted as a result of the service they
have given in the mines.

The trade union organisations will not
agree, but the wives of these men tell
quite a different story altogether. The
whole matter is one that should be In-
vestigated thoroughly. The question of
asbestosis Is one that should be looked
at very carefully, because of the speed
with which people are devastated by it.

I saw a man recently who had been one
of the senior officers in the asbestos
Mines. He had done no mining at all,
but in three years his lungs were in such
-a condition that I told him never to
to enter a mine again; indeed, I advised
him to get out quickly. He merely spent
three years in the precincts of the mines
and he was affected in this fashion.
Asbestosis reaches a certain stage, and it
will then stay at that stage If the patient
leaves the mine.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Did this man
work in the mill or the mine? The mill
would be worse than the mine.

The Hon. J. G. HISLOP: The mill is
probably the worst of the lot. The man
concerned was a superintendent in the
area. I realise that the company Is doing
what It can in the matter, but whether
it has enough in the way of water to keep
the atmosphere and the dust moist. I do
not know. It is a very difficult position
indeed. The man of whom I speak has
never been inside a mine. All he had
been doing was crushing silica dust, as-
bestos fibre, pyrites, mica, and similar
things, in what Is referred to as a company
producing minerals, or something sirniliar.
It Is not necessary that silicosis be found
only in the goldmines.

As a matter of fact. if we east our minds
back to the time when the cathedral was
being built in Perth-when there was so
little known about this condition of sill-
cosis-and realise the number of men who
suffered degrees of silicosis. we would
really be quite amazed. The men con-
cerned were working with just a protec-
tion above their heads, chopping sand-
stone from Donnybrook. Quite a number
of them were devastated with silicosis very
rapidly.

The honourable Mr. Stubbs is quite cor-
rect when he says there has been a good
deal of discussion as to whether asbestosis

causes cancer of the lung. Some say it
does not;, that the proportion who de-
velop carcinoma of the lung as a result
of asbestosis is as large as the number
who develop it as a result of other com-
plaints. To use the Scottish term, it is
not yet proven. But in most countries of
the world where asbestos is being worked.
particularly in the manufacture of asbestos
sheeting, and asbestos goods, it has been
said that no worker will develop asbestos
if he has been in service for less than 20
years. That is what is happening in our
own asbestos mines.

The Bill will tighten up quite a lot of
loose ends. it will, however, provide for
itself a. considerable number of difficulties.
I hope it succeeds, and I still propose to
preach that the only way to settle this
problem is not by increasing the amounts
given. That will mean nothing, because
it is so Ineffective, particularly when we
realise that a man spends his life doing
this work, producing goods for the public.
after which a pittance of £3,500 is given
to his family in the event of his
death. It is. too ludicrous when we com-
pare this amount with a person who has
a motorcar accident and Is perhaps given
10 times that figure. It is out of all pro-
portion.

The answer appears to be that the man
himself must realise that he has taken
on an occupation that is dificult: and he
must realise that he has a family to look
after. Instead of paying out for ordinary
insurance for his family, he should Join
an insurance scheme; and he should plead
with those who organise his lifc to probe
deeply into the possibility, of establishing
a pension scheme for eases of severe or
total disability.

I will never rest until I am asked to
join with somebody-or someone does this
of his own accord-to try to work out
a possible conclusion to these conditions.
If I can be of any assistance even in an
advisory capacity, as to how these people
acquire their disease, and the conditions
under which it develops, I will be only too
pleased to help. But I cannot see how
there will be any improvement in the
conditions applied to the workers in the
various places in which they persist in
working, by saying they have reached a
certain stage of destitution: that they have
very little left that they should apply for
the Commonwealth pension; and that they
will be given a small pittance out of the
relief fund on which they must live. I
cannot see that that is the total answer
to this question.

THEE HON. D. r. DELLAR (North-East)
112.10 a.mn.J: This Bill leaves mue with the
same feeling I had when we finished the
session last year. It is a great pity that
a Bill of this nature should be brought
to this House on the last day of sitting.
The same thing happened last year When
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the Workers' Compensation Bill was
brought to this Chamber on the last day
of sitting.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: That is their
way of working.

The Hon. D. P. DELLAR: As we all
know, Parliament met on the 30th July,
and in my view a Bill of this nature is
worthy of more consideration than to be
brought to thle House in the dying hours
of the 1964 session of Parliament.

However, after listening to the honour-
able Mr. Stubbs and the honourable Dr,
Hislop, together with the answers that
have been given by the Minister to cer-
tain queries. quite a big cloud has been
lifted since this measure was introduced
in another place. I would like to refer
to the term "mines medical officer," I
san inclined to be of the same opinion as
the honourable Dr. Hislop, and I have yet
to be convinced that "mines medical offic-
er" is the right term. Should the term
used be "board of doctors" or 'medioal
officers"? As honourable members know.
the industry is spread all over Western
Australia.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: What is the
position now?

The Ron. D3. P. DELLAR: AS I see the
position at present, if there is a miner in
Mt. Magnet or Wittenoom Gorge who has
been advised to report to a medical offi-
cer. he reports to one in the metropolitan
area-to the Sir Charles Gairdner Hos-
pital. or a similar place in Perth. As the
honourable Mr. Sutbbs said, about eight
years ago the medical officer would visit
the board room of the mine and the men
would report there. Up to the time the
Minister gave his explanation. I felt that
the people would have to go to Kalgoorlie.

The H-on. A. F. Griffith: it is not going
to make it any more difficult for them
in the future than it has been in the past.
I will certainly pursue this to make sure
it is not.

The Hon. D. P. DELLAR: If a miner is
at Wittenoom Gorge and he is advised to
report to a medical officer he goes to Perth.
In doing so, he loses a certain amount of
time, admittedly: but if he has to travel
to Kalgoorlie it means a further week. of
lost time. It must be appreciated that
men who work on the mine work, as a rule
on contract in some WAY or another. If
a man is not working on contract lie is on
the surface.

Even though the man concerned may be
subsidised to the extent of the basic wage
and his fare, it still does not compensate
him, because if he were back at work he
would be making £10 or £12 a shift. I will
be quite happy if the Minister is pre-
pared to have a look at this.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: If you look at
clause 2 you will see "Mines Medical Offi-
cer" is now put in as a definition. I have

had a look at the interpretation, and I did
not see that it was in the Act before. If
you turn to section '7 of the Act it says
the Minister may employ such govern-
ment medical officers and medical prac-
titioners and such inspectors and other
officers as he may think lit.

The Hon. J. G. Hislop: That is taken
out of the old Act.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Yes. As far as
I am concerned I do not think it will be
any different from now. It is not in-
Leaded to mean any hardship to anybody.

The Hon. D3. P. DELLAR: I certainly
hope the Minister is right.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I will make sure
of this.

'The Hen. D3. P. DELLAR: Quite a num-
ber of people in the mines have contracted
silicosis, but they do not work under-
g.round. They work in the quarries and
on the batteries, but they still contract
silicosis. As Dr. Hislop quoted, a mines
superintendent who does not wvork under-
ground contracted asbestosis. This man
contracted it in a matter of three years.

The facilities underground at the Pre-
sent time are a great improvement to what
they were 12 to 15 years ago. If a miner
is prepared to do the right thing and use
the facilities that are available he has less
chance of contracting silieosis than the
chap who never uses the facilities. How-
ever, one would be surprised how often
the shift boss or the underground foreman
has to chastise these people for not using
thc facilities of ventilation and water that
are supplied.

There are people who have never had
these facilities and they will be the ones
more affected by this Act. These are men
who have given their lives to this industry.
In doing so they have lined the pockets of
many people: and while lining those
pockets with money, they have lined their
own chests and lungs with-to use the
miner's term-"dust". Therefore anything
we can do to assist these people we should
do.

At thie pres ant timne someone who is
very near and dear to me is unable to
walk 100 yards: and I refer to my father.
i will be taking him out of hospital on
Saturday. If one could see him, one would
think he was remarkably well. That is
the trouble with this disease. A person
can look quite healthy, be broad-should-
ered and upstanding, and one would think
there was nothing wrong with him, but
unfortunately it is what is inside him that
counts. Therefore I entirely agree with
the honourable Dr. Hislop Chat we should
have medical men who know what they
are doina when they assess these people.
I think that is very important.

I am not a doctor and therefore am
not in a position to say whether silicosis,
tuberculosis, and pneumoconiosis are
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causes of lung cancer, but I do know they
affect the heart. When one develops this
disease, which is known as miner's com-
plaint, one only has to walk up 100 feet
of ladders and the first thing that goes
is one's heart. Whether that person would
contract cancer of the lungs I do not know:
but I do know there is a big strain and
it affects the heart.

There are some good features in the
Bill; and I am happy to see the widow
of a deceased miner can now claim mine
worker's relief. Anything further I can
say in Committee.

THE HON. E. Ml. HEENAN (North-East)
[12.22 am.]: I would like to make a few
comments in addition to those of the other
speakers. The Mine Workers' Relief Act
is designed mainly to confer compensation
and protection for that section of miners
wvho contract silicosis and/or tuberculosis
as a result of their work in the mining
industry. To that extent the Act is com-
plementary to the Workers' Compensation
Act. To understand the postion fully, one
has to be conversant wvith the provisions
in the Mine Workers' Relic! Act, and the
Workers' Conmpensation Act.

The Hon. 3. G. Hislop called attention
to the state of the House.

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): I have counted the House and
there is a quorum present.

The Hon. E. M. HEENAN: This pre-
sents difficulties, and one suggestion I
would make to the Minister is to
explore the possibility of combining these
two measures in one Act. If the provi-
sions of the Mine Workers' Relief Act
could be incorporated in the Workers'
Compensation Act I think it would make
for greater understanding and simplifica-
tion. I appreciate the fact that there are
difficulties, but it is a proposition which.
I think, should be considered.

The Bill Proposes to add the term "Mines
Medical Officer" to section 5 of the Act.
Hitherto, miners could be examined by a
niedical officer or a medical practitioner
appointed under this Act, or by the
laboratory or medical board on appeal.
We are substituting this term "Mines
Medical Officer".

Under section 8 of the Act it is incum-
bent on every mineworker to present him-
self for examination from time to time,
and if he fails to do so there is a penalty.
Under section 9 of the Act; every employer
has to afford to all mineworkers employed
by him all reasonable facilities for such
mineworkers to submit themselves without
loss of pay for the medical examination
under this Act.

The mines medical officer is to be ap-
pointed under section '7 of the Act; and
section 7 provides that the Minister may
employ such medical officers and medical

practitioners and such inspectors and
other officers as he may think fit for the
purposes of this Act, and shall issue to
every such practitioner, inspector, or offi-
cer a certificate in writing of his appoint-
ment.

My colleagues have been very con-
cerned about the substitution of this one
officer to carry out these examinations.
I incline to the view that more than one
can be appointed under section '7. It seems
inconceivable to mue that there will be one
medical officer to examine all the miners
scattered throughout Western Australia.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: You follow that
up to the amendment to sections 8 and
9. which talks about a mines medical offi-
cer or a medical practitioner.

The Hon. E. M. HEENAN: I hope I am
right in this interpretation. I was say-
ing it seems inconceivable that there would
be one mines medical officer, presumably
stationed in Kalgoorlie, to whom the
miners all over Western Australia would
have to go for examination from time to
i.me.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Kcalgoorlie is
not mentioned.

The Hon. E. M. HEENAN: The em-
ployers are the ones who will have to bear,
the expense of the miners' travelling, their
wages, and time lost in visiting this offi-
cer. Tihat is provided for under the Act:
and it would seem unworkable unless the
mines medical officer is going to spend his
whole time travellitiv about or unless there
s more than one of them.

That is something which the Minister
and his department will work out. I con-
sole myself with the view that under sec-
tion '7 more than one will probably be
appointed. I suppose the idea is to have
sonic uniformity instead of having these
men examined by the doctors at Witte-
lioom. or at Meekatharra. Mt. Magnet.
Leonora, or Norseman. No doubt the idea
would be to have one or two who could
establish a standard.

Another matter which concerns gold-
fields members is that sections 47 and
52 are to be deleted.

The Hon. A. P'. Griffith: Did you see the
new amendment?

The Hon. E. M. HEENAN: Yes, but that
does not quite meet the situation. Under
sections 4'7 and 52 a miner who contracted
tuberculosis and silicosis and received a
notice was deemed to be totally incapa-
citated. Subsection 47 (1) reads as fol-
lows:-

Whenever a mine worker is prohi-
bited from employment as a mine
worker under section thirteen of this
Act on the ground that he is suffer-
ing from both tuberculosis and sill-
cosis, or receives notice under section
sixteen of this Act that he is suffer-
ing from silicosis in the advanced
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stage only, such mine worker shall be
deemed to have became totally and
permaniently incapacitated for work
as the result of personal injury by
accident arising out or or in the course
of the employment in which he was
engaged at the date or the prohibition
or notice if he was then employed as
a mine worker or in which he was last
employed as a mine worker within the
meaning and for the purposes of the
Workers' Compensation Act, 1912, so
as to entitle him to compensation from
the employer by whom he was em-
ployed at the date of the prohibition
or notice if he was then employed as
a mine worker or by whom he was last
employed as a mine worker under and
in accordance with the said Act.

The miner would be examined: and if he
were found to be suffering from tubercu-
losis or silicosis. he would then receive a
notice and be deemed to be totally and
permanently incapacitated: and he would
receive the full amount of compensation
provided under the Workers' Compensa-
tion Act.

I am aware of the answer which the
'Minister will give. He will quote the re-
port of the pneumnoconiosis committee
which advocated the deletion of sections
47 and 52. The idea now is that a man
who suffers from tuberculosis and silicosis
will be deemed to be totally incapacitated
and will undergo treatment for the tuber-
culosis. if he is treated to the extent that
the disease becomes -arrested or becomes
inactive, he will be compensated for
a further period of three months: and he
will then be assessed on the degree of his
disability which. I gather, will be some-
thing less than total and permanent in-
capacity.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: If he is declared
to be in that better and improved condi-
tion. yes.

The Hon. E. M. HEENAN: The Bill cer-
tainly does provide that from time to time
he can go back for treatment. If the con-
dition recurs, he can go back and get
further treatment and compensation.

The Hon. J. G. Hislop: He should not
be allowed back in the mine at all.

The H-on. E. M. HEENAN: I think it will
depend largely on the medical officer. It
seems unlikely that a man suffering from
tuberculosis will be cured to the extent
that a doctor will say. "You are not en-
titled to any further compensation on ac-
count of your T.B.". The man will not go
tack to working in the mining industry.
but presumably he could work in some
other capacity. Other speakers have dealt
with other features of the Bill and I do
not Propose to pursue the matter any
further, except to say that I have had a
look at the amendment which the Min-
ister is proposing to move, and I would

draw his attention to line 7 of his pro-
posed amendment. I think the words
"date of employment" should read "date
of disablement". Apart from that the
amendment will clarify something which
existed when the measure was in another
place.

I am hopeful that it will work out. I
appreciate the fact that the amendments
which have been made to the Workers'
Compensation Act, together with the
amendments which are now proposed to
the Mine Workers' Relief Act, will mean
some fairly fundamental alterations to the
existing set-up. No doubt in the next ses-
sion of Parliament we may have to correct
some shortcomings, which may become
apparent. I think this is a genuine effort
to bring about better conditions and I
propose to suppcrt the second reading.

Finally. I hope the Minister and his of-
ficers will give some consideration to the
possibility or feasibility of incorporating
these two measures In one piece of legis-
lation. The position is greatly compli-
cated. There is compensation provided
under the Workers' Compensation Act;
there is a fund established under the Mine
Workers' Relief Act: and then, of course.
w e have the Commonwealth social
services. These have to be integrated.
Use has to be made of the social services
provided by the Commonwealth so that
the Mine Workers' Relief Fund is safe-
guarded as much as possible. This all
makes for certain complications and dif-
ficulties. That is all I wish to say.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Crnnmittee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

iThe Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon) in the
Chair; The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister
for Mlines) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 24 put and passed.
Schedule-
The Hon. A. F. GRIFF1TH: I move an

amendment-
Page 16. lines 3 to 29-Delete all

words after the word "subsection"
down to and including the word
"pneumoconiosis". and substitute the
following words:-

0Ic Subject to the provisions of
this section, where a worker is dis-
a bled from earning full wages, by rea-
son of suffering fromn tuberculosis in
association with silicosis or asbestosis.
and any of those diseases is, or was.
due to the nature of any employment
in which the worker was employed at
any time previous to the date of em-
ployment, that person is deemed to
be totally incapacitated for work, dur-
ing such period as the tuberculosis is
active, thereafter, for a further Period
of three months or for the period
that he is unemployed, whichever
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period is the shorter, and, during that
Period and f urther period, the person
is,-

(a) if in receipt of payments under
the Tuberculosis Allowance
(Commonwealth) Scheme, estab-lished under the Tuberculosis Act,
1948, of the Commonwealth, en-
titled to compensation in weekly
payments equal to the maximum
weekly income permissible under
that Scheme; and

(b) if not in receipt of payments
under the Scheme mentioned in
paragraph (a) of this subsection,
entitled to such compensation as
that to which he would be en-
titled, if totally incapacitated by
pneumoconiosis.

The Hon. E. M, HEENAN: In my view
the word "employment" in line 7 should
read "disablement." It might be a typo-
graphical error.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I am sure
I do not want any mistake in the wording
to be made. However, on making a fur-
ther study of the wording I feel sure it
is quite correct, because it is the date of
employment that counts.

Amendment put and passed.
Schedule, as amended, put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with an amendment, and

the report adopted.
Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by
The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines), and returned to the Assembly with
an amendment.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed, from an earlier stage
of the sitting, on the following motion by
The Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister for Local
Government):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. WV. F. WILLESEE (North)
(12.50 am.]: I believe this measure is
an answer to an emergency situation that
may develop because of an urgent de-
mand by certain motorists during week-
ends when their vehicles have broken
down, and when they have no ready access
to obtain spare parts for the repair of the
vehicles. I do not believe in anyone trad-
ing around the clock, but I think the
Bill meets a need in emergency conditions.

(111)

it is possible for a motorist to obtain
petrol on Sundays at a roster station, but
it is not Possible for him to obtain a
spare part for his vehicle should it break
down. If any honourable member has
ever been in difficulty on a Sunday with
his vehicle he will realise how essential
it is to obtain a spare part in order to
get his vehicle going once again.

If a motorist is Placed in such a posi-
tion 20 miles distant from Perth these
services are available to him, and it is
rather strange that a similar service is
not offering to motorists in the metro-
politan area. Under the Bill the Minister
will be empowered to rant a permit to
a person who deals in spare parts to sell
a1 spare part to any motorist who urgently
requires one during weekends.

One problem that comes to mind and
which presents a difficulty is in regard
to the motorist who has suffered a genuine
break-down during the weekend, and the
one who spends his weekend repairing
vehicles in his back yard. if the bona fides
of that person were covered to the extent
of supplying a statutory declaration to the
firm from which he wished to purchase
the spare Part then it would be a simple
matter for an inspector of the Factories
and Shops Department to check on those
people who were taking advantage of Sun-
day trading in spare parts.

An amendment agreed to in another
place, and which will be moved by the
Minister in Committee in this Chamber
merely seeks to bring into line zhe simple
provision that applies within a 20-mile
radius of the metropolitan area, and the
amendment will make the Bill more fluid
and more workable. I support the meas-
ure.

THE HON. F. Rt. H. LAVERY (West)
[12.53 am.]: I had some criticism pre-
sented to me inasmuch as it has been
suggested that this Bill has been brought
before Parliament because of one particu-
lar trader who, during weekends, has
offered to give some assistance to motor-
ists who find themselves in trouble with
their vehicles breaking down, by way of
supplying spare parts outside the normal
trading hours.

I do not believe this should be the re-
cognised thing, but up to some time ago
there were some city firms which dis-
played in the telephone directory tele-
phone numbers of certain employees who
could be contacted so that they could come
into the city to open up the firms' pre-
mises for the Purpose of supplying any
spare parts needed to repair a broken
down vehicle, and thus assist in keeping
industry moving.

I refer particularly to contractors who
work on farms and on farming settlements,
and other contractors who find them-
selves faced with a major break-down of
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their mechanical plant. It is rather strange There is no doubt that this Bill will
and coincidental that these break-downs
invariably occur in those hours when
normal retail establishments have closed.
On occasions I have received a telephone
call from the country to obtain a spare
part from a firm such as Attwood Motors.

Such requests have even gone as far as
ordering a new crankshaft. I have also
known of a spare part being consigned to
the country by spare parts firms in the
city and, on arrival, being found to be
the wrong part. In many instances people
in the country requiring spare parts have
bad to drive 100 miles or so to the near-
est railway siding to take delivery of the
parts so that they could have their plant
working on the following day.

Therefore, I consider the Bill is of con-
siderable importance to such people: and,
like the honourable Mr. Willesee. I am
of the opinion that if the provision is
properly policed it will not became the
regular practice of every trader around the
city to supply spare parts after normal
trading hours. If. for instance, a garage
requires a spare part, the owner or the
lessee of that garage should be able to
obtain the spare part when he requires it,
even if it is outside of normal trading
hours.

Although I agree it is necessary that
retail establishments should, in the main,
trade within the hours now prescribed
within the Act, I know from experience
that it is most necessary for those engaged
in the motor industry to obtain a spare
when it is required. People who are
operating large vehicles such as 10-ton
trucks, and those who operate machinery
for super spreading, will be glad of the
advantages that will be offered under the
Provisions of this Bill.

THE BON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland-
Minister for Local Government) (12.56
a.m.]: Most honourable members will
appreciate that, because of the difficulties
created by one particular person in the
metropolitan area who reached the stage
of even defying the court, despite the
fact that he had been fined on several
occasions, this Bill will meet a pressing
need. When before the court, the in-
spector was asked by the magistrate
where motorists could obtain spare parts,
and the inspector stated that if they
cared to ring certain telephone numbers
that were listed in the directory as after-
hours numbers they could obtain service..

The magistrate then asked the Inspec-
tor, "Under what section of the Act have
those firms the right to sell these parts
after normal trading hours?" Following
this the firms in question promptly dis-
connected the telephones that were used
for this after-hour service because they
feared the repercussions that might fol-
low the questions asked by the magistrate.

meet a need of the motorist who finds
himself in trouble when making a through
journey: of the person in the country
whose vehicle has broken down; and also
of the ordinary working man who owns
his vehicle and who, in an endeavour to
repair his motor during the weekend in
his own time, finds that he requires a
spare part. That man either has to wait
until Monday morning, when the retail
establishments open, or leave the purchase
until the following weekend when he can
order the spare part he requires.

In the first few months, however, it
was possible for such a motorist to ap-
proach this trader who has been breach-
ing the Act and obtain any spare parts
that may be required. This trader has
been giving a service to many people in
a similar position; but because he was
undoubtedly breaking the law the Bill has
been brought before the House. I think
most people realise that emergency services
should always be available in certain cir-
cumstances, and I commend the Bill to
the House.

Question Put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Int Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees
(The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon) in the
Chair; The Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister
for Local Government) in charge of the
Bill.

Clause I put and Passed.

Clause 2: Section 92 amended-

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I move an
amendment-

Page 2, line 31-Insert after the
word "permit" the words "including
the requirements of subparagraphs
(III), (iv) and (v) of paragraph (c)".

The insertion of these words was requested
by Mr. Graham in another Place, and
the Minister for labour agreed to accept
the amendment, and asked if I would
move the amendment in this Chamber.

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, with an amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by
The Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister for Local
Government), and returned to the As-
sembly with an amendment.
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NATIVES (CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS)
ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)

Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly notifying
that it had agreed to amendments Nos. 2
to 6 made by the Council, had agreed to
No. 1 subject to a further amendment, and
had agreed to No. 7 subject to an alter-
native amendment, now considered.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (The Hon.

N. E. Baxter) in the Chair; The Hon. A.
P. Griffith (Minister for Mines) in charge
of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: Amendment No. 1
made by the Council is as follows:-

No. 1.
Clause 2, page 2, lines 13 and 14-

Delete the words "and may In writ-
ing request" and substitute therefor
the words "which Certificate shall be
available from".

The further amendment made by the
Assembly is as follows:-

After the words "page 2" in line 1,
insert the following:-

"Lines 8 and 9, delete the passage
'or subsection (3) of this section',
line 10, delete the words 'or Issued',
and".

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It will be
recalled that when we were dealing with
this Bill the honourable Mr. Strickland
desired the deletion of subsection (3) 0ii).
If I remember rightly I offered to refer
the matter to the Minister for Native Wel-
fare and obtain his views on the proposal.
but during the process of the debate this
was not done, the clause was put to the
vote and the Bill was transmitted to the
Legislative Assembly with this clause in-
cluded. At the same time I undertook ,
despite the fact that the Bill had passed
through this Chamber, to talk to the Min-
ister for Native Welfare on this clause and
put forward the honourable Mr. Strick-
land's views.

I did this, and the Minister for Native
Welfare moved to delete subelause (3) (ii).
As a result there will be some consequential
amendments required. I move-

That the further amendment made
by the Assembly be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the further
amendment made by the Assembly agreed
to.

The CHAIRMAN (The Hon. N. E.
Baxter): Amendment No. '7 made by the
Council is as follows:-

No. '7.
Clause 2, page 2, lines 35 and 36-

Delete the words "the names of
those children" and substitute there-
for the words "such of the names
of those children as are supplied
to him by the parent".

The alternative amendment made by
the Assembly is as follows:-

Delete the whole of
ment, and inserting in
subclause (3) of clause

the amend-
lieu, "Delete
2".

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I move-
That the alternative amendment

made by the Assembly be agreed to.
The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: As the

Minister explained previously this means
the deletion of proposed new section 5A
(3). When I moved for the deletion of
that provision in the Bill the Minister
offered to consult the Minister for Native
Welfare, and we said we knew what the
answer would be. My amendment was
subsequently negatived. I am glad to see
that I was proved to be right, and that
the Minister for Native Welfare has agreed
to move the same amendment.

Question put and passed; the alternative
amendment made by the Assembly agreed
to.

Report
Resolutions reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

NATIVE WELFARE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

In Committee: Bill Lapsed

Resumed from the 25th November. The
Chairman of Committees (The Hon. N. E.
Baxter) in the Chair: The Ron. H. C.
Strickland in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1: Shunt title and citation-
The CHAIRMAN: Progress was reported

after the clause had been partly considered.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 2: Section 4 amended-
The Ron. A. F. GRIFFTH: At my

suggestion the honourable Mr. Strick-
land asked that progress be reported
after clause 1 had been partly con-
sidered, because at the time I was
not sure whether my interpretation
of the Provisions in the Bill was
correct, or whether I had been given some
Incorrect information. I wanted the op-
portunity to examine the position further,
and to find out which of those two posi-
tions was correct. I have done that.

The honourable Mr. Strickland accused
me of having used misguided information
to oppose the Bill. I became quite con-
cerned at this remark because that Is not
my usual approach. That is why I wanted
to have a look at the situation. The fol-
lowing are the notes I have on this mat-
ter:-

The Commissioner of Native Wel-
fare, Mr. Gare, has today stated that
it is the regular Practice of the Native
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Welfare Department to assist under
the Native Welfare Act natives to
whom citizenship rights had been
granted. The Department, in fact,
does not differentiate between natives
holding citizenship rights and natives
who do not for the purpose of confer-
ring rights, privileges and benefits
under the Native Welfare Act.

In Practice, it is mainly natives in
the South of the State who are as-
sisted. In the North, natives to whom
citizenship rights have been granted
are less likely to call on the Depart-
ment for its assistance or to need the
Department's assistance, but even in
the North assistance is given to
natives under the Native Welfare Act.

Assistance given to natives with
citizenship rights includes the pay-
ment of medical, hospital and funeral
accounts, the provision of depart-
mental houses, permission to live on
native reserves, accommodation in
departmental hostels, and the pay-
ment of bursaries for higher education.

Generally, Mr. Strickland's amend-
ment would have the effect that
natives with citizenship rights would
be denied the rights just mentioned
under the Native Welfare Act unless
and until the Minister should extend
the benefits and privileges of the
Native Welfare Act under section 10.

That was the very point I was endeavour-
ing to make the other night. It was my
own construction of the situation. It was
not misguided information and was not
intended to be used merely for the sake
of opposing the Bill. However, to con-
tinue

However, before that could be done
there would have to be an applica-
tion in writing under regulation 13 (1)
and a recommendation by the Com-
missioner, and the normal practice is
for enquiries to be made before the
Commissioner makes his recom-
mendation. All this would cause at
least delay, and the damage to the
native may be done in the meantime
before the Minister could act. While,
no doubt, the Minister would act in a
proper case as soon as possible, never-
theless he would be under no obliga-
tion to act.

Since it is the policy of the Gov-ernment to allow natives to retain'
the benefits and privileges of the
Native Welfare Act even after a grant
of citizenship rights, it would seem
nonsensical to exempt them from the
definition of 'native" within the
meaning of the Native Welfare Act
and then, as soon as possible, bring
them back again under section 10 by
action of the Minister to reconfer the
benefits and Privileges upon them.

Mr. Strickland's amendment would,
in fact, be a reversion to the legal
position as it existed between 1944-
1951. The original section 6 of the
Natives (Citizenship Rlights) Act, 1944,
provided that the holder of a certifi-
cate of citizenship "shall be deemed
to be no longer a native or aborigine".
In 1951 the words "shall be deemed to
be no longer a native or aborigine"
were deleted for the reasons then
given.

I understand that was despite a protest
made by the honourable Mr. Strickland
himself at the time, but of that fact I am
not quite sure.

In view of this advice I have been given
it appears I was not on the wrong track
the other night. It also makes it clear
that although the honourable member
fully intends to help the native under this
Bill, he will not do so. As a matter of
fact it appears that the native will be put
in a much worse position.

Iftnally. I want to say that it is not the
intention of the Minister or the Govern-
ment to rind these people into the ground
and place a yoke on them for the rest of
time.

I am obliged to Oppose this clause and
in doing so it must be understood I am
opposing the Bill. I did not divide the
House the other night on the second read-
ing because I wanted to find out whether
or not I was giving incorrect information
and I am now satisfied that I was not.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLANlD: I under-
stood that the intention of the Minister
had been to obtain clarification of the
position from the Crown Law Department.
However, he has merely received a state-
ment from the Commissioner of Native
Welfare. He has merely informed us of
the privileges extended in charity by the
department.

It is fallacious for the commissioner to
say that my amendment will take away
something which is legal. The department
is under no obligation to do what it does
now out of charity. I do wish the Minister
had obtained a Crown Law opinion.

My assertion was that the Minister was
given the wrong information in connection
with the two Bills for the purpose of find-
ing a reason to oppose or defeat the Bill.
I say that again, too, because he has not
obtained a legal opinion but merely a
statement as to the practice of the depart-
ment. It is also fallacious to say that my
amendment would preclude the depart-
ment from being as charitable as it has
been in the past. Section 10 gives the
Minister the Power to extend the benefits
to anyone who has a drop of aboriginal
blood in him.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I know that.
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The Hon. H, C, STRICKLAND: The
Minister says he knows that, but he says
that my amendment will deprive the citi-
zens of the benefits.

The Hon. F. D. Willmott: So it will.
The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: it will

not. Under section 5 of the Natives (Citi-
zenship Rights) Act, a citizenship rights
holder has all the rights and privi-
leges of any other natural-born or natural-
ised subject of Her Majesty. That is as
clear as crystal.

I submit that the reasons advanced by
the Government to defeat this measure
are not valid or legal. When I introduced
my measure I explained its purpose was
to clear up this obscure position.

Surely the proper thing to do isa to amend
the definition in the Parent Act! In the
Minister's office he has some qualified
legal men consolidating our Acts and, as
a matter of curiosity, I ask him to dis-
cuss this point with them. I will be sur-
prised if those legal men do not uphold
my contention that section 6 of the Natives
(Citizenship Rights) Act would be com-
plete if my amendment to the definition
was inserted in the Native Welfare Act.
However, apparently the Government has
made up its mind that the Bill Is not to
be agreed to and we cannot do much about
It. I1 am sure the Minister will find, if
he gets a legal opinion, that my opinion
is correct.

The Hon. F. D. WILLMOTT: I cannot
for the life of me agree to the point
raised by the honourable Mr. Strickland.
I think he is confusing the provisions in
the Native Welfare Act with those in the
Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act. It is
quite clear that whether a native holds
citizenship rights or not he is entitled
to the benefit of the provisions in the
Native Welfare Act.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: I am not
saying he is not.

The Hon. F. D. WILLMOTT: Then I
cannot see what the honourable member
is arguing about, because by altering the
definition he is taking from the natives
who hold citizenship rights their legal
entitlements under the Native Welfare Act
and leaving it to the whim of the Minister.
That is what it will amount to.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I am
basing my argument on section 6 of the
Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act.

The Hon. F. D. Willznott: That is where
I think you are confusing yourself.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I am
not. That section says that notwithstand-
ing the provisions of any other Act these
people will have all the rights,
privileges and amenities and shall be sub-
ject to the same conditions and liabilities
as a person who is the same age as the

holder or as the case may be as the child
and who is a natural-born or a naturalized
subject. That was put in especially in
1958 so that we could say to these people,
"All right: you wanted your citizenship
rights, but when You get them you have
to stand up to the responsibility of citizen-
ship."

The Hon. F. D. Willmott: That is right:
they have got all those now plus the legal
rights under the other Act.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I
thought when we reported progress last
night it was so that the Minister could
get a legal opinion on the matter, but
instead we have the commissioner's
opinion. I am not saying there is any-
thing wrong with it, but the department
is not obligated to do these things even
though there are people who think it has to
do them in the South-West Land Division.
They have no claim as the Act stands.

Apart from clarifying the position, my
amendment would mean that the children
whose names were endorsed on the certifi-
cate, whether they availed themselves of
the opportunity under the Bill we have
just passed, or not, would still be citizens,
Apparently that is what the Government
is objecting to-the automatic granting of
citizenship rights to the children. I have
no more to say.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I do not
want to prolong the debate, but I would
like to say that I did not tell honourable
members that I would get a legal opinion.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: No, you did
not.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: However, I
did indicate to the honourable Mr. Strick-
land that I would seek some advice as to
whether my approach to this proposition
was the correct one. I did ask a Crown
law officer whether he thought my
approach was the correct one and he said
he thought It was. However, I did not
get a legal opinion. The Natives (Citizen-
ship Rights) Act, lays down who shall
be citizens, how they shall obtain citizen-
ship rights, and so on; and in respect of
section 6 the honourable Mr. Strickland
is perfectly correct. It says that any
native who has citizenship rights has all
the privileges, immunities, and obligations
of a natural born citizen. They are the
same as everybody in this Chamber.

We then turn to the Native Welfare
Act which has no relationship to the
Natives (Citizenship) Rights Act, as such.
This Bill is a Protective Bill for the wel-
fare of the native. It gives an interpreta-
tion of the intention of the Act,
who administers it, who the com-
missioner is, and, most important of
all, the definition of a native. How-
ever, the honourable Mr. Strickland says
that a native will not be defined as one
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who is a holder of citizenship granted
under the Natives (Citizenship Rights)
Act.

According to his interpretation
he takes the person who is a native
from under the provisions of this Bill and,
as the honourable Mr. Willmott says, he
takes away the privileges this Bill will
confer upon him unless the Minister places
him under the cover of the provisions
again. That is a cockeyed argument to my
way of thinking.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: It is a long
bow, I think.

The Hon, A. F. GRIFFITH: It is not a
Ijong bow, and the notes I have state
exactly that. The commissioner points
out that if we take the native out of this
Bill1, the Minister, by his action, has to put
him back before the native can enjoy the
benefits under the Native Welfare Act.
All the 3111 seeks to do is to deal with the
matter in a common-sense way. I hope
the amendment will not be agreed to.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I must
correct the Minister. The people, on
whose behalf I am moving this amend-
ment, do not want to be classed as natives
under the Native Welfare Act. They do
not want assistance from the department;
and the commissioner has said that in his
notes to the Minister. The people in the
north do not approach the commissioner
for these hand-outs. It is the natives in
the south-west who approach him for
assistance.

The Hon. F. D. Willlnott: But they are
entitled to It under this legislation.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: That's
alright; they are not entitled to it.

The Hon. F. D. Wfllxnott: I don't agree.
The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I know

the honourable member will not agree. He
will not agee with anything that will
help these people. Why does the Minister
seek to turn the clock back? Why has
not one honourable member on the other
side of the Chamber challenged the fact
that the Government took away from
natives all that we as a Government gave
them in 1948 and 1959? The Minister
for Local Government can mumble some-
thing by way of interjection but he
cannot challenge that.

The H-on. L. A. Logan: I told you in
1958 exactly what you are being told
tonight.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Why
does not the Minister tell us what we
are supposed to know?

The Hon. L. A. Logan: I read what I
said in 1958.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: It is
no use the Minister saying it is not hum-
bug, because 1 maintain it is still humbug.
The people I am representing do not want
to be brought under the Native Welfare

Act. They want to be regarded as
ordinary, natural-born citizens and they
do not seek the charity that Is offered
under the Native Welfare Act.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: They do not
have to accept it.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: They
do not want to be classed as natives.

The Ron. A. F. Griffith: They are not
classed as natives.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: They
are citizens until they reach 21 years of
age.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: They are still
citizens after that.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Let the
Minister show me how they are. A child
of a parent who holds citizenship rights
has the protection of citizenship because
his name is endorsed on the certificate
held by his parents, but when he turns
21 the department states he must apply
for citizenship. What happens if he does
not apply for citizenship?

The H-on. L. A. Logan: He is still a
citizen.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Under
what section of the Act?

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Under that
section which makes his parents citizens.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Tell me
what section that is.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: You tell us
where he Is still classed as a native.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: It is a
terrible thing that people are to be de-
prived of citizenship simply because the
Minister mumbles Something like that.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Don't let us
get back on to this again!

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I am
not going to listen to specious arguments,
because I refuse to forsake these friends
of mine whose freedom is at stake with
this. The honourable Mr. Murray is
mumbling something over there but this
matter does not worry him, and it does
not worry me what he Is mumbling about,
either. Let one of the honourable mem-
bers on the other side of the Chamber
substantiate their arguments not with
specious remarks and "I thinks." Let
them Put up a genuine case, and if they
can I am prepared to accept it.

However, I am not going to sit here
and be bowled out time after time for
the simple reason I am attempting to do
something for these People. Those on the
other side of the Chamber do not want
these people to be uplifted or assimilated.
I have made three attempts during this
session to do something for these people
and on each occasion the Government
has found some method to block my path.

The Hon. F J. S, Wise: Some excuse.
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The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: No, it
was method in the first place by intro-
ducing another Government Hill and so
rendering the first Bill obsolete. Now,
for the second time the Bill has been
rendered innocuous by a very dubious
and suspicious move.

The Hon. P. D. WILLMOTT: The
honourable Mr. Strickland is getting very
excited and heated over this matter, but
I still think he is under a misapprehen-
sion. I am certain of that. Those people
who say to the honourable Mr. Strickland,
"We do not want to be natives," are under
the same misapprehension as he is. be-
cause the Native Welfare Act has no
bearing on whether they are citizenship
holders.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: None whatso-
ever.

The Hon. F. D2. WILLMOTT: Those
people who say, "we do not want to be
classed as natives," are under exactly the
same misapprehension as the honourable
Mr. Strickland. The Native Welfare Act
has no bearing at all on the Natives
(Citizenship Rights) Act. It does not dif-
ferentiate between them In regard to
benefits either.

I would ask the honourable member to
look at the Native Welfare Act quite aipart
from the Natives (Citizenship flights) Act.
The Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act fixes
whether they are natives or not. It is not
done under the Native Welfare Act.

The Ron. H. C. Strickland: Read section
4.

The Hon. F. D. WIULMOTT: Section 4
merely interprets: it has no power at all
over the Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act.
If the honourable member's amendment
is agreed to It will take away privileges
from people of aboriginal blood. At the
moment they have a legal right if they
desire It.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: The
honourable Mr. Willmott believes his In-
terpretation is correct, and I believe mine
is. The honourable member says that the
Native Welfare Act has no power over the
Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act: but my
amendment will give it that reference.

The Hon. F. D). Willmott: That is my ob-
jection.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: It will
say that a native does not need to hold
a citizenship certificate. The honourable
Mr. Wlllmott wants a man to be a native
for all time. It Is all very well to talk
about privileges, but there are a lot of re-
strictions in the Native Welfare Act. Take
the hypothetical case of a native in Wynd-
ham who has all the qualifications neces-
sary to be a first-class citizen. He cannot
go to Darwin or leave the State without
the permission of the Commissioner of
Native Welfare.

The Hon. F. 12. Willmott: But is be the
holder of citizenship rights?

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I am not
talking about the Native Welfare Act.

The Hon. F. D. Willmnott: Does your
hypothetical native hold citizenship rights?

The Hon. H1. C. STRICKLAND: No, but
he is fully qualified to be a first-class citi-
zen. If he held citizenship rights he could
go all round Australia.

The Ron. P. D2. Willmott: So this does
not affect him.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: Section
17 of the Native Welfare Act deals with the
prohibition of the removal of natives. Will
the honourable member explain what will
happen under the existing Natives (Citi-
zenship Rights) Act to a child whose name
is endorsed on the certificate when he
reaches the age of 21 years. if he does not
avail himself of a certificate?

The Hon. F. D. Willmott: He will be
given a certificate.

Clause put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes
Hon. D. P. Dollar
Hon. Ji. Dolan
Hon. E1. M. Heenan
Hon. R. F. Hutchison
Hon. F. 3. H. Lavery

Noes
Hon, A. F. Griffith
Hon. J. Heitman
Hon. J. 0. Hislop
Hon. L. A. Logan
Ron. G. 0. MacKinnon
Hon. J. Murray

Pat
Hon. W. P. W~llesee
Hon. J. J. Garrigan

-10
Ron.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Ron.

H. C. Strickland
R. H. C. Stubba
J. D). Teahan
F. J. S. wise
H. Thompson

(Teller)

-12
Ron. H. R. Robinson
Hon. S. T. J. Thompson
Mon. J. M. Thomson
Ron. M. K. Watso
Ron. P. D. Willmnott
HOD. R. 0. Mattiske

(Teller)

Hon. A. H. Joaes
Hon. C. R. Abbey

Majority against-S.

Clause thus negatived.

Progress Arrested: Bill Lapsed

The Hon. F. D. WILLMOTT: I move-
That the Chairman do now leave the

Chair.
Motion put and passed.
The Chairman accordingly left the Chair

and the Bill lapsed.

BILLS (2): RECEIPT AND FIRST
READING

1. Loan Bill. £24,250,000.
2. Appropriation Bill.

Bills received from the Assembly; and.
on motions by The Hon. A. F. Grif -
fith (Minister for mines), read a
first time.
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LAND AGENTS ACT AMENDMENT BILLS-cntinucd page
BILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Assembly without
amendment.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:
SPECIAL

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [2.4 a.m.] I Move--

That the House at its rising adjourn
until 10.30 am. today (F'riday).

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 2.5 am. (Friday)

Thursday, the 26th November, 1964
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Bill-Returned .. .. 35

Iron Ore (Cleveland-Cliffs) Agreement
Dill-Returned.......... 3224

Iron Ore (The Broken Hill Proprietary
Company Limited I Agreement Bill-
Returned

Land Agents Act Amendment Bill-
2r.
Coin. ; Report ; 3r.

Legal Practitioners Act Amendment Bill-
2r.
Cam. ; Report ; Sr. ........ ....

Loan Bill, £24,250,00--
Message : Appropriation
Intro. ;Ir. ; 2r........
Cor.; Report; Sr.......

Local Government Act Amendment Bill
(No. 3)-2r. . .. ..

Mental Health Act Amendment Bill-
Council's Amendment...........

Members of Parliament (Legislative Coun-
cl) Retirement Bill-Returned ..I

Mine Workers' Relief Act Amendment
Bill-

3224

a-fl
3228

3155
8157

3223
3223
3223

3173

3t75

3224

Sr................. ........ 3158
Returned .. ... .. 3226

Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act Amend-
ment Bill (No. 2)-Coundil's Amend-
ments ... .. ......... 3172

Parliamentary Superannuation Act Amend-
ment Bill-

Sr..................3 170
Corn.............3171
Report ; r...... .......... 3172

Reserves Bill-Retuned..... ......... 3155
Road Closure Bill-Returned..........3$155
Superannuation and Family Benefits Act

Amendment Bill (No. 2)-Returned .... 3155
Traffic Act Amendment Dill-Council's

Amendment........... ........ 3172
LOAN ESTIMATES, 1964-85--

Coin .. .. . .. ... ... 3223

POSTPONEMENT OF QUESTIONS .. 3137
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE-

Education-
Cannlngton High School : Completion

Date...........
Kalgoorlie Centrl School Repairs,

Renovations, and New Installations
Fertliser Use in Orchards : Articles in

" Agricultural Journal"1 .. .
Health : Infant Health Centre Subsidies-

Future Policy... ..
Position regarding Karrinyup

Mitchell Freeway : Embankments and
Completion of Project... ... ..

Natives In South-East Towns : Employ-
ment and Education .. .. ..

Naval Base In Western Australia : Repre-
sentations for Establishment... ..

Parliamentarians and Wives: Insurance
Cover when on Government Business ..

Public Hall at Wundowie : Assistance
from Board of Management of Local
Industry .. ..

Railways-
Marshalling Yards at Albany : Date

of Extension
Train Accidents-

Derailment at Iwundijong : Effect
of Absence of Vacuum Brakes

Engine Load Table : Provisions
regarding Vacuum Brakes

3162

3162

3184

St64


